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Abstract
This

research

is aimed

towards

information

network

descriptive,

mathematical

development

the design

in China.

Systems

and hybrid

and

planning

approach
(logical)

of an ag;ricultllra.1

is applied
models

li bra.ry and

to the construction

in the design

phase

of

of the system

cycle.

Four major

conventional

network

functions

are chosen

as core functions

to be designed

detail. A number of procedures
and issues are identified
for both overall network and
individual
function design. The embodiment
of the d('si~1I is basf~d 011 the parti cular
to which it relates.
The results of the design arc presented
by either descriptive,
or
mathematical
qualitative,

in
COli

text

or hybrid (logical) models, decided by the categories
of issues (quantitative
or hybrid).
The impacts of new technologies
are explored
and three alternative

programmes,

dependent

on the technologies

to be applied,

or

arc defined.

The cost-effectiveness-benefits
of the services as overall criteria,
awl AlIP (Analytical
Hierarchy
Process)
as an processing
tool, help determine
I) whirf program
will be run,
computerised
or non-computcrised
(by cost-benefit
analysis};
a n.l i) for a. part.icul ar
program,
the resource allocations
(mainly
budgets)
a moug co-operative
activities
and
resource allocations
within the activity, i.e. two-level allocations.
Zhejiang

province,

(provincial)
more

one of 29 provinces

network

potential

1II0<lel.

nodes,

ill the country,

Twenty-eight

will be configured

nodes

is taken

as

;1I1

Iron: five sectors

hierarchically

within

example

;1lid tltn'f'

the respective

of regional
levels,

plus

sectors

and,

decen tr alised mode among sectors, in terms of network ilia nagcmcn t. B 11 t , in tcrms
inform at ion flow and t ransn ct.ion , the configur a t ion will be a mi xod one.
The

purposes

of data

investigation

collection

of situation,

arc identified

t hcorv-t.ost.ing,

investigations

were m a dc to fulfil the objectives

investigations

are given

confronted
certain

in Chinese

types

set objective

of data

and the results
circumstances

at four stages

explanation

of data

arc discussed.

are presented.

1) to seck the conformity

measures,

and

A n u mbcr

dcscrip tious

of those

an.ilyscs

the empirical

arc carried

out for

a ssum p tious , 2) to help
aud 1) to derive

and co-efficiency,

sonic

aspects

macro-consideration

si n ce it is a t.ime of tech nologi cal cit all ge.

The

latter

stages

left un ti I more
to make
networks

of mathematical

1I U mcrical

recommendations
in China.

data

is i nevi table
modelling,

become

about

of networking.

i.e. optimisation,

avai lable.

the development

of

ba rricr.: to d,tt.a collection

mean, avera.ge and unit values.
The research
has focused on the organisational
of tech nology

in

of

i .c.

plallllillg,

prod ict.iou.

colloc tio n. The
The

Statistical

with

3) to cst.im ate parameters

of network

of model

the

Nevertheless,
of agricultural

However,

prediction

the

and validation

are

it is possi bl e fur the au t It or

lihra.ry

a.nd information

Acronyms
AGIUCOLA
AGIUNDEX
AGiUS
AIlP
AIR*
ALA
ASIS
mOSIS
I3A
CA*
CAD
CALA
CAP*
CAS
CEn
CO tvl
CD-llOM
CllA

crus
CT

en-

crDIALOG
DR*
DSS
EUSIDIC
ESA-IRS
FAO
FB*
FP*
FSTA
GPSS
IAALD

and Abbreviations

The NAL (National
Agricult u r al Library)
hihliograpllic
database
The printed index produced
by AGIUS
International
Information
Systems for the Agricultural
Science and Technology
Analytical
Hierarchy
Process
Agricultural
Information
Resources
American
Library Association
American
Society for Information
Science
BioScience
Information
Services
Biological Abstract
Co-operative
Acquisition
Commonwealth
Agricultural
Bureaux
Chinese Agricultural
Library Association
Co-operative
Acquisition
Prog ra nnuo
Chemical Abstracts
Service
Cos t-effec ti veuess- b cuefi ts Analysis
Computer
Output l'-licrnforll1
Read Ou ly l'-lclIl()IY C'om p a ct Disc
Current
Research :\ bstracts
Current Research Information
Sys(elll (USA)
CiI('lllic;d Tith's
Chi nose Hooks
Chinese Periodicals
Set of computer
programs
for onlin« information
retrieval
produced
by Lockheed Information
Syst('IIlS
Duplicated
Hate
Decision Systems Support
European Association
of Scientific luformatiou Di~;)(;lllillati()11
Centers
European
Space Agency Information
Retrieval System
Food and Agricllltlllal
Organisation
of the United Nations
Foreign Books
Foreign

Pcrio dicnl s

Food Science a nd Tech nology A hst rarts
CcnNal
Purp os« Simul at.ior: Systl'IlIS
lutcruational
Associa.ticn of i\griclIltllr<l'
umcut alists , now rcuamcd International
cultural Infonuation
Specialists

Liilr<lri;III'. aud

Associat.iou

I)oc-

of /\g;ri-

I l) ItC
ILLIN E1'
ILL
lit
IS1'IC
.IAUL*
I\-S*
LASER
NIARC
l\IEDLINC
NAL
NCLIS
NUl
NLM
OCLC
OR
ORBIT

Iu tc ru a t ion a l Dcvclo

p mcn t and

H"~";Hcll

C"lltre

(C'all<llh.)

The ILlinois Library and Infor mat ion Network
lu to rli hr a ry Loan or IntC'rknclill).!;
Information
lt ctr icval
Institute
of Sci-tech Information
in China
.liol i n Al';ricllltllral
Uuivcrsi ty Li hra r v
Kol tuogorov-Srui
r nov Test
London and South Eastern Region (lletwork)
Machi nc Readable
Catalogue
i\ledical AI);liysis and Rct r icval Svst.om Ou-Iin«
US National
Agricultural
Library
The US National
Commission
011 Library
Clnl!
Inform at.ion
Science
National
Lilnarv of Beijing
US National
Library of Medicine
Ohio Online Computer
Library Centres,
Iornier Ohio College
Library Centres
Operations
Research
On-line Retrieval of Bibliographical
l nform at.ion 'Fimc-sh a rod
(on-line rot ricval software produced
hy SYSt.,'ll Devolop umut
Corp ora t iou )

PDN
PEPS-UNESCO
PEltT/CPM

Data Switch Network
Po pu lat io n Edllcation
Pr ogrruu 111f' Servin's,
L NI·:SCO.
I'r()hl"<lIIIIIH' Lvalu at iou & Hc\'il'\\'
T('chlliqll,'~;j(:rili(;li

Public

P;LI,II

Methods

PGI-UNESCO
HLG

RLlN
RS
SDC
SDI
STDIC&CAAS

TWX
UAP
UNESCO
UNISIST
UTLAS
WLN
ZALINET*
*Used by the author

General Iufor m ation Program me , UNESCO
Research
Li lnarv Grollps
Research
Libraries
Information
Network
Retrospective
Searching
System Development
Corporation
S..loctivc Dissemination
of Information
Sci-tech Iuform ation and Do cu mcu tatiou Ccut rc of Chinese
Academy of ,\gricultural
Science
Tolotyp cwr i t cr f:xchallge
Scrvicr-s
Universal
Ava ilabilitv of Pu hlir at.ion
United
Nations
Educational,
Scientific
lilt!
Cultural
Organisation
Uuitcd Nations Information
SystPlI1 ill Sci('Ilu' ,v T(~chll()l()gy
University
of Toronto Library Automation
System
Washington
Library Network
ZllPjiang Agricultural
Library alld l u lorrua.tiou
Network
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List of Agricultural
CNIUU
HAllS
HAIti
HAS
.JA ur
JAS

rsn:
JIIAIU
JIlAS
LAR!
LAS
NAIU
NAS
SAlti
SAS

TArtI
TAS
TIU
WAIt!
WAS
ZAAS
ZSRE

ZAD
ZAltI
ZASO

ZAU
ZISTI
ZL
Z'l'CIU

Libraries

& Information

Centers

III

Zhejiang

Province

China National
Rice Research
l nst.i t.ute
Hangzhou
Agricultural
High-School
Ilangzhou
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research
Institute
Hangzhou
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Jiashan
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
Ii osoarch l nst.i t.u tc
Jiashan
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Jiashan
Silk-worm
Research
Institute
Jinhua (Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research
lust itutc
Jinhua (Prefectural)
Agricultu r al School
Lishui (Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research Institute
Lishui (Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Ningho (Prefect mal) Agricul tu ral ltosca.rr.h Iust.i t.u to
Ningbo (Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Shaoxing
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research
Institute
Shaoxing (Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Taizhou (Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research
Institute
Taizhou (Prefectural)
Agricultural
School
Tea Research
Institute
(CAAS)
Weuzhou (Prefectural)
Ag;ricult III;d H('~('d1(h l ust.itut«
\VCIIZ!tOU (Prdectural)
Agricul tu ral School
Zhejia.ng Academy of Agricult ural SCiCIICC'f;
Zhojiang School of Hural ECOIlOlIIY
Zhejiang
Agricultural
Dcpnr t mcnt
Zhoushan
(Prefectural)
Agricultural
Research
l nst.i t.u te
Orangc Research lust it.ut e of Zhojia ng Acad(~JIly of Sciences
Zhejiang
Agricultural
Un ivcrsitv
Zhejiang Institute
of Sci-tech Information
Zhcjiang
Library
Zhcjiang Sub-tropical
Crops HI'sl'arch l nst.i t utc
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Introduction
Context

of the Study

Impetus

and Motivation

According

to the

Confusion

Oxford

over what

network-like

of Networking

English

constitutes

activities

Dictionary,
a network

proliferate,

the

term

has continued

precision

"network"

has

ever since.

ill the lise of the

1:('1'111

existed

Indeed,

it. seems

declines.

15GO.

since

that,

as

& Tighe,

(Miller

1974)
One

of the major

to share

reasons

resources.

centre

why libraries

and

More and 1I10re of them

can handle

the

vol uruiuous

realised

amount

and

that

range

joi n together

in networks

1I0t

sill::~lc lihr.uv

or iuforru ation

011('

of infor mat.io u cu r reut.ly

As a general
applied

of libraries

has

term,

iuatcrials

and

other

acting

More

and

made

substantial
clear

the effort
and

more,

they

favourable

satisfactorily,
effective

or inform at ion services

with

exert

which

it

attitudes

com municatious

so that

usually

scveral

money.

means

As

the sharing

geographical

scat tcred

cli ru in a.te SOllie plJrcll<LsiJlg a.ud processilig
has come

the sh a ri ng , or pooling,

to mean

mat.er ials , as time-sharing

and computer-based

increase.
yielded

to achieve

significant

GIll

resource-sharing

by networks

members

of network

of resources

resources,

fashion

ti mc , aud

cqui pmcnt , p cop!c,

sharing

as well as of library

activities
benefits

materials,

information

however,

to potential

consequences

libraries

centres,

in a co-ordinated

and services,

networking

by other

can include

information

of equipment

The

,'eS01l1'CeS

and

organisatiolls

library

owned

level of co-operation.

to libraries

of library
costs.

materials

a certain

power

and

while their service goals have increased.
The developme-nts
have i nllucuccd
many
or information
centre to view a "collection"
as iucludi ng 1I0t only the m atcrials
it
also the

the purchasing

ava.ilahlc

to be generated

but

years,

is

decreased
a library
maintains

In recent

centres

expected

owns

in the future.

information

that
such

participation
towards
investment

cannot

benefits

may

benefits.

In other

are far-reaching.
networking.
would

and in sharing

be doubted.
vary

However,

it should

be

dep(~II(:.iJ)g, in the

first. place,

on

words,

members

ill view of the fact that
1Il1Jft

To accom mod ato

naturally

3,11 the

have to be m adc by uumbcrs
their

resources

t

adopt

network
in terms

as well as .liei r capabilities.

the

healthy
functions

of cnsuri ng

Evolution

of Library

and Information

Networking

Library
network is not a new concept,
especially
in advanced
couu trics.
The concept of
library network emerged during tile mid-1960's.
But the long tr a d i t.ion of co-operation
amollg
libraries in many countries
can be traced back at least 100 years.
The present decade, however, has seen a greatly renewed interest
involvement;
the difference now is the increase in the use of t.he
of "co-operative
system".

ill
tcrrn

co-op

or.u.ion

"network"

anrl

mutual

in the place

The need for library and information
networks and the variety and similarity
of the services
offered depend on the size of the country, population
distribu tiou , the level of political and
social awareness,
technological
dcvclop mcnt , and background
history of library development.
The highly structured
hierarchical
systems developed
ill the USSR, till' Cerlililli IJ(~lllocratic
Republic and other Ea.st European
countries,
is quite different [ro m the mul ti plicity of networks that have grown up over the years in the USA, UK, Wester', Europe.
'World-wide,
there now exist JIIC1nysuccessful libr ary and i nfor m at ion uctworks , such as OCLC
(Now Ohio Online Computer
Library Centres,
shared catalogui nr; network),
WLt\' (Washingt.on Lihrary
Network,
Multiple
services network),
and LASI'~lt (Loudon
alld SOlJth-(·(l.st
Region, regional library sy st cm ) etc.
OCLC went online in 19,1.
More than a decade of effort Slll((~ thcn lias givell the four
m a.jor Iltilitics--OCLC,
HUN (Roso.uch
l.ihrarics l nform.rt.iou
Not work}, WLN, alld lJTLAS
(University
of Toronto Library Autoru at ion Systelll)a n d SOIlIC n'gioJl;i1 networks a stability
tha.t is as remarkable
as it is necessary.
Bibliographic
utilities have continued
to expand their rallge of services aud the number
variety of their users, OCLC is still t.he giant in t hc field and continues
to consolidate
position.

an d
its

In UI<, development

taking place within the British Library, especially
in DOClIIIICllt SlIpply
Centre (former
Lending Division),
have influenced
the opcr at ional patter n of the country 's
other library and information
systems.
The centralised
i nt crlcndiug
services have been siguiflcantly effective in this cou n try. i\leanwhiie,
LASEH. t Ilf·l;lIgl'sl of 1,1Jf' J('gioll;d li lnary syst.crns
has been a good su pplcmcut
to the centre for unfulfilled
H'f)II(·stS. i\1('IIIIH'rsliip of LJ\SI'~ll,
approached
GU in late 19/0's. LJ\SEH, is now extendi1lg its T(';1I11IS (II' i u ll ucuco particularly
in
the field of periodicals;
it rctoivos m auv r('<jll('sls for ;lssist;III(,1' ill lo(';II,illg higlily spf'('i;ilisl~d
jourIla.ls with lilliited distribution.
(Bllrkett,
I!H9)
Most networks a.re extending
their
erisation,
IJIllititype, lIIulti-function

services.
The trcnds are towards
and cOllllJlerci;liisatioll.

high-d(·grce

of

(Olliput-
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Stimulus

to this Project

Networking
in China can be traced back to the late ]950's. Facilitated
by the establishment
of
Central Libraries Committees,
various scales of professional
or geol~raphical
networks formed
to carry ou t Interlibrary
Loan, Union Catalogue
and other co-o por at.i vo activities.
Nevertheless, these networks were paralysed
at their early st;t~(' hy the "Cul t ur al Rr-vol utlon ". Sillcc
1976, library and information
services have entered a period of recovery. i\ lid IIOW tile whole
of China's library and information
system is aimed at ca.t.ch i ng lip modern developments.
Wit.h similar i m pct u s , !IIany libraries
have started to rr-al isc t hn t nctwor kiug is o nc of the
most effective way of relief. But m auy of them are plIl.zling ab out what models thcy should
adopt.
They have realised that they should learn Irorn the advanced
countries,
in terms of
experiences
and technologies but must 1I0t copy the western models since the situations, in
terms of politics, economics and technologies
etc, a rr- 00 di llcront.. Chinese
li brary a.nrl information systems are seeking models adaptable
to Chinese circurusta urcs. As unc of tile seekers,
the author has chosen this research project and aimed at urgillg the idea of uct worki ug aud
of designing a suitable model.
The objectives

of the study

call be stated

1. To construct descriptive,
of a Chinese agricultural

as follows:

inatliematical
and hyll7'id III OIl! Is for till' <l!-sil!;l1;11111 pl.m ni nr;
library and information
network (Iocusi ng all provincial scale);

2. To soc-k the

Jllcl/wi/nlog;(,8

3. To propose

the future

host

adapta.ble

development

to till' df'si~1I alld

plalillill~

of such nrtworks:

"lid iuformat.iou

for agriclliturallibrary

networks ill

China.
4. To urge upon the Chinese
tance of networking.

authorities,

and library

and iliforlll;ltioll

sys tums , t.hc iutpor-

The models constructed
should represent
the Chi ncso realities well: a n d t.hci r credibility
an d
reliability
should be good enough convi nciugly to fulfil the objectives
of the model building.
It should be pointed out that this project is aimed at f()c]Jsill~ Oil t III' 07IJlllli~l/li01!111
aspects
of network ing though the consideration
of ieclinoloqical
aspects is i uevi ta.hle ill tile present
technological
age. Most mathematical
models coustrurted
remain at their theoretical
stages
and serve the purposes of identifying
tradc-oll's, qua nt it at.i voly ;1111' qu alitati voly.
The implellientatioll

Methodologies
networks

of the Illodels

applied

is the ult.illlate

goal; it will

to the design and plallning

Library and illformation
networks are complex inforillation
tems requires scientific IIlethods, or the "systems appro;lcl!",

IICC._]

great

of library

cfrort.

and infol'lllation

systems. The desigll of such sysSystl:'111 design is one important
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phase of the system development
cycle. The overa ll svst cm d('\'de]>lIl('llt
cyell' 1'(ILlils live or
more phases, beginning
with an existing system to be iuvcst igatcd and an alyscd and culminating in a new system that in turn may lead to the bcginnin[.'; of a nothor new cycle. Thus
system design may overlap system analysis.
analysis and model building ;11(' inscp;lr;lhle
uot.ious. To dcsnil)(~ and
design a system means that wo construct
some kind of H'I)('cS('(It;lti(Jn or (Ilode'l or it. !lased
on the careful literature
search and recognition
of the problem areas, the author feels that it
is desirable to constr uct descriptive,
mathematical
and hybrid models for the design of the
network.
C;H:h of the three typ os of model has its own advCl.nLIf,!;cs an d dis;ulvant.;lgcs,
hut a
combination
of them is expected
to be more reliable and eflcct.i ve in rcpresenting
tile reality.
System

dcsign , system

The research methods assisting the construction
of those moclo!s a r« varif'd and vnrsa t ilc: so me
of t lrcui can SI'I'\'(' urulti
pl« pu rp oso, i.e. the rou s t r u ct io us of r-i t.lu-r ell'snipl,i\'f'
111<llII"III;J1il';d
models.
One goud CX,IIIlpie is till' SUlTey method,
wllieh C<III ('Q1~('ct hotl: qu a nt.it.a t i vo a.nd
qualitative
data and lead to qua ut itat ivc and qualitative
couclusions.
1)1'

Organisation

of the Thesis

The text has been orgauiscd

Part

One: Theoretical

as a logical

progression

111t hc folluwing

stagcs,

Co ns ide r at io ns

issues have been considered
as important
tll1'orl'li(';t1 prl'p;II<l1 ions for t hc practices
of design and planning.
They arc 1) The state-of-the-art
of co ('pcrat iou , rcsourcc-sha.ri
ng
and networking
(Chapter
One); 2) The design and planning of information
systems i Cliapter
Two); and 3) The review of Methodologies
(Chapter' Thee).

Three

III ChapleT' One, definitions
arc given of the concepts of co-opcr a tion , resource-sharing
and
networking
in the information
world: they arc mostlv svuouymous.
Compoucuts,
impetus
and barriers to networking
arc identified
in general terms.
In Chapter
'I'ico, concepts
of systems,
inforlllation
5\stCIllS alld :;)5te(1I dcsigll a.re clarified.
Other rcscarcllers'
"how-to"
studies are cited as Llsdlll l!,uidclil!C; 10 tll(I de!visillg of tllf~ allthaI'S' own design methodology
;lIld procedurcs.
Chapter' Three is devoted to thc rc\'ic\\' of lIIet.hndologie's,
in \\'j.jril till' (,(lllCllPI. of llwthoc1ology is explaincd
and thc systems approach
is c1losl'n ;IS thf' seillilliic 111f'1.I10dfnr t1lis projlxt.
Nlodels, as an important
ant! inseparable
cOlllpon('nt. of 5),5t(,(I1:, ;q,pro;\(:h are cl;lssilicd, alld
characteristics
are idcntified.
The basic mcthods
to assist tl((~ construction
of descriptive,
mathematical
and hybrid models arc described
"nd disc1(ssed, TIll' prcvi()lIs stllriies 011 networking arc reviewcd.
And fill;llly, special attl'111iollS alc gi\'f.'11 to J)cler(lIiIl<Llion of' Performa.nce Criteria and ~leasures,
and Cost-cfrcctivc-iJcllelit
i\nalysi:;.
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Part

Two: Prologue

This part

consists

of the Study

of the following

1. Chapter

Four:

Mcthoclologv

2. Chapter

Five: General

two chapters:

applied

Overview

to the St udy

on Library

a ud l nfor ma t.iou Systellis

ill China

In Chapter Four, objectives
and decision problems
of this project arc idcutificd.
Suitable
methodology
and procedures
of investigation
, analysis and design ire determined.
Two useful
devices, i.e. top-bottom
now and two-level hierarchical
planning.
<Ire worked o u t to assist the
design and planning.
The important
issues arc categorised
i nt.o two groups:
q u a.nt.i tat.ive and
uon-q u an ti La.t ivc. The methods
a nd approaches
dealillg with c<lch ',Sill'S 1111<icrthe t.wo broad
groups are discussed,
a u d signposts
are given to in dica t.e tlw rha p tcrs dedicated
to these
Issues.
Investiga.tion
and analysis are carried out before the practice of c.csigu and pi<:lIIl1illg. Both
the present situations
of the overall totality, i.e. China's library and i nforrna tion systems, and
its branch, i.c. agricultural
library and information
svst cms are c;:;lIllilied. Cri ti cal overview,
with special reference to the situation
of networking
arc givell. 'I'll" pot.cut.ial of lIetworkillg;
in China is explored.
And types of potential
nodes and users' groups arc idcn t ilicd. (Chapia
Five).

Part

Three:

This part

Core of the Study

is divided

into two, i.e. Design

and Analysis

of Design.

Under the design, four chapters
are dedicated
to t lu- ovora ll dl'si~1I :111<1 t.IJI' df'sig;1I of Cooperative
Acquisition
Program (Ci\. P), Interlibrary
l.on n- Union ('.1t aloglle SYSU'1I1 (I LL- UC)
and Information
Retrieval System (lit). And under the analysis of design, two chapters,
i.e.
cost-effective-benefit-i1nalysis
and data collection & validation,
are devoted.
The design issues at the network system level are identified.
The embodiment
of the design
follows the procedures
devised in Chapter
four. Three alternative
prograuuncs,
i.e. noncom pu tcriscd , semi-computerised
ami computcrisod
systems,
a.rr- defilled a.ud th oi r means
and resource involvcmcut
arc distinguished.
Based 011 the ovcra.ll :Icsil-';!I, a. briof dl'scriptioll
of ZALlNET
arc givell as a case study. (Chapter Six)
The design of the four m a jor functions takes the [orm s of descriptive.
1l1;lthclllat.icai and hybrir]
(logical) models. At a. similar Iashiou , the review on the evol ut.ion of those network function
are given; their definitions,
and principles and design issues of tlleir design are identified;
the
impacts of !lew technologies
011 them arc explored; the perforl!la!lc('
criteria alld IIleaSlIres arc
determilled
and finally descriptive,
mathematical
and hybrid (logical) 1Il0deis a.re cOllstructed.
(Chapters
7-9 a7ld Respective Appendices)
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Cost-effective

analysis

nctwork-widc
, is adopted

to the

benefit/cost

maximum

(Chapter

Ten and Respective

Both general
to each data
and

collection

certain
The

Discussions

purposes,

data

types

salient

(CAP).
Cost-effective-benefit
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Chap ter 1

Co-operation, Resource-sharing
Networks, and Networ king-v-Sorne
General Considerations
1.1

Definitions

1.1.1

Co-operation

What do we actually
operation can mean

1. "working together
2. the "reciprocally
more bodies"

If we look in the dictionary,

mean by co-operation?

we find that co-

to the same end", or
beneficial

sharing

of resources,

developed

or pre-existing,

by two or

Therefore, library co-operation, in simple terms, implies that two or more libraries are working
together to accomplish what they cannot do, or cannot do as well, separately.
In other
words, co-operation among libraries can be defined as working together to benefit participating
libraries. This term is the broadest of the three terms lihrarians ()fl.~" 1JSf!SYIIOIIYIIIOIISly.

1.1.2

Resource-sharing

It denotes "a mode of operation
organisations."
(Kent, 1977).

whereby

functions

are shared

in common

by a number

of

Resource-sharing
is a facet of co-operation and gives libraries a chalice to share not only books
and other materials but also staff, cataloguing, book processing and numerous other services.
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Networking

1.1.3

Networking is generally a much more structured type of co-operation in which definite regions
or areas, or definite organisation
are connected by electronic or other means to promote
interlibrary
loaning of materials, in-services training and other sharing of resources. (Smith
& Parker, 1984)
Because the interpretation
of these terms used varies from person to person and from area to
area, it is easier to consider library co-operation, resource sharing and networking as "generic"
and mostly synonymous.

Network

1.1.4

A general definition

of a network might be

1. "An interconnected

or interrelated chain, group or system attempting
to achieve some
and mutually beneficial objectives."
(Farber, 19i2, 1'36)

specified common

2. "A form of arrangement

or organisations
UNESCO, ptO)

or an administrative
structure that links it group of individual
who have agreed to work together and/or share resources."
(PEPS-

A network can be viewed as a physical network and as a logical network. The physical network is the concern of those who must operate it so that it will support the logical network. The
physical network is concerned with physical channels of communications,
equipment, physical
interconnection
of network nodes (levels), speed of processing data, file structures,
etc. The
logical network is the concern of those who must use the network in attempting
to meet the
objectives established by each network member. The logical network is function-oriented
in
that those who use the network think of performing a function
of the logical relationship
among network nodes, data files, data elements, etc. The logical structure of a network may
or may not have any resemblance to its physical structure.
(J.G. William, H)78)

1.1.5

Library Networks

The US National Commission on Library and Information Science (N Cl.IS) offers this definition of a library network, which covers a broad range of services, organisation
types, and
modes of communications:
"Two or more
tern of information
A network usually
tion, and services
made available to

libraries and/or other organisations
engaged in a common patexchange, through communications,
for some function purpose.
consists of a formal arrangement
whereby materials, informaprovided by a variety of libraries and/or other organisations
are
all potential users." (NCLIS, 1975, pp82-83)
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Butler's (1975) definition of a library network includes the following components:
1. A dependent
system which operates multilaterally "in concert" ill response to the
common desires of a group of member libraries, as opposed to various shared or cooperative services which are offered unilaterally to libraries of all types by vendors or
other libraries;
2. A duplex element which enables two-way communication, which separates a network
from a publication, or an information services which is one-way;
3. Digital which excludes various multi-library functions that fulfil other characteristics
but do not involve some use of computers, telecommunications or digital manipulation;
4. The Distribution
of Information
which may take the forms of catalogue cards, printouts, CHT displays, micro-images etc.
5. An independent
organisation
bounds of its members.

separates from the administrative,

political and fiscal

In this thesis, the focus is put on the organisational network. While physical network is not
.the major concern though the network may involve some digital manipulation. Furthermore,
under Chinese circumstances, it is difficult for a network to be independent. Therefore, only
components 1),2) and 4) will be applied to the netv v ork modelled by the author.
Stevens (1981) states his criteria for a library netv ....ork
1. Geographical Level: state, multistate,
2. Financial

Support:

3. Direction:

or national;

primarily from payments for services from participating

libraries;

having a full-time, specialised staff;

by an independent body, including a high level of involvement by members
usually through a board of directors or trustees; and

4. Govemance:

5. Service: use of a large-scale co-operative database in machine-readable
online via a telecommunication network.

form available

Markuson (1976) has distinguished three levels of library co-operative activities:
1. Library Co-operation - any activity between two or more libraries to facilitate, promote, and enhance library operation, use of resources and services to users.
2. Library Consortia - a specialised type of co-operative library activity usually restricted
to a limited geographical area, number of libraries, type of library, or subject interest
and having some degree of formalisation of administration and procedures.
3. Library Network - a specialised type of library operation for centralising development
of co-operative programs and services, including the usc of computers and telecommunications, and requiring, the establishment of a central office and a staff to accomplish
network programs rather than merely co-ordinate them.
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users
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2. Readers
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about
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previous
them.
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array
points

of netof view

1978):

1. By the signals

they

2. By their

logical

3. By their

institutional

carry;

structure:

4. By the functions
5. By the subjects

e.g.

digital

e.g.

star

focus;

they
they

c,g.

perform;
treat;

or centralised

academic

7. By the geographic

area

computer

encompass;

network
10(1.11

lIet.WOI'

i nform at ion net vork

e.g. agricultural

they eruplcy ; e.g.

network

library

e.g. interlibrary

G. By the cqu ipmcut

they

network

e.g.

uctwork
regional

network
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based on one or more of the following criteria:

1. By type of Organisational

functions

Some network consist primarily of libraries, while others are mainly composed of information or data centres.
Networks can also consist of a combination
of functions,
like those of a documentation
centre cum library; an intogratod data, information and
library network under the same supreme authority or under different but co-operating
authorities;
or an independent
data centre network and independent
library network
under the guidance of different governmental offices.
2. By content

or specialised

purposes

For instance, agriculture is such a multi-disciplinary
subject that various sub-networks
can be created for each of these disciplines.
In addition to an agriculture network in
general, sub-networks
can also be established to focus on specific subjects and serve
specific groups.
3. By structure

or configuration

Network configuration or organisational
hierarchy is an important specification
it affects the communication
channels and the flow pattern of IIlPSS(lgCS.
Reflecting from the above discussion,
components:

1. Nodes: Agricultural

libraries

the network being modelled,

and information

therefore,

because

has the following

centres;

2. Links: Different means of communication
3. Configuration: Hierarchical

or other forms, in terms of organisation;

4. Institutional focus: M ul titype;
5. Subject: Agriculture;
6. Geoqraphic An'a: Regional (provincial);

and

7. Functions: M ul ti-functional.

1.3

Distinction of Computer Network, Communication
work and Information Network

Net-

As has been noted earlier, there appears to be considerable overlap in uses of the term network.
The following definitions can help us to distinguish
between three types, i.e. computer,
communication
and information etc.
1. Computer

network

(Neumann,

1974)
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"Computer network is an interconnection
of assemblies
tems, terminals and communication
facilities."
2. Communication

Network (Federal

Communication

Commission,

Considerations

of computer

sys-

Inn)

"Communication
Network consists of transmission
lines, concentrators,
switching mechanisms, and non-data-processing
functional components."
3. Information

Network (Uecker and Olson, 1968)

"Information Network, in its broadest sense, can be any situation in which
more than two participants
are engaged in common pattern of information
. exchange through communication
for some functional purpose."

1.4

Three major factors of a Library Network

As Kent (1978) proposed, resource-sharing
be categorised in terms of three factors:

1. Types (conrigurations)

networks currently

ill operation

or in planning

can

of Network

2. Types of Sources Material

3. Operations

(Functions)

performed

If these three factors are displayed

in three dimensions (Figure 1.1), it is possible to depict
a structure
in terms of specific operations
performed by specific network types for given
types of source materials.
Thus, a star network (I), which offers bibliographic
access (3) to
books and monographs (B] would be characterised
symbolically as 1.3.n. For example, the
Research Library Group (RLG) would be characterised
as 11.3.A., since it is working toward
a distributed network (II) for libraries with initial emphasis on bibliographic access (3) and
on serials (A).

1.5

Configuration

of Network

No matter what type of network it is, a network is a collection of nodes joined together
communication
links for the purpose of sharing a work load or one more resources.

by

Nodes: they are loci of information,

input, output, storage, processing, organisation,
control
and use. They may be libraries, information centres, users, publishing houses and abstracting
and indexing services. (Decker, 1971, p284)
Links (Arcs): they. are channels of communication
information may pass from node to node.

that bridge all nodes and through

which
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Figure 1.1: Three Dimensions of a Library Network
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of nodes and

arcs.
Whether networks are computerised or not, they are configurated
ways. Among the most common configurations are
1. star networks

(centralised)

2. ring networks

(cyclic)

3. hierarchical
4. decentralise~

in a numb~-fOri~~ditional

networks
networks

(distributed)

Some derived forms:
5. two regular networks
6. composite

centralised

networks

The three main types of configuration

can be illustrated

in a graphic

formtf igure 1.2)

A centralised network entails one network member holding substantially all resources, with all
other members utilising these resources. Centralised networks provide aCCeSSto the central
node by one arc joining each outer node. In terms of management
control, the centralised
configuration can be characterised
by a vertical flow of information with centralised control.
The central node is distinguished
by the ability to communicate
with every other node. The
most effective way to implement change in this type of network is for management
to control
the input and output flow at the central node. The specific day-to-day administration
of the
nodes in the outer ring is left to local administrators.
Consider a situation where a certain
budget is allocated by the network management
to support collection development in the
outer nodes. A network with centralised control over the budget can use such funding as an
incentive to improve overall network services through co-operative collection programmes, for
example among member libraries. Thus one can see that policies generated by a centralised
management
can motivate improvement
of overall network services rather than improving
local resources only as might be the case if individual libraries solely made decision.
In a cyclic network, there is precisely one arc leading from each node to another. These arcs
are so chosen that the entire configuration forms one cycle or loop, with 110 repeated arcs or
nodes, In such a network, most network IIIclIIlH'rs usually hold allllost. "'1"al Tf!SOllrCf'S. Our!
example can be seen in an interlibrary
loan network without location information,
in which
the route policy is usually relaying the request to the nearest libraries uutil satisfied. In this
case, the turn-around
time is very much dependent on the relay times, which is decided by
the ability of nodes in satisfying the specific request. One characteristic
shared by both the
cyclic and the decentralised network is the absence of a natural head or main library.
A hierarchical network entails members sharing resources locally; passing dissatisfied needs
along to the next greater resource centre. And a hierarchical network provides, as does the
cyclic network, a single path from any node to any other; hence, relatively long response time
Page 21
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or turn-around
time might be expected.
But since it is organised
a.s a branching
tree, the
hierarchical
network provides for relatively simple monitoring
and control of information
flow
and transaction
(Williams & Flynn, 1978).
A decentr alised or distributed
network
is composed
of members
resources,
with all members able to call directly on the resources
a decentralised
network provides
arc joining each pair of nodes.
There

are examples

totally

centralised

Suburban
Medicine
But

of each
network,

immediate

type
RLG

access

of network
(Research

Library System in Illinois as a distributed
(NLM) as a hierarchical
network.

upon

closer

examination.

few, if any, networks

library and information
networks
may be centralised
in one aspect

from each node

in existence.

Library

with equal, but different
of all other members.
And

Group)

to every

OCLC

would

other

one by an

be classified

as a decentralised

as a

network,

centralised,

and the National

are of pure

type.

the

Library

of

In fact, many of the

tend to have a variety of configurations
in one system.
They
and decentralised,
hierarchical
or mixed in another.
To gain

high efficiency in the networks,
the configuration.
in terms of information
flow will usu allv
be rather
complicated
and it must be a mixed one. Information,
thus. can be transferred
horizontally
and vertically.
in terms of how it is utilised

For instance,
by libraries.

OCLC is centralised
Some libraries utilise

in the physical
OCLC as a part

sense but not
of distributed

centralised
libraries.
That is, an OCLC node is also a central
node for another
network.
In such a structure
the central node in the library network queries and captures
data from
OCLC, that is, makesit available to its nodes for circulation,
bibliographic
access, etc.

1.6

The Irnp et us for infor

Cener allv speaking,

the reasons for networking
users and national information

threats

to library

library

can be wholly

graphic

requirements

self-sufficient
in support

either from governmental
ing a good deal of their
developing
consequent

are all due to the recognition
needs. One is the recognition

in the faces of demands
of research

needs;

or from non-governmental
efforts. TIle latter "threat"

the other

for a broad

of two serious
that no single

spectrum

is the impossibility

for libra.rv

when allocating
financial
compelling
programmes.

and information

networking

of biblioof funding

source a. multitude
of libraries duplicatin pa.rticular
has special importance
for

countries.
In those countries,
because of the low level of industrialisation
lack of public funds for the implementation
of educational
and social

very careful choice must be made
so ci a.lly desirable
and economically
The impetus

m at io n Networking

resources

can be analysed

and the
policies. a

to a large number

In more

dct.ail

of

by the

following aspects:
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1.6.1

General Considerations

Growth of the Knowledge Record

Exponential growth and rapid fragmentation have characterised the universe of recorded
knowledge for the past century. The volume of book and journal production both in English
and other languages has continued to increase rapidly year after year. UNESCO's statistics of
world book production indicate that between 1955 and 1972, the number of titles published
annually in all countries nearly doubled, from a world total of 285,000 titles to an annual
outpouring of 561,000 book titles from the world's presses .
. : Equally significant is the phenomenon commonly termed "Balkanization of knowledge", that
is, the rapid fragmentation of established disciplines into new subfields, each of which immediately spawns a new monograph and journal literature of its own. This new body of recorded
information adds to, rather than substitutes for, any of the existing literature. Finally, established definitions of subject boundaries of library collections continue to break down with
the growth of interdisciplinary, mission-oriented instruction and research while whole new
metadisciplines have emerged. These cut across the range of traditional fields of investigation
and attack the basic structure of departmental libraries and specialised subject collections.
This kind of growth and complexity in the character of knowledge records severely diminishes
the capability of any library to provide from its own collections those materials likely to be
requested by its users.

1.6.2

Rising of User Expectations

(Demand)

The simple arithmetic of the growth of book and journal publishing, then, turns the once
appealing dream of institutional self-sufficiency into a nightmarish struggle to reach an everreceding island of safety and rest. At the same time, librarian have been increasingly assailed
by the rising tide or users expectations.
Library users have not only grown articulately and vocally in their demand on scarce book
and journal resources, but also have come to expect considerably more rapid response time
from agencies that meet human informational needs. There is still another kind of force that
has a major impact on the response capabilities of libraries, that is modern technology.
Growth and fragmentation of conventional printed knowledge records, rising user expectation,
and alternatives to print in storing and transmitting data, all have exerted their influence in
altering the character both traditional measures of library effectiveness and traditional philosophical bases of library service. These and other developments in the large social environment
have forced a basic change from a "material-orientation" to a "user-orientation". The shift
has. in turn, been of fundamental importance in the development of a climate receptive to the
growth of newer concepts of pooled collections and library resources sharing as an increasingly.
attractive to exclusive local ownership of books and journals (Galvin & Murphy, 1978).
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1.6.3

General Considerations

Rising of Costs in the Collection of Information

The costs of library services alone have been on the upswing in the recent years. The high
rates of books and audio-visual materials hinder libraries from maintaining comprehensive
collections.
As it is to be expected, almost every library has a finite budget for acquisitions. Libraries
therefore tend to limit their purchases to cover materials which comprise the core collection
for the subject concerned, plus others that are in constant demand by local users. Budgetary
constraints amidst rising costs call attention to the usefulness of co-operative arrangements
in sustaining regular services and acquisition activities, and providing new ones as costs are
spread over many co-operating libraries.
A library which does not adopt some kind of resource-sharing will eventually decrease the volume of published information that it can cover and handle within its limited means, resulting
in dissatisfaction and frustration of its users.
Therefore, fiscal pressure have forced a search for alternatives to local ownership and institutional self-sufficiency.

1.6.4

Technological Imperatives

Along with financial pressures, the development of "new technology" and its widespread availability in support of networking is a very significant factor in the current growth of resource
sharing activities. The technologies, here, refer to computers, micrographics, telecommunications and audio-visual media.
In the area of library processing, access to computerised bibliographicalfiles has made the
long-time dream of shared cataloguing and union listing a national reality. Furthermore,
regional acquisition, circulation and interlibrary loan systems, are rapidly becoming feasible
in the context of a national system. In subject retrieval, at least half a dozen international
on-line systems provide access to bibliographical databases through a variety of public and
private agencies.

1.7

Objectives of Networks

The general objectives of resource sharing networks, have been identified by Kent in 1976, to provide a positive net effect:
1. on the library user in terms of access to more material or services; and or

2. on the library budget in terms of providing level service at less cost, increased service
at level cost, or much more services at less cost than if undertake individually.
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It is noticeable that many possible objectives can be identified for specific networks. However,

these objectives should be realised without harm to the mission of participating libraries,
although their methods of operation in variably must be adjusted. Similarly, the objectives
are realisable only with some changes in the habits of users. The activities involved in realising
the objectives are
1. Sharing of the burden of purchasing materials;
2. Sharing of the burden of processing the materials;
3. Sharing of services; and
4. Sharing of human expertise.
The means for conducting these activities entails increasingly the use of technology: computers
and/or telecommunications.
Montgomery (1976) believes that it is difficult to assess how far towards the realisation of
the objectives mentioned above any of the current library networks has corne. He suggests a
general model for a library network. It offers a number of objectives that are easily adapted
to specific, measurable service goals for use by any network. From a consideration of this
general model and the two goals mentioned at the outset (more services for the same cost or
the same services for less cost), a number of objectives can be proposed. The library network
must
1. Provide library service to at least as many users via the network as were served by each

individual library prior to the network. That is, use of a library network should not
result in a net loss of local users for any of the individual libraries. Any library network
should be sensitive to this possibility. Hopefully, of course, such a measurement will
show a net increase in library users for each library in the network.
2. Fulfil at least as many requests for library materials via the network as were met by
each individual library prior to the network. That is, library services to the patron
communities should not diminish as a. result of a library network.
3. Provide bibliographic access to library network book and journal resources at least
as rapidly as conventional location devices such as local card catalogues do. That is,
bibliographic access should not diminish as a result of a library network. Ideally, such
measurement will show a decrease in bibliographic access time for most searches.
4. Offer access to a larger collection of material than is available at anyone of the libraries
in the network;
5. Provide delivery of library materials borrowed via the network within a specific amount
of time in a majority of network loans. That is, the library patron may not be served
well by a network that library provides bibliographic access in seconds if actual delivery
of the material takes an inordinate amount of time.
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Network Functions

As we are aware of, networks currently perform an array of functions involving numerous
activities, a variety of technological methods, a diversity of human expertise, and a plethora
of problems. Generally speaking, network functions fall into three primary classes (Williams
& Flynn, 1978), i.e. those that

1. Serve the patron directly;
2. Serve the member libraries

directly and the patron indirectly,

and

3. Support the network structure
The first two general function types might be termed goal-oriented. They attempt to fulfil the
primary goal of the network (services to the patron) and its necessary conditions. The third
general type, functions that support network activities, is "means-oriented".
It consists of
activities that contribute to the accomplishment of the other two primary goals. For example,
the function that serve the patron directly would include:
1. Interlibrary

Loan, with its reliance on photocopying

and delivery of material;

2. Inter-system

reference, with its reliance on a communication

subsystem;

3. Inter-system

referral, with its reliance on a file of resource and communications

system;

and
4. Continuing
general.

Education,

whether

Those that serve the library interests

1. Co-operative

acquisition

for professionals

within the network,

directly and patron indirectly

would include:

involved in acquisitions;

3. Cataloguing

and other means of resource identification
tion control systems.

that support

in

programmes;

2. The technical processing

And functions

or for patrons

the network activities

1. The creation and operation
(systems support);

and location,

and item Circula-

might involve:

of systems that implement

2. Evaluation activities, such as the collection of statistics,
user evaluation studies;

the functions

mentioned

above

analysis of performance,

and
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activities;

of costs and setting
activities

of fees;

such as publication,

the holding of meetings, etc.

Keeping in mind that library functions do 1I0t exist in isolation hut arc related to each other,
it is important for any attempt at networking to consider not only the individual function the
libraries decide to perform, but also the relationships
among each of the functions libraries
perform.
The Pitt (Williams & Flynn, 1978) survey of networks revealed that networks
perform many functions that might not be obvious at first glance. The functions range from
the very common interlibrary loan to the less common functions of serving as clearinghouse
for materials. In the initial list of functions performed, the following were the most frequently
mentioned:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.
g.
h.

i.

j.
k.

interlibrary loan
reference
delivery
acq uisi tions
union lists
continuing education
bibliographic access
photocopying
ci rculation
communication
publications

The details of the major functions
Chapter
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l.
Ill.

n.
o.

p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
v.

cataloguing
processing
storage
literature searching
collections development
a bst racti ngjindexi ng
referral
consul ti ng
accounting ;v. management
microfilmi ng

which the network is going to perform

will be discussed

in

SiK •

Barriers to Networking

Nolting (1969) categories

the following barriers

to networking:

Psychological

1. Fear of loss of au tonomy.
2. Clash of personalities.
3. Jealousy

and. Stubbornness.

4. Complacency
5. Mistrust

and self-satisfaction.

between

libraries.
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and indifference.

7. Unwillingness

to experiment.

S. Assumption

that each library has unique rather than commonplace

needs.

Lack of Information and Experience
1. Lack of knowledge of needs of users.
2. Lack of information
3. Unpredictability

about the true functions

of demands

of different types of libraries.

on the library by its legitimate

users.

4. Failure to inform the public on library collections and services.
5. Failure of small libraries

to realise the value of resources of larger libraries.

Traditional and Historical Barriers
1. Fear by large libraries of being over-used and undercompensated.
2. Institutional

competition

3. Inadequacy

of libraries

between school and public libraries.
to serve their own needs.

4. Conflict between the boards of public libraries and those of private libraries.
5. Limita.tions
6. Thinking
7. Reluctance

on access to academic

and special libraries.

of only one type of co-operation.
ofindependent

libraries

to relinquish

any responsibilities.

Physical and Geographical Barriers
1. Distance

between libraries

and distance of users from the library.

2. Difference in size of library collections.
3. Difficulty of providing

service to sparsely settled rural areas.

4. Lack of space in public library to serve students.
5. Delays in satisfying

6. Overemphasis

needs and requests of users.

by librarians

on housekeeping

activities.

All of these barriers are not focused in every phase of network development.

Besides, as the
development of electronic network, some additional barriers have appeared.
For instance,
there has been a fear of displacement by high technologies from librarians and others.
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Table 1.1: Governance

I Policy
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Q

Government
Quasi-Government
Membership
For-profit
Non-profit
Network Suppliers

Structure
Approved

Government
Government
Membership
Organisation
Organisation
Suppliers

General Considerations

Category
by

Agency

I Incentive
Poli ti cal / Servi ce
Poli ti cal / Servi ce
Service
Service/Profit
Service
Service/Profit

Adopted from Stevens (1977)

1.10

Governance of Networks

Mathews (1978) believes that governance is the set of processing through which an organisation confirms its goals, establishes policy, selects its leaders, and insures the necessary
resources to carry out its purposes. Selection of leaders is likely to be the most important
role of governance, while insuring resources usually involves budgetary decisions and fund
raising. Governance might be carried out simply by a board of directors acting in accordance
with by-laws. But frequently with committees formed, for example, to handle policy in areas
of finance, planning, operations, and so forth. Presumably each committee is related in an
intelligent way to the governing board, the governance process carried forward through the
harmonious action of the governance structure as a whole.
Governance in the context of library networks is the sum of the relationships
ipants and their institutions and the network organisations.

between partic-

The purposes of governance are to provide a mechanism for identifying goals and objectives
of the library network; for the establishment of policies by which the library will operate and
for the resolution of conflict. In particular, governance is also the mechanism for overcoming
the barriers to networking.
In a broader sense, the purpose of governance is to provide a
mechanism for overcoming the barriers to any "new" organisations such as a library network.
Stevens (1977) divides library network governance into three categories: governance by government; governance under a quasi-governmental
body; and governance by the membership
under a legal charter and by-laws. To these categories, Montgomery added three more: governance by a for-profit organisation; governance by a not-for-profit organisation; and governance
by a network supplier organisation.
The governance structure adopted may vary depending on the category selected. Unfortunately, the formulae for choosing among these structures are not yet developed. The principal
differences among these categories involve the organisational environment and its relationship
with member libraries are expressed by policies and in the incentive for co-operation.
Table 1.1 attempts to link governance structure with policy approval body and the incentive for
making the library network work.
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General Considerations

The above general consideration of the state-of-the-art of networking should provide some
theoretical bases for the practices of design and planning an complex system like a network.
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Chapter 2

Design and Planning of
Information System
2.1

Introduction

What is known empirically about system design? Firstly, it occurs as part of what is usually
called the overall system development cycle. In discussing this cycle most researchers distinguish five or more phases, beginning with an existing system to be investigated and analysed,
and culminating in a new system that in turn may lead to the beginning of another new cycle.
In a broad sense, overall system development cycle includes investigation, analysis, design and
implementation.
(WyUys, 1979)
The cycle is not linear but iterative. The first two phases identify the desired functions of
the new system. The design phase follows the analysis phase, although the two phases can
overlap. In the implementation,
the design is transla.ted into reality and the whole process is
concluded.
The author intends to emphasise _.. the design of library and information system. If we follow
the cycle, the design of a new system is an activity that follows the investigation and analysis
of the existing informa.tion system. However, the two processes-information
systems analysis
and design-often
overlap each other in actual practice.
In the art of information systems design there is no generally accepted procedure. If a designer
of information systems has a methodology, it is often a private one, and it is not necessarily
consistently applied. (Liston & Schoene, 1971)
But there is one cardinal principle that must be borne in mind from the very beginning. An
information system is more likely to be accepted and adopted by a user community if the
community has been actively involved in the design of the system from the very beginning.
(Lancaster, 1979)
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2.2

Concepts

2.2.1

System

Design and Planning

of Information

System

System is defined in Webster's Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary as "a regularly interacting
or interdependent
group of items forming a unified whole". Similarly, Vickery (1973) gives
the following definition:

"In the broadest sense, a system is a set of interacting components. The components can be entities or processes. An entity can be a person, group, institution
or thing." (p21)

Churchman

(1971) lists the five essential aspects of a system as:

1. The objectives
tives;

of the system and the performance

measures

which surrogate

the objec-

2. The environment of the system-the
set of fixed constraints which limit the behaviour
of the system and are not under the direct control of the system's managers;
3. The resources
system;

of the system-the

4. The components of the system-the
sub-systems; and
5. The management

money, personnel,

operations

and functions

available

performed

to the

in each of its

of the system etc.

The above aspects consist of non-quant.itative
tools to cope with,

2.2.2

and equipment

and quantitative

issues which need different

Environment

Everything

outside a system is its environment.

"The environment is the set of all entities, a change in whose attributes affects
the system, and also those entities whose attributes are changed by the behaviour
of the system." [McMillan , 1973, p2).
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2.2.3

Information

System

Liston and Schoene (1971) define information systems broadly as "any systems which handle
information of any kind".
Vickery (1973) believes that an information system can be viewed 1) as a system of interlinked
entities (languages, symbols, signals, information items, articles, publications, guides, libraries
and so on), and 2) as a system of interlinked processes (encoding, transmitting, transforming,
writing, publishing, translating, abstracting, lending, searching, reading, and so on).

2.2.4

System Analysis

Fasana (1973) defines system analysis as a body of techniques and doctrine which is:
"concerned with systematically analysing a total system in context and in identifying and describing the interrelatedness of an the component parts of operations
of the overall system." (p465).
.

2.2.5

System Design

System design may be viewed as a series of choice in which the designer selects each of the
various items or elements of the system.
In the following sections, the author will emphasise ;,'. system design and planning. However,
as mentioned above, system analysis and design phases overlap.

2.3

System Design

Here the author is to quote several people's discussion of system design and aims at using
them as a guideline in the practice of the design and planning in this project.

2.3.1

Vickery's Description

Following Vickery's (19i3) definition, we can diagram a system as
IINPUT I-I

PROCESSING I-I

OUTPUTS I

Then system design appears to be straightforward: decide on the outputs required from
available inputs, analyse the processes necessary to get from one to the other, investigate
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alternative procedures by which each process can be carried out, and choose those which do
an effective job at acceptable cost.
There is a whole set of actions and reactions between man, tool, work and environment. A
good system design tries to foresee all interactions, and to avoid unwanted ones. Simply
because systems are complex, they cannot be designed by rule of thumb. In any but the most
well-tested situations, system design is an art, with choices often based on subjective values.
The whole systems development process can be pictured as follows:
1. Definition of the system to be defined, in terms of objectives;

2. Collection, analysis and interpretation of data relevant to this system;
3. Overall design of a system, with estimates of its technical, economic and operational
feasibility;
4. Detailed design and costing;
5. Realisation of the design by practical implementation; and
6. Evaluation of the implemented system in term of objectives.
Although the main steps can be set out sequentially, the process is highly iterative: both
analysis and overall design may lead to modification of the system definition, design work
will show up the need for further data, implementation will reveal defects in design, and
evaluation may lead to drastic rethinking of the whole.

The Analysis Phase
The first important point is of course to get clear what it is that must be designed. This is
not a trivial question-it involves exploring with system managers and users what are their
underlying aims and needs.
A set of question can be asked at this stage, such as what are the functions of the system to
be designed or redesigned? What is the general environment of the defined system? What
kind of services outputs should the system have?
In answering these sets of questions. it is particularly important to consider the wider systems
of which the defined system is a part. The designer should envisage all the possible uses of
the files that may be created, in the hope that they can be made flexible enough to serve all
these uses, or as many as is feasible.
The early phases of analysis should concentrate on gaining as wide a view as possible of the
proposed system and its environment. Factors at first unrecognised are thus brought to light,
that may significantly affect design decisions. As analysis proceeds, tentative design options
will be formulated, and these will suggest where the analysis needs to go into further detail.
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It is wise not to embark on detailed analysis or surveys until a clear need for specific data is
formulated-much
time can be spent collecting data that proves irrelevant.
Information systems analysis needs techniques such as various kinds of charting, work measurement, costing, survey and so on. The designer must know when and how to apply his
techniques, but above all he needs insight, and an appreciation of the complexity of information transfer.

Overall

Design

On the completion of the analysis phase, the objectives, definition and environment of an
information system will have been established, together with unavoidable constraints and
technical possibilities. Overall design has the following tasks:
1. To decide on the output services to be provided, and on the inputs from which they will

be derived.
2. To determine the functional steps leading from inputs to outputs.
3. If data processing equipment is involved, to allocate functions as between man and
machine.
4. To assess the technical, operational and economic feasibility of the proposed design.

There is no rule of thumb by which one can get from the data provided by analysis to the
functional diagram that outlines a system design. It is a.t this stage-choosing the components of a system end weaving them into a. configuration-that the designer must exercise his
imaginative insight into the whole complex situation that his analysis has revealed. He must
appreciate user needs, technical possibilities, and constraints including costs.

2.3.2

Optner's

Definition

Optner defines a system as a "device for examining the process of problem solving, and he
lists the following as steps to be used in solving problems" (read "designing systems"):

1. The problem process must be flow-charted, showing the principal decision points;

2. Details of the principal decision process steps must be described;
3. The principal alternatives and how they were generated must be demonstrable;
4. The assumptions pertinent to each alternative must be identified;
5. The criteria by which each alternative will be judged must be fully stated;
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6. Detailed presentation of data, data relationships, and the procedural steps by which
data were evaluated must be part of any solution; and
7. The major alternative solutions, and details to explain why other solutions were eliminated, must be shown.

2.3.3

Kent's List

Kent (1966) lists the following factors that are to be considered in designing and evaluating
systems:
1. Objectives: The overall purpose of the system;

2. Functions: Major classes of actions or performance required to achieve the objectives;
3. Performance requirements: Specific dimensions of required actions, with a statement of
the standard or required level of performance for each; and
4. Environmental variable: Properties of the environment that affect the system and its
performance.

2.3.4

Hayes's Summary

Clearly, in a complex system, effectiveness is not a single measure, such as cost or speed, but
is a complex function of many attributes. In summing up the principles of systems analysis,
Hayes (1966) writes:
"The one thing characterising the entire process-from definition to design
to evaluation-is repetition and modification. As a result of the analysis, new
requirements will be defined and objectives changed. Some desires are not feasible and must be reduced, and the attempt to define alternative solutions will
reveal analysis gaps. So the steps outlined above [problem definition, selection of
objectives, analysis, definition of alternative solutions, evaluation, iteration, and
re-iteration] do not represent a simple sequence, but rather a complex, iterative,
dynamic process. The result [of the analysis] is a system design including a complete description or 'documentation' and a plan for implementation and conversion
and with sufficient flexibility to accommodate later changes." (p12)

2.3.5

Borko's Reflection

Borko (196i) believes that there is a growing recognition that designers of informat ion systems
need to rely on information scientists to provide the theories and tools that are basic to the
design process.
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In essence, information science provides the scientific basis and the tools that are used by
the systems analyst to design information systems. System analysis is a formal procedure
for examining a complex process or organisation, reducing it to its component parts, and
relating these parts to each other and to the unit as a whole in accordance with an agreedupon performance criterion. System design is a synthesising procedure for combining resources
into a new pattern.
Systems analysis is often viewed as being essentially a problem-solving process; the resulting
design is the solution to the problem.

2.3.6

UNESCO's Guideline

Karen (1976) prepared "Guidelines on the Planning of National Scientific and Technological
Information Systems" for UNESCO. In the guidelines, a logical sequence of the planning
operations were proposed as follows:
1. A thorough study of the requirements and aims of the convening authority.

2. A review and evaluation of previous reports and documents which relate to the project.
3. A study of the basic policy considerations of the system of which the proposed information activity forms part.
4. Any plan needs to take full cognizance of the existing infrastructure.
5. From the conduct of the survey and studies needed for a better understanding of the
existing infrastructure some recommendations for immediate and operative action are
likely to result.
6. At this stage, the planner should have enough background information to add another
dimension to the basic long-range policy objectives he was originally given.
7. Since long-range policy objectives are not identical with short a.nd medium term goals,
the last two must be translated into a series of detailed recommendations, setting out
who does what and when, how it is to be done, how performance should be measured,
what standards and procedures should be a.pplied.
8. A broad outline of the desired systems design will by now have emerged and the approximate costs for each facet must be calculated. It is also necessary to assign priorities
for each of the tasks which have been set.
9. Having set forth budget requirements and implementation priorities, the planner will
frequently find that policy objectives and detailed recommendations have to be revised
in order to bring them in line with feasible cost figures and attainable priorities.
10. A final project report takes shape by now. This report, being essentially the planner's
proposal for a systems design.
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Three principal parameters are identified in the guideline:
1. The information user (frequently identical with the information originator).

2. The information contents (the message or intelligence).
3. Modes of supply and delivery (transfer methods).
Frequently the planner of an information system wishes to ensure that all factors pertinent
to his specific systems needs have been adequately considered. "Checklists" provide a useful
tool in achieving this aim, although the planner should be aware that no check-list is ever
exhaustive, unambiguous and appropriate in every circumstances. The principal headings in
the check-list are:
1. The rationale and objectives of information systems.

2. A general development forecast of information work (world-wide).
3. The information user.
4. The existing infrastructure.
5. The projected information scene (the systems plan).
6. Recommendations and timetable.
The above discussion are applicable in fairly general areas in information systems. Since the
author's interests in this project fall into a special area of information system-network, the
exploration of more specific guidelines for the network design and planning is necessary. The
following section is devoted to this purposes.

2.4

Design

and

Systeln-N

Planning

of

a

Complex

Inforrnat ion

etwork

Network is a complex information system, whose design and planning requires some systematic
and complicated methodologies. There are two ways of developing networks:
1. By beginning with existing systems and services and improving their efficiency;

2. By formulating new objectives and functions for a to-be- designed system.
Usually, however, networks are built upon something.
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2.4.1

Methods

and Research

for Design of Information

Networks

In one of his article, Slamecka (1970) concerns questions of research appropriate to the design

of networks of library and information services. He points out:
"What is the range of the research areas which bear on the design of library
and information networks? Table 2.1 attempts to suggest a framework for placing
social, technical and administrative considerations into a functional, disciplineoriented relationship. While nearly all calls for research fall into this framework,
there is less agreement on the relative value of individual areas and topics.
A plan to design and implement an advanced network of library and information services is actually a statement expressing known relations and dependencies
of significant component activities and process of the task. Once such a plan has
been drawn up, it is relatively easy to identify what problems, if any, should or
must be researched. In the absence of a plan, however, discussions of proposed or
necessary research should at least outline the concept or form of the information
network to which they refer; without such an outline, the question of research
need and value often remains open." (p555-556)

He categorises the development of advanced networks of library and information services into
two principal approaches, i.e. 1) Some existing services and system of services amounting
to a transition from the present-day state of these services to a higher level. In this case,
the primary goal of this development is then an improvement in the efficiency of the system
processes and performance; 2) A to-be designed system beginning with a formulation of new
objectives and functions, in which the designer follows a procedure which embodies rigorous
elements of the scientific methods.
He believes that for systems of information services, this procedure contains the following
sequence of three phases:
1. Assessment of the Market

• Definition of Market
• Identification of Information Uses
2. Design of Information Services
• Standard Products
• Special Services
3. Design of the Information System
• Information Store
• Process and Operations Design
• Quality Control
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Table 2.1: Research Areas Relating to Design of Networks for Library and Information Services
A. SOCIAL SCIENCE
1. Environment
• Functions and relations of components agencies in the network
• Identification of new services
• Effects on man, society, science
2. Market
• Identification and description
• Information requirements and users
3. Manpower
• Personnel requirements and characteristics
• Education and training
4. Management
• Organisation
• Management: planning, operations, control
D. INFORMATION SCIENCE
1. Theory of Information
• Semiotics (syntax, semantics, pragmatics of natural and artificial languages)
• Information processes (generation, collection, coding, organisation, transmission, transformation, storage, use)
• Information measures
2. Human Engineering
• Man-machine communication
• Man as information processor
3. Information Processing Technology
• Hardware design and operating characteristics
• Software languages, systems
• Communication Engineering
4. Information Systems Engineering
• Information systems properties(structure, behaviour)
• Information systems analysis and synthesis
• Methodologies of complex systems design evaluation
• Economics of information systems and networks
• Management of design and operations
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In contrast, the redesign of system of services which retain their basic objectives and functions
involves the second and more often, only the third phase.
Using this distinction of approach, we can conveniently identify and distinguish between
design efforts which propose (and are restricted to) the improvement of efficiency of existing
information services, and those which seek new objectives as the basis for their services and
systems.
When reviewing the methodologies utilised in present-day ongoing designs of library and
information networks, Slamecka found that apparently they are primarily concerned with
redesign of systems of existing services. While these redesign efforts frequently entail an
upgrading of some parameters of existing services (e.g. speed, comprehensiveness and so on),
the consideration of new services and especially of new markets is conspicuously absent from
ongoing activities in library and information networking.
It is true that the currently attempted and planned networking activities in the library and
information professions have their goal to introduce greater efficiencies in the existing and
assumed functions of bibliographic control and services. These efficiencies are to be derived
through the sharing or networking of various selected processes and of data in existing systems. The emerging networks will thus provide for centralised bibliographic recording-keeping
on a geographic and/or subject basis; co-operative acquisition and technical processing of
materials; co-operative, co-ordina.ted production of various types of bibliographic aids; and
optionally, for a capability of decentralised inquiry against compatible record files. While
efficiency improvement of existing library and information services can be a desirable goal
by itself, it is apparent that in accepting the objectives and premises of these services, the
current networking designs are not concerned with fundamentally new approaches to improve
the effectiveness of information communication in society.

Slamecka then classifies the methods being used to induce efficiency into two types: technical
and organisational. He points out:
"The. technical approach rests primarily in the mechanisation of physical processes and their elements; the organisational methods employs co-ordination, cooperation, and partial centralisation. To the extent that the success of the current
efforts at networking of services will be reflected by the efficiencies attained, the
necessary or desirable research can be expected to relate principally to these two
methods." (p555-556)
A category of desirable research concerns questions of political and organisational nature. It
is clear that major efficiencies in the existing library and information systems can be realised
at the level of co-operative networking. The types, sizes and characteristics of these networks
are subject to an interplay of a. variety of factors-political, economic, geographic, and human. Thoughtful analysis of the possible, desirable and permissible categories of networks
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and network nodes should yield another element of the data necessary for the systematic
development of a national network. He further points out that:
"A major threat of delay to the networking of library and information services
appears to be the less-than-enthusiastic attitude of the decision-making echelons
of the library profession. It is improbable that this attitude can be dissolved solely
by standard mana.gement techniques which apply political pressures or through
financial incentives which may encourage divisiveness. 'We must recognise the serious social overtones inherent in this resistance to networking and mechanisation,
as well as the symptom of a profession in crisis. It is perhaps here, in the area of
social science research in librarianship, that a most urgent effort is vital in order
to find new directions for profession in transition." (p561)

2.4.2

Network

Planning

Planning is generally defined as the process by which a certain goal or objective is projected
and procedures and activities are developed in order to attain it. While planning may occur
within a vacuum, in practice planning generally involves changes in existing structures and
relationships.
In discussing library network planning, these structures and relationships are the existing
formal or informal library network.
In undertaking and planning effort, four planning elements seem to be essential: Motivation, the setting of planning process goals, the identification of key stakeholders and their
involvement in planning, and the decision making process to be employed.
The establishment of a clear motivation for planning is the essential first step in the network
planning process. Some form of formal or informal needs assessment may be undertaken, as
may surveyor studies. These may serve to articulate unmet needs, problems or limitations
in existing services, or possible new directions.
The second step, the setting of planning process goals, will do much to determine the success of
any network planning. Where goals are insufficiently articulated, the likelihood of confusion
increases drastically-participants may suspect hidden agendas, or even attribute incorrect
motivation to those initiating planning.
The third element is an identification of key stakeholders and their role in the planning
process. Essentially, key stakeholders are persons or groups who have the most to win or lose
from any changes in the existing structure, and whose involvement is critical if any plan is to
be accepted.
The fourth element of networking planning is the decision making method to be adopted for
planning purposes (riels &. Drescher, 1987).
The discussions in the whole chapter concern high-level and general considerations about
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system design and planning. In order to practise the design and planning in a real world, more
specific methodologies are required. It is necessary to review the methodologies applicable to
the problem areas. The next chapter is dedicated to meeting this end.
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Review of Methodologies
3.1

Introduction

An efficient and effective approach to expand knowledge is the conduct of special, planned, and
structured investigations-a process known as research. The term scientific method serves as
a descriptor for an investigative approach in which the objective of the inquirer is to achieve
precise and reliable knowledge. This is not to imply that only one research methodology is
appropriate, however: rather, the term scientific method is used to characterise many effective
techniques of inquiry (Bush & Harter, 1980).
Therefore, the term methodology refers to the way in which we approach problems, and seek
answers. The term applies to how one conduct research. Our assumptions, interests, and
purposes shape which methodology we choose.
Checkland (1981) mentioned tha.t Kotarbinski distinguishes three current conceptions of
methodology, which he calls praxiological-"the
science of ... ways of expert procedures",
logical-"the
study of methods of using one's mind", and epistemo-Iogical-"the
study of
sciences a.s historical products and processes". His own sense of the word is that the outcome
of the research is not a method but a set of principles of methods which in any particular
situation have to be reduced to a method uniquely suitable to that particular situation.
The design of the methodology is the core of research. It should be based on the following 1)
knowledge of basic research methods; 2) careful literature search-a thorough familiarity with
current literature relevant to facets of the problem; 3) recognition of the stated problem etc.
This chapter is dedicated to review 1) concepts of system approaches and models (descriptive,
OR and logical models in particular), 2) basic research methods and 3) the methodologies
applied in some previous studies relevant to library and information world, and library and
information networks more closely,
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3.2

Systems Approach

As defined in the preceding chapter, overall system development follows five or more phases,
beginning with an existing system to be analysed and culminating in a new system that in
turn may lead to the beginning of another new cycle. The scientific method, here referring to
the "systems approach", is basically the establishment of models (sometimes more abstractly
called hypotheses) which must have two properties: First, they must account for all known
facts, and secondly, they must enable us to make predictions which may be tested by any
unbiased and independent observer .... Once established by fitting known facts and tested by
making predictions for which there are independent observational data, the model is used for
experimentation, by which the results of various ways of running the business may be determined. To sum up, the "systems approach" usually takes the stages of data collecting, model
building, prediction and validation. Prediction and validation lead to more data gathering.
Therefore, the "systems approach" is both a philosophy and a body of analytical techniques
by means of which an analyst attempts to consider all aspects of a system.
The research methods can then be classified in a number of ways: Firstly, they can be divided
into two broad types: which approach non-quantitative and quantitative issues and which help
construct descriptive or mathematical models. Secondly, they can be grouped into the ol~es
which are applied in different types of researches, experimental or surveyor historical or
operations research etc. And thirdly, they can be categorised according to different phases in .
a system development cycle. Fourthly, they can be characterised according to the applications
at different stages. But it is noteworthy that methods applied in different types of research or
different phases of system development or different stages of systems approach can cope with
both non-quantitative and quantitative issues and help the construction of both descriptive
and mathematical models. In other words, the different types of methods are not mutually
exclusive.

3.2.1

System Analysis, System Design and Models

Description of systems and explanation of system behaviour, and design of system are the
purposes of the systems approach.
Systems analysis, system design and model building are insepara.ble notions. To describe and
design a system means that we construct some kind of representation or model of it. As
we shall note, the media the model builder uses range from the physical to the symbolic.
A model is the analyst's description of the system. In other words, a model is an abstract
representation of real phenomena. that exist externally to our thinking processes. (Alexander,
19i4)

3.2.2

Classification of models

Batty (1977) classifies the models according to different criteria:
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1. Non-optimising models

Behavioural and descriptive models
2. Optimising models
Predictive and Normative models
3. Solution Procedure
Analytical Models and Simulation Models
4. Comprehensiveness
General Models and Partial Models
Alexander (1974) presents a model classification in which system models are organised according to their degree of abstraction:
1. Verbal Models

2. Schematic Models
including Static System Models, Flow Systems Models and Dynamic System Models
3. Iconic Models
4. Analog Models
5. Mathematical Models
Based on the reflection from the above classifications, the author tries to emphasis on two
distinguished types of models, i.e. descriptive models and operations research (or mathematical). Comparing the two classifications mentioned above, descriptive models may be the
hybrid models between verbal and schematic models, while mathematical models may be
analytical, or predictive and so on.
Descriptive models may constitute a loose category of models that rely on words or drawings to describe the elements and the interrelations of a particular system. Using words to
define objects, things, events, and processes is both the most ancient and the most common
approach to model building. The advantages of verbal models including their low cost, ease
of construction, and ready comprehensibility. They are most useful where more sophisticated
approaches to the description and analysis or routine affairs ca.nnot be economically justified. The principal difficulties encountered with verbal (descriptive) models stem from the
use of words themselves. Verbal descriptions of phenomena, in spite of our most exhaustive efforts, lack of precision. Ambiguities and semantic difficulties are frequently present in
verbal communication. The verbal model is an extensively used communication device but
presents difficulties in transmitting systems information when it is used alone. While representing systems in pictorial form avoids many of the communication difficulties inherent in
the use of verba] models. At the same time, it presents the systemic elements and principal
interrelations directly and forcefully, with a minimum of ambiguity. As a result, the use of
schematic models greatly improves the efficiency of thought transfer and the effectiveness of
the perception process.
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Verbal models tend to be almost completely descriptive and explanatory in nature. Schematic
models are also strongly descriptive. The most frequent use of schematic models is to describe
complex systems in summary form. Typically, schematic models are drawings or charts that
present systemic elements or their attributes together with a single relation.
Mathematical or symbolic models represent the highest level of abstraction in systemic model
construction. Several barriers that constrain verbal and schematic and other models are
breached by mathematical models that enable their users to extend their applications substantially .. The fields of operations research and management science are devoted exclusively
to developing and using mathematical models to provide management more and better information for decision making. Therefore, the combination of verbal and schematic models can
avoid ambiguity to a certain degree.
Mathematical models offer a degree of precision that is limited only by our ability to count or
measure. Mathematical relations may be stated in exact terms. Many systemic ones may not
be accurately quantified, however, because of inadequate measurement techniques. In these
cases, qualitative evaluations of the systemic relations must suffice.
Therefore, constructing models to portray the various natures of systems is a very important
part of the abstraction process. Reality is usually far too complex for man to assimilate
a multitude of details, organise his thoughts, and make intelligent decisions without using
abstractions. The development of models to help us conceptualise the many systems in our
universe provides a means for intelligently grappling with reality. Through the use of models
we may perceive systemic relations, postulate systems performance or behaviour, and exercise
some degree of control on our environment. (Alexander, 1974)
.
The different types of models are not mutually exclusive and hybrid models may also be found.
A type of hybrid models in this research may be referred to logical model, which represents
the soft data stemmed from mathematical models and hard data derived from descriptive
models ..

3.3

Basic Research Methods

In the preceding sections, the author grouped the system elements into non-quantitative and
quantitative issues, and also identified the different types of models, of which descriptive and
mathematical and some hybrid models are of major interest. Based on those identifications, we
may make such a rough division that descriptive models describe and explain non-quantitative
issues; mathematical models cope with quantitative issues while hybrid models are concerned
with hard data derived from qualitative issues and soft data derived from quantitative issues.
In the systems approach, the design of procedures and methods by which the identified problems will be studied is essential. There are usually varieties of methods applicable to the
problem areas. Among them are:
1. Survey
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• Questionnaires
• Interviews
2. Historical Research
3. Observation and Description
4. The Case Study Method
5. Comparative Studies
6. Delphi Methods
7. Documentary Research
8. Statistical Analysis
9. Mathematical Modelling (Operations Research)
10. Simulation
Here, the author intends to review some of the above methods.

3.3.1

Survey Methods

Survey research is characterised by the selection of random samples from large and small
populations to obtain empirical knowledge of a contemporary nature. This knowledge allows
generalisation to be made about the cha.racteristics, opinions, beliefs, attitudes, and so on, of
the e~.tire population being studied.
Survey research methods are used to obtain three broad classes of data: (a) information
about incidents and developments (data about events in a given period); (b) information
about distributions and frequencies (data concerning the possessions or characteristics of each
member of a subject group); and (c) information about generally known rules and statuses
(data about institutional norms a.nd conditions) (Busha & Harter, 1980).
Questionnaires are often used in surveys as the primary data-collection instruments.
As the purpose of surveys is to acquire current-rather than historical-information about such
factors as their experiences and opinions of people, the interview also serves as a useful survey
tool.

3.3.2

Observation

and Description

In field studies, direct observation and ensuing description of phenomena are used to better
understand situations, processes, developments, events, or some other phenomenon. The
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act of describing also involves the preparation of factual reports about observed phenomena,
including-insofar as possible-an account of relationships noticed among variables. Research
data for many descriptive studies are comprised of newly generated information, rather than
pre-recorded data. Studies in which a phenomenon will be characterised over a lengthy time
period usually rely upon historical records or documents. In both descriptive and purely
historical studies, however, investigators do not manipulate variables. Moreover, controlled
conditions are not used to initiate the occurrence of a desired event.
In descriptive studies based upon direct observation, capable investigators are prudent to avoid
the mere accumulation of facts. To be meaningful and fruitful, the observation undertaken in
descriptive research must be followed by a synthesis, analysis, or interpretation ofthe collected
data. In descriptive studies, the process of observation normally takes precedence over that
of evaluation. Moreover generalisations are not made unless representative observations have
been selected from samples of defined populations (Busha & Harter, 1980).
Bias is a major problem related to observation and description. Thus research workers must
subdue their natural tendency to selectively view phenomena that tend to support personal
conceptions, presumptions, and prejudices.

3.3.3

Case Study

The case study is particularly appropriate for a single research object and attempts in gathering extensive data about it so that relationships among variables associated with the observed
phenomenon can be identified. This approach allows a concentrated focus on a single phenomenon and the utilisation of a wide array of data- gathering methods. The overall purpose
of a case study is to obtain comprehensive information about the research object. Datagathering methods used in case studies are based primarily upon direct observation; both
participant and non-participant observation can be used. When necessary, these methods are
supplemented by structured techniques such as interviews and questionnaires.

3.3.4

Comparative Studies

Collings (1971) defines comparative librarianship as
"the systematic analysis of library development, practices, or problems as they
occur under different circumstances (most usually in different countries} considered in the context of the relevant historical, geographical, political, economic,
social, cultural, and other determinant background factors found in the situations
under study." (p492)
110st comparative studies in librarianship have encompassed comparisons of practices and
study of library science in nations and regions of the world; they have focus on such topics
as education for librarianship, political control of libraries, library resources and services,
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publishing in relation to libraries, patterns of communication,
Iibrarianship, and other related topics.

3.3.5

cross-cultural influences in

Delphi Methods

Comprised of a group of modified survey procedures, the Delphi method is designed for use in
refining judgmental data collected from a panel of selected experts (Busha & Harter, 1980).

3.3.6

Statistical Techniques

Statistical Techniques are those that utilise empirical data to compare or predict based on at
least two events, processing or attributes.
In the process of conducting research, librarians compile and collect many different types
of numerical data. Although some of these data originate from the recorded observation of
daily routine library operations, others are generated in the form of responses to various
questionnaires, tests, and other instruments that have been devised to obtain information
regarding library phenomena. Knowledge of the techniques of quantitative analysis can aid
librarians in making correct interpretations of these data.

Purpose of Use of Statistics and Statistical Methodology
The use of statistics can allow librarians to obtain the maximum amount of information
from their research efforts. Using statistical methodology the librarian can test hypotheses;
compute means and other mea.sures of central tendency; assess the relationship between one
variable and another; make predictions; determine the reliability and validity of instruments
and measurements; generalise conclusions from sample data to populations; present research
data in graphical and tabular formats; calculate the variability of research data; determine
the significance of the difference between the performance of two groups; and much more.

Techniques of Statistical Analysis
The techniques of statistical analysis can be summarised as follows:

1. Descriptive Statistics
2. Frequency Distributions
3. Inferential Statistics
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Descriptive statistics consists of methods and procedures for summarising, simplifying, reducing, and presenting raw data, to communicate the essence of the data to another. The
purpose of such methods is essentially reportorial while inferential methods are used to make
predictions, to test hypotheses, and to infer characteristics of a population from characteristics of a sample The latter includes analysis of variance, Chi-square test and regression etc.
(Busha & Harter, 1980)
-

3.3.7

Mathematical Models (Operations Research)

Definition and Concepts of OR
Operations research is the use of scientific methods to study the functions of an organisation
so as to develop better methods of planning and controlling changes in the organisation. It
can be viewed as a branch of management, engineering, or science. (Elton & Vickery, 1973)
OR has the following three basic essential characteristics:
1. It is a problem-solving activity;

2. It proceeds using the scientific method-that
of models of reality;

is, the formulation, testing and refinement

3. It uses models to estimate consequence of alternative courses of action towards some
ends, so that one with the most preferred consequence can be identified and implemented.
The key emphasis.is on the construction, testing and manipulation of symbolic models to aid
decision-making.

Operations Research Process
Leimkuhler (1977) points out that operations research begins with the study of the people
who make decisions in an organisation and seeks to make more explicit the alternatives they
face and their reasons for making choices. There are four major steps: formulation of the
decision problem, analysis and design of a system for solving the problem, and incorporation
of the system in the organisation. The total process is a cyclical one. The four step process
shown in Figure 3.1. is augmented by the available analytical tools and experience of other
researchers in many different areas of application.

Importance

of Model-Building in OR

An OR model, in its most general terms may be represented as
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Techniques of operations research
The conventional techniques of operations research modelling can be listed as follows:
1. Decision Theory: Utility Function, Game Theory

2. Resource Allocation: Linear, Integer, non-linear Programming optimisation,
Theory, Classical Techniques

Search

3. Graph Theory: Networks, PERT /CPM
4 ..

Queuing Theory: Stochastic Processes

5. Simulation
6. Problem-Solving: Heuristics, Cybernetics, Artificial Intelligence
7. Mathematics: Statistical Analysis, Probability, Time Series Analysis, Economic Analysis
8. Behavioural Science

3.3.8

Simulation

Simulation combines statistical techniques and mathematical models that build a model of an
entire system or subject using statistical probability distribution for generating and controlling
transactions but also utilising analytical techniques to compute the values of certain variables .

3.3.9

•

. System Al~alysis, and OR

In his article, Leimkuhler (197i) separates operations research and systems analysis as two
interchangeably, analytical techniques: they represent the theoretical and applied sides of the
same field. He states that both are seriously deficient when taken to be only theory or only
application and what is needed is a good blending of the two.
In this project, the author uses systems analysis, or "systems approach" in it broadest sense,
as a whole methodology which covers descriptive modelling for non-quantitative issues and
mathematical modelling for quantitative issues in investigation, analysis and design phases of
the system development cycle.
When reviewing the applications, it is convenient that we refer descriptive model building to
non-quantitative approaches and mathematical modelling to quantitative approaches.
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3.4

Review of the Applications

As we may have noticed, among the general categories of studies on networks are the descriptive or comparative studies, feasibility tests, determination of performance measures,
economic or cost analysis, and the modelling and simulation.
The review will emphasis on the applications by the non-quantitative
tative (OR) and other approaches.

3.4.1

Non-quantitative

(descriptive), quanti-

Approaches

Definition
The phrase non-quantitative methodology here refers in the broadest sense to the research that
produces descriptive data: people's own written or spoken word and observable behaviour.
Non-quantitative methodology, like quantitative methodology, is more tha.n a set of data
gathering techniques. It is a way of approaching the empirical world.

Methods applicable
The construction of descriptive models can be based on methods like survey, historical research, observation and description etc.

Areas in which the Approaches are applicable
Non-quantitative methodology is suitable to solve the problems which fall into social, behavioural, psychological and political categories since those problems can not be quantified.

Application of Non-quantitative
The purposes of non-quantitative
follows:

Approaches to Network Studies

approaches to networking problem can be summarised as

1. Describing and analysing the definitions, components, functions activities;

2. Assessing and evaluating the existing networks;
3. Making a comparison of various types of networks;
4. Discussing the dynamic social and political environment of networking, the administrative processes, economic aspects and technological developments; and
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5. Suggesting implications for building the networks of the future, etc.
Of the various categories of methodology, descriptive and comparative studies predominate,
with much effort devoted to the description of systems. Descriptions may be of total systems or of individual components of systems, and may be developed through observation or
survey techniques. Several descriptive studies have addressed the use of OCLC by different
groups of libraries. Each of these involved surveys, with some covering various aspects of
implementation and operations under the OCLC system. (Palmour & Roderer, 1978)
A variation on the descriptive study is one in which comparisons among several libraries or
systems are made. Conclusions mayor may not be drawn. In this category, Casey (1974)
puts forth the chronological development of network activities in several states, focusing on
the "multi type" library network.
Some more examples in the category of non-quantitative Methodology can be seen: in his
paper given in 1978 Conference on the "Structure & Governance of Library Networks, Kent
(1976) describes and analyses the following issues: (1) Library and Network functions; (2)
Single Function vs Multiple Functions; (3) Objectives; (4) Mixing Types of Clienteles, Materials and Libraries. He further presents" A case for Resource Sharing in Children's Literature
by Margaret M. Kimmel". At the same conference, J .G. William & R. Flynn made some
judgement and assessment on some problems related to network functions. The work was
based on a survey of networks in the United States and Canada, conducted by the Office of
Communication Programmes at the University of Pittsburgh. In the paper, they listed and
discussed 17 most frequently mentioned functions, which were part of the functions revealed
by the Pitt Survey of networks.

3.4.2

Quantitative

Approaches

(Mathematical

Models)

The quantitative approaches here refer to operations research only and the definition of operations research has been given in a preceding part of this thesis.

Application Areas
The application areas in the information world by OR are enormous. Here, the author intends
to give some examples.
I. Libraries
The history of the application of operations research to the problems of libraries is
surprisingly long,
In keeping with the traditions of operations research is the work of Morse (1968), who
studied library problems partly because of his genuine interest and concern in this
area, and partly because the university library was a convenient and rich laboratory
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rigorous analysis of the individual functions as part of a larger and more complex system. However, there is the danger that a comprehensive and balanced view of the entire
system will fail to emerge from the mere accumulation of many small scale studies. For
this reason, it is desirable that some early attempts are made to define the larger system
within which the various subsystems operate, even though the larger models tend to
be less rigorous and less immediately useful for pressing decision problems. Models of
this kind for libraries are most commonly found in the schematic diagrams used for
automation programs, where large areas of library activity and even entire libraries are
viewed as subsystems or computerised information systems.
At Purdue University, Baker (1970) developed a behavioural model for a library based
on a simplified characterisation of the objectives of three groups: users, funders, and
librarian, and the various interactions of these parties in a library environment. This
model revealed the need for librarian to take the initiative in creating a better understanding of the benefits and costs of the services they offer in order to offset the tendency
for users to rely on previous experience and possible misconceptions, and to distort the
image of the library in the eyes of the funders.
It was expected by Leimkuhler (1977) that considerably more research would be done on the

economics of libraries and the supply and demand markets in which they operate, adding
to the variety of scientific expertise available to operations research studies. At the same
time, increased attention must be given to the social, psychological, and political aspects of
libraries.

Applications

to Network Studies

I. Previous Studies

Library networks offer fertile ground for contributions by developers of mathematical models. Problems in the design, development, and operation of library networks are often quite
complicated and network managers often have inadequate experience and intuition in the relatively new networking domain to allow them to base decision making solely on this experience
and intuition. Furthermore, library network problems often involve substantial amounts of
money; thus, modelling efforts can be justified because of the magnitude of potential rewards
in terms of performance improvements or cost savings (Rouse, 1979).
The application areas and examples in network studies can be summarised as follows:

1. Planning and evaluating (e.g. Rouse. 1976, ILLINET)

2. Design and evaluation (e.g. Korfhage et al., 19;2)
3. Design and analysis (e.g. Nance, 19;0)
4. Prediction and decision-making (e.g.Duggan, 1969)
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And the techniques adopted are:
1. Linear Programming
2. Graph theory and Network Theory
3. Queueing Theory
4. Game Theory
5. Dynamic Programming
6. Simulation Model
There has been a general lack of alternative theoretical models and objective test of performance to guide the development of public library networks.
Network participants need quantitative models or decision tables to help them assess their
constraints and opportunities, determine their priorities, and then choose appropriate networking and propose a decision analysis methodology for the selection of alternatives in
designing networks.
A number of models have been put forth or adapted from other fields and applied to library
networks. The models used run the gamut from simple pictorial representations to complex
mathematical or behavioural descriptions, and have come from a variety of disciplines.
Important ground in the development of the theoretical models of networks has been undertaken by a number of researchers including Duggan and Kochen; Nance et al.; Rouse et al.;
and Cohen (1980) et al..

.

At Southern Methodis University, a group .under Nance et al. provided a mathematical
look at an information network, including measure of network structure, in pa.rticular the
accessibility and flexibility in message transfer; and at University of illinois, a group under
Rouse et al made a great contribution in applying mathematical approach to planning and
evaluating library network, emphasising on the measure of performance of network; more
recently, Cohen et al. applied more sophisticated game theory to library networks to study
individual coalition etc.
.
Nance's model suggests how a network can provide the greatest possible benefit for the total
group by providing for the optimal flow of messages from node to node in a communication
transfer. His work on the design of library information networks has also used concepts
developed by graph theorists.
Models of specific networks functions and their interrelation are also useful. For example,
Reynold et al. developed quantitative models (Linear equations) for functions of interlibrary
loan, technical services, and collection management for each of three systems configurations:
the present system in the state of Washington, regional networks, and a statewide network.
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Bhat (1971) et al. developed a Markovian model for total network costs associated with each
of three decisions about whether to satisfy a request, reject it or refer the message to the
succeeding node in the network hierarchy.
Montgomery (1976) presents a general resource sharing network model, offering a number of
objectives adaptable to specific service goals. The model was used as the basis for considering
the viewpoints of various network participants and identifying problems needing attention.
Mathematical models of network activities have been used by Reed (1977), W.B. Rouse (1976),
and Slate. Reed describes a computer simulation conducted for the State of Washington to
evaluate mail order library services. The simulation model utilised GPSS (General Purpose
System Simulator) to analyse the flow of materials through a typical mail order and delivery
system. Estimated costs for a number of system configurations were developed.
Extensive modelling of network operations, primarily of ILLINET, has been conducted by
W.B. Rouse (1976). His model uses a distributed queueing network and has been programmed
as an interactive package. Given the dimensions, parameters, and operating policies of a
library network, the model will calculate such things as the probability of satisfying a request,
average delay, average total and unit costs, and average processing load. It can thus be used
for a number of purposes, including the analysis of the various effects of network dispersion
and distribution of resources.
Theoretical work on library network design and modelling continues to appear. 'V. Rouse has
prepared a tutorial on the mathematical modelling of library systems, in which he considers
book use, resource allocation, and library networks. He reports that so far modelling can
only be credited with very limited practical accomplishments although it may be gaining
increased attention and use. Kang & Rouse review that applicability of forecasting methods
in predicting demand for library network services, using data from ILLINET. Regression
methods were appropriate for analysing ILL statistics. Interactive analysis is discussed, and
Kang reports that the programs are being used regularly to provide forecasts to the Illnois
State Library, which operate ILLINET.
Game theory has been used to study library networks by Cohen & Vilverberg (1980). They
found that users tend to cluster into a coalition around common use of a single function, e.
g., cataloguing in OCLC. The analyses were performed before the rapid expansion of network
services in the past two years. The theory may help to identify constituencies within the
multipurpose networks and may help to develop charging algorithms for different services
and clusters of users.
Rouse, B. (1976) believes that there are two basic approaches to analysing and predicting
network performance:

1. Network flow theory

2. Queueing network
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Network flow theory considers the problem of allocating flows in the various branches of a
network so as to maximise the total flow through the network. (Hill 1967, HU, 1969)
Alternatively, network flow theory can be used to find the shortest path through a network,
where the measure of length may be time as opposed to distance. (Nance 1970, Korfhage
1972)
However, network flow theory is difficult to apply to networks where the flows are probabilistic
or stochastic in nature.
In stochastic network, queues can build up in various places of the network and thus, the time
required for a request to flow through the network becomes the sum of the servicing time at
each processing point in the network plus the time spent waiting in queues.

II. Advantages of OR in Network Studies
Nance et al. believes that general mathematical models of networks are useful in removing
ambiguity and in clarifying the logical nature of networks. He points out that a person
may disagree with the definitions, assumptions and axioms about networks that are stated
in a model, but if the mathematics are correct, one cannot disagree with the validity of the
conclusions developed. Moreover, a model can be manipulated to reveal how it responds to
various input configurations. The analyst also can attempt to enrich the model to make any
improper assumptions seem more in line with reality.
Leimkuhler (1977) believed that a great advantage of modelling and system analysis is the
connection it can establish between a particular problem and the current state-of-the-art.

III. Limitations and Problems in the Application of OR
It has been noticed in literature review that the peak time of research on networking by OR
was in 1970's.
Bommer (1975) assessed the situation of the applications of OR models and found the reasons
why operational research has failed to achieve its potential in network or library management
as follows:
1. Too much attention

has been devoted to the construction and solution of complex
mathematical models. And the degree of model sophistication exceeds the technical
capability of the organisations;

2. Too little attention has been placed on implementation aspects of operations research
models;
3. Too little emphasis has been focused upon the process of OR;
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4. Too little attention has been placed on the pressing strategic problems of library managers.
S. H. Rouse (1975) commented that a considerable number of mathematical models have been
developed for use by library managers in analysing their operations. Examples include bookuse or circulation models, resource allocation models, and library network models. However,
not many models of library operations have become standard management tools. In other
words, such models are infrequently used by library managers. There seems to be two reasons
for this lack of implementation. First many models are of such sophistication that typical
library mangers have difficulty understanding the assumptions and resulting equations. This
problem can be substantially solved by developing a well documented, interactive computer
program that eliminates the need for the manager to deal directly with equations. The second
problem that arises when trying to implement library models is data collection. This problem
is particularly constraining in situations where models should be frequently updated.
As an extreme example, one would have difficulty proving the necessity of an automated
circulation system if its only purpose was to collect data for book-use models. Similarly, OCLC
probably would never have been developed if its stated purpose had been to provide data on
the use of their files as an interlibrary loan location tool. The circulation and cataloguing
functions justified the development of these systems.

3.5

Some Special Considerations

There are several techniques which are essential and important in model building or the
process of "system approach". Among the most important techniques are Determination of
Performance Criteria and Measure and Cost-effective-benefit Analysis.

3.5.1

Determination

of Performance Criteria and Measures

A performance measure provides a quantitative assessment of how good is the output of a
system with respect to some criterion. The crucial outputs are services provided to the system
users-e.g. document delivery. Intermediate outputs are those processes that contribute to a
user services- e.g. document acquisition. It is important that intermediate measures should
be defined in a way that reflects their relevance to overall system performance.
Measures are tools-there is little value in developing them if they will not be used. Actually performance measure for library networks should play an important role in evaluation
efforts. and their use has at least been discussed in the literature. J.G. William, at the 1976
Conference on Resource Sharing in Libraries, suggested eight network factors which should
be considered in establishing performance measures. They are reliability, flexibility, accessibility, availability, acceptability. efficiency, effectiveness, and quality control. At the same
conference, \V. B. Rouse (1977) went on to propose a single, generalised criterion, implicitly
incorporating all of Williams' factors, in which the goal of a library network is defined as
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the maximisation of the expected value of the probability of users' finding what they need
with a short waiting time to receive the material and a long circulation time for retaining the
material. \V.B. Rouse feels that such a utility theory approach to performance measure is
feasible.

Objectives of Measurement of Performance
The measurement of performance has several objectives:
1. To assess how well a system (or country) is doing;

2. To identify areas of weakness where improvement may be needed;
3. To aid planners in deciding between possible alternative systems at a national or regional
level;
4. To assist a user (usually a library, possibly an individual) in deciding which of one or

more alternatives available systems it (or he) should use for all requests or for particular
types of requests;
5. To enable a library to decide which method of requesting or supply to use;
6. To enable a supplier to measure its effectiveness and efficiency.

Problem and Limitations of Performance Measures
There is no recognised objective standard by which to judge how well a system is doing, and
most performance measures therefore need to be relative. Comparison should thus be possible
between different systems, across countries or regions, and over time. To this end, measures
need to be developed that are widely acceptable and that are used consistently. The more
countries they are used in and the longer they are used the more they gain in value.
Since most measures are of necessity relative, and thus depend on comparison (with other
countries, or regions or systems or periods of time), it is important that comparisons are
valid. It is, for example, interesting that country A has a higher fill rate than country B; but
the types of requests may differ quite widely, so that like may not be being compared with
like. This could be done by taking a careful selected sample of requests and feeding them into
different systems as an experiment. In practice, a. reasonable approximation can be achieved
by a detailed breakdown of requests and a comparison of careful matched subsets (PGI &
UNISIST, 1987).
It is not too difficult to design measures which would, if applied, provide an excellent assessment of performance both in general and in particular aspects. The problem is however
tha.t such ideal measures are very unlikely to be used or indeed usable because of practical
difficulties.
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No performance measure, whether used in isolation or together, can give a complete picture, if
only because it is never possible to apply them comprehensively and exactly. As noted above,
most measures are relative, since there can be no absolute objective standard.
Comparative
measures often provoke as many questions as they provide indicators and the comparison is
valid. It then needs to be asked why performance is worse before deciding whether to take
action and what action to take.
Moreover, performance measures
effective decision and action.

will often yield only part

of the information

needed for

Measurement
should be used as an aid to decision and action; never. as a substitute
for
each. It is sometimes tempting to delay decision until rather more adequate measurement of
performance can be achieved. This is suggested even though sufficient measures are available
to identify major weaknesses that need to be remedied, and though information is available
on the performance of other systems that suggests means of improvement.
It is never possible
to work on the basis of perfect information, and the question that policy and decision makers
need to ask is at what point adequate information is available.
It is possible to measure performance in very sophisticated
ways by means of using mathematical models or operational research. Examples of this approach can be found in Arms
(1979) and Rouse (1976). They often involve subjective assumptions, they require a great
deal of data to be usable in practice, and few practising librarians can actually use them.

3.5.2

Cost-effective-benefit-analysis

Introd uction
From the viewpoint of the designer and evaluator, three major characteristics
of an information service are of paramount interest: its effectiveness, its cost, and its benefits.
Effectiveness can be defined as the extent to which a system's goals are achieved. Cost is the
expenditure of various resources in providing some services; A benefit evaluation attempts
to determine how the users will benefit from an information
service; A cost-effectiveness
evaluation relates measure of effectiveness to measure of cost; while a cost-benefit study
attempts to relate the costs of providing some service to the benefits of having the service
available. Roberts (1985) identifies that there are five main types of cost studies applicable
to library and information services. They are cost analysis, cost distribution
and/or cost
allocation studies, unit costing and timing use cost analysis, cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit
studies. The five types form a hierarchy of increasing complexity and diversity of applications.

Cost Analysis
Cost analysis is the basic mode of study which provides information for the other descriptive
and analytical methods. Cost analysis can be carried out and its data presented in a variety
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

of Costs of Library
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Operation

Staff salaries
Material costs
Equipment purchase/rental
Space requirements
Maintenance
Computer time
Programming
Contractor services
Staff training

of ways. Cost analysis requires the measurement of resources input to the system, an understanding of the nature and type of work carried out, and especially an appreciation of the use
of time by labour (through work measurement or a substitute for it). Data from cost analysis
can be fed into accounting, budgeting and performance measurement procedures.

A cost analysis must first of all identify the categories and components

of input, throughput
and output. This has to be done irrespective of the scale of costing exercise. For planning
purposes, it is useful to compare the total costs of different possible systems. For the system
designer and manager, the activities need to be compared.
When comparing the activities between different systems, a more careful analysis of the
activities must be undertaken, so that like is compared with like. When one is costing some
activities, a problem may arise in handling the costs of necessary preceding processes. The
implication is that when one is preparing a notional costing of a planned system, one often
cannot estimate the costs of the different subsystems and simply add them together, unless
one treat the activity as a separate subsystem.
One has to define all the elements of the,
proposed system and view them as a connected whole. Before examining the use of costing
model in developing the possible costs involved in implementing
a new system, one should
look at the practical use of crude costing of an existing application.
Table 3.1 summaries

and lists the major categories under which costs need to be considered.

Cost Distribution

and/or Cost Allocition Studies

Cost distribution and/or cost allocation studies (the terms are often used interchangeably)
look at resource allocations, flows of resources and activities, especially in the throughput
or transfer stage. These are useful descriptive procedures, providing a general view of the
costs carried in different parts of the library system. These analyses help to understand the
outcome of previous resource allocation and financial decisions, and corrections can be applied
through the estimating and budgeting process.
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Unit Costing

and Timing

Uses Cost Analysis

Unit Costing and timing uses cost analysis data with measures of output to give cost/time
indices; these are often used as performance measures. As a summarising measurement technique, unit costing and timing is attractive to managers, but it must be used with discretion,
because of the sensitivity of unit cost to volume, the problems of relating variable to fixed
costs, and the difficulties of the treatment of overheads. It is unwise and misleading to use
unit costs as the exclusive indicator of performance.

Cost-Effectiveness

Analysis

Cost-effectiveness studies are used for performance appraisal, planning and decision. Cost
of existing processes and model cost data for alternative options under consideration are
required and obtained through cost analysis or cost estimation. Cost-effectiveness studies
are system orientated: which of several methods performs best according to the effectiveness
criteria specified, and does so at a given level of costs.
Cost-effectiveness is concerned with finding the cheapest means of accomplishing a defined
objective or getting the most value from a given expenditure, but a cost benefit analysis is
concerned with the value of the objective itself, which will be discussed later.
There are usually three distinct (and sometimes conflicting) sets of objectives, depending on
the point of view from which the assessment is to be made. These sets are the objectives of
the system sponsors, those of the system designer and system users. In the ideal case, one
would like to have a careful statement of the desired goals. In practice, however, one usually
settles for an as-quick-as-possible goal statement and establishes a list of agree-on criteria for
measurement.
. It is obviously easier to perform a cost-effectiveness study of a subsystem, which will be or
has been designed to perform only one or two functions, than it is to look at a large system
that has several different objectives. When more than one criteria of performance is involved,
there are inevitable trade-offs between the criteria, which implies that there must be some
subjective weighting of the criteria relative to each other or that considerations of relative
benefit or value must be made.

Cost-Benefit

Analysis

Roberts (1985) defines cost-benefit analysis as
" a technique which attempts to set out and evaluate the social costs and social
benefits of investment projects to help decide whether or not a project should be
undertaken." (p130)
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Cost-benefit analysis is a systematic comparison between the cost of carrying out a service or
activity and the value of that service or activity, quantified as far as possible; all costs and
benefits (direct and indirect; financial and social) being taken into account. It involves the
listing and consideration of as many effects as can be identified-beneficial
and adverse, shortterm and long-term, tangible and intangible-on
all persons and groups likely to be affected
by a proposed project or service. The value of this appraisal depends on how completely all
effects can be traced and the extent to which they can be evaluated in comparable (usually
monetary) terms.

A formal benefit analysis would attempt

to assign actual values, generally in monetary terms,
to each item, although one must realise the difficulty of assigning a monetary value to things
such as "greater convenience and legibility of book-form printout as compared with a card-file.
Cost- benefit studies, in the proper sense, are
service provision. Yet, the appropriateness
of
investment is obvious, especially when public
considerations of social cost and social benefit
data from the other four types of cost study.
To compare alternatives in a cost/benefit
this comparison. They are:

rarely carried out for library and information
cost-benefit analysis for the appraisal of major
goods and services are concerned and welfare
uppermost.
Cost-benefit studies draw on cost

analysis, five possible methods

are avaiJable to make

1. Maximise benefits for a given cost;

2. Minimise costs for a given level of benefits;
3. Maximise the ratio of benefits over costs;
4. Maximise the net benefits (present value of benefits minus present value of costs); and
5. Maximise the internal

rate of return on the investment.

Notice that the criteria, "Maximise
no value in a cost/benefit analysis.

benefits for minimum

The choice of the most appropriate cost/benefit

costs," is a contradiction

analysis method

and has

depends upon the situation.

Applications
Robertson (19;0) el at. worked out a standard costing for information systems. They pointed
out that one might postulate tvvo possible ways of arriving at comparative costs for the analysis
of information systems, namely:

1. General survey methods: the overall costs of a large number of information systems are
broken down into a small number of categories, and analysed for correlation.
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2. In-depth Study: a small number of systems are studied in detail in an attempt
establish the true sources of the costs and factors affecting them.

to

Cohen (1977) used an economic model to explore the costs and benefits of book use. He
focused on resource sharing and offered an equation for analysing its cost. His paper included
a detailed breakdown of book costs for the Hillman Library for 1974-1975.
Pitt & Kraft (1974) developed a library operations research model to assist in budget allocation for acquisition and photocopying.
The utility of random sampling coupled with self-reporting was demonstrated by Spence
(1971) in a study of ILL and photocopying services in a regional medical library. Random
alarm devices were issued to staff members working on the function under study, together
with a short recording form. Spencer included a detailed discussion of how the random alarm
devices were used and noted that the methodology did provide low cost, reliable data with
minimal interruption to library operations.
Robertson et al. (1973) developed a set of task categories that were used to develop operationoriented diaries.
Many good cost studies are available to guide those who are planning such studies. There
is also a good "how to" literature to help those who are planning their first study. The
problem is the application of these tools. There is virtually no standard. Studies at the
operational/functional levels have focused on individual situations, with little thought to reliability and external validity. The lack of movement toward standardisation and improvement
of methodologies and models is disappointing. Leimkuhler & Cooper (1971), Robertson et
al. (1970), and Price (1974) all proposed some standard methodologies. But we see little
indication that the.y are being used, much less improved.
The purposes of the review of methodologies are obvious: to seek for a philosophy and a body
of techniques and means by which the author can fulfil the ultimate objective of this project,
i.e. the design and planning of an agricultural library and information network suited to
Chinese circumstances. The next chapter will discuss the decision about methodology and
particular methods for particular issues.
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Chapter 4

Methodology Applied to the Study
4.1

Introduction

As reviewed in the preceding chapter, network studies can apply a number of methodologies.
But which will be the best for this research? Before any decision about the methodology is
made, it is important to clarify the purposes and objectives of the project. In the introduction,
the purposes and objectives of this project have been identified as follows:
1. To work out an agricultural library and information network model suited to China's

circumstances for the purpose of design and planning (focusing on provincial scale);
2. To seek the methodologies best adaptable to the problem areas;
3. To propose the future development of agricultural library and information network in
China~,~nQ
.__ _.
__ ,... .
._.. _....... .
..__._._.. . _

----- ~"..~-----

4. To urge the importance of networking etc.
The above purposes and objectives lead. to the following decision problems in this project:
1. What is the most cost-effective-benefit

2. What functions

network model suited to Chinese circumstances?

should the network perform?

3. Is the choice of the four conventional
by the author) a correct one?

co-operatice activities (CA, ILL, UC and IR chosen

4. In what modes (three alternative programmes)? And with what structures and policies
those four services will be provided?
The decision problems involve many trade-offs, including trade-offs 1) between the individual
co-operative activities (network functions); 2) between those individual functions and overall
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network function; 3) between nodes; 4) between nodes and network, 5) between users and
network, in terms of cost, effectiveness and benefits, and 6) between costs and different levels
of effectiveness.
By examining the objectives and decision problems of this project, it is obvious that the
"systems approach" is an appropriate methodology to fulfil the objectives and to solve the
problems. The core problems fall into three phases of the system development cycle, i.e. investigation, analysis and design, which involve data-gathering, modelling (both descriptive and
mathematical), and prediction. The issues in the decision problems are either non-quantitative
or quantitative. Therefore, both descriptive and mathematical models are desirable, and hybrid (logical) models may also be needed to cope with the hard data from descriptive models
and soft data from mathematical models. In other words, to analyse and design such a
complex library and information system, both non-quantitative and quantitative approaches
are needed. The embodiment of such a philosophy takes the form of descriptive models
and mathematical models and some kind of hybrid models in the design of each individual
function.
As mentioned earlier, the design of research procedures and methods by which the identified
problems will be studied is essential. In the following sections, an attempt will be made
to describe the procedures of design, and to indica.te the particular issues and the related
methods.

4.2
4.2.1

Design and Planning
Overall Design Procedures

The very first step' for any system design is to work out some detailed design and planning
proc~~u_~~~.
__Th~_s._~h~_~e~}gI!,
~~l~ _~.~_~_a~~i~.~.out
systematically. Based o~ _t~le_
analysis of
..-~--i)ihe -basic design and planning procedures, 2) the characteristics of network design and
planning, and 3) the decision problems in the project, the author can decide her own design
and planning procedures for this project. The procedures have been flowcharted to indicate
the logic, sequences and relationship of these procedures. (Figure 4.1)
Examining Figure 4.1, we can find tha.t the procedures suit both types of approaches, i.e. Nonquantita.tive Approaches-Descriptive
Models and Quantitative Approaches-Operations
Research Models. The detailed explanation of those procedures will be given in a later section
and the embodiment of those procedures can be found in Chapter Six, Seven, Eight and Nine.

4.2.2

Identification

of Issues and Approaches in the Design and Planning

Here, the author intends to identify both non-quantitative
design and Planning.

and quantitative

issues in the
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Figure 4.1: Overall Design Procedures
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In this project, descriptive model building referred to the category of non-quantitative
proaches is .adopted:

ap-

1. To describe and evaluate agricultural library and information systems in China;

2. To determine the configuration of the network;
3. To identify the objectives, major environmental factors, resources of the network being
designed; ,
4. To identify the nodes and the links of the network;
5._.To identify the potential users. user groups and their information needs and behaviour;
_ ....

--

"

6. To define performance criteria and performance measures for quantitative approaches;
7. To identify the constraints in literal terms;

8. To identify the input, output and procedures of the network etc; and
9. To assess network benefits qualitatively.
The methods of operations research and statistical analysis, referred to the category of quantitative approaches, are applied to the design and analysis of cost-effective-benefit network
models. More precisely, the OR models are concerned with the following solutions:
1. Optimal resource allocation-optimal

coverage, distribution and duplication of collec-

tion for CA;
2. Minimum cost, minimum turn-around time and maximum probability of satisfaction
for ILL;

4. Cost-effectiveness of IR;
5. Cost-effective-benefit trade-off between individual functions and overall network; and
6. Cost-benefit Analysis of three alternative programmes.
Detailed cost analysis and benefit assessment are needed in order to make the cost-effectivebenefit comparisons between alternative programmes, which will be defined in Chapter Six.
The data including request data, costs data. and some background data were collected by
survey methods. And they are tested and processed by statistical analysis and cost analysis
1) to seek the conformity with the empirical assumptions, 2) to help set objective measures,
3) to estimate parameters a.nd co-efficiency, 4) to derive some mean, average and unit values,
and 5) to test some hypotheses.
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To sum up, the cost-effective-benefits of the services as an overall criteria, and cost-effectivebenefit analysis as an processing tool, help determine 1) What are the best models for Chinese
Agricultural Library and Information Network?- by both descriptive analysis and modelling;
2) Which programme will be run in the network, computerised or non-computerised? In other
.words, how much computerisation the network will be?-by cost-effective-benefits analysis
and descriptive analysis, and 3) for a particular programme, the resources allocations (mainly
budgets) among co-operative activities and the resources allocation within activity, i.e. twolevel allocations, which also give out the allocations among the nodes. In such a decisionmaking process, both non-quantitative and quantitative approaches are needed.
To cope with the above problems, two devices are worked out as useful guidelines, i.e. Topbottom and two-level planning .
. ~---

-

4.2.3

-_ -

-

.. - .-

Top-bottom

-

.. - ~.

.

Flow Planning

One important intention of the design is to find out the solutions to the following question:
in what mode? with which structure? by which policies, the network will perform most
cost-effecti vely.
Therefore, the overall consideration in the planning and design can follow top-bottom and
bottom-top flows of design and planning (Figure 4.2). There are three levels in this flow, i.e.
Program, Structure and Function Policy levels.
Upper-level

-

Program

Level:

To fulfil the stated objectives of networking (which will be defined in Chapter Six), there
could be several alternative programmes. At the Program Level, a macro-level decision about
the number of alternatives has to be made. The alternatives related to whether the network
will be run manually or partially computerised or entirely computerised. The alternatives
chosen' need tobedefined :-Thefhlal' decision of choosing one from the several alternatives
can be reached by careful cost-effective- benefit analysis, which will be fulfilled at the last
stage of this top-bottom and bottom-top flow.
Middle-level

-

Structure

Level:

At the Structure Level, the decision about which configuration will be more suitable to partieular programme defined at the Program Level (for overall network and particular functions)
should be made.
Bottom-level

- Function

Policy Level:

Under a particular programme, a function with a particular structure, will be characterised
by specific policies to adopt.
Following the flow from the top to the bottom, firstly we have to clearly identify and define the alternative programmes. Elaborating the means of processing, resource, equipment
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Figure 4.2~--Top-bottom & Bottom-Top Planning Flow

PROGRM
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•
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,
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.- ••-.- •• -~ BottoM-leyel

and facilities incurred and cost involved for each programme is needed. For example, IR
services can be run manually, off-line and online. Different modes have their technological
characteristics and facility requirements; Manual IR services require volumes of printed secondary sources or other reference tools while on-lineIR services need computer terminals and
telecommunication' facilities.
.
Then at the structure level, following the procedures of configuration determination (will be
discussed latter), we may be able to decide the suitable configurations to match the different
functions in particular programmes since technology employed seems to be related to the
structure of the network. For example, off-line (batch) IR services in a network environment,
tends to favour centralised configuration.
Different programmes and configurations decide different effectiveness levels and costs of the
functions, which needs to be carefully worked out. If we have a look at the function of
interlibrary loan, different transmission modes bring out different speed of the services and
costs, which also decide the route policies of transactions, and the necessity and forms of
union catalogues. Therefore, at policy level, the policies about how to perform ILL function
and the policies about trade-off between cost and effectiveness within function of ILL should
be worked out. The cost-effectiveness analysis will be carried out under the heading of the
design of the individual functions.
Then, conversely taking a view from bottom to top, we can find that in order to perform the
function with certain cost-effectiveness, the network needs to be configured in a particular
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way and need to take particular programme.
The underlying philosophy
embodied in the design of overall network and individual functions.

4.2.4

Two-level Hierarchical

in the device are

Planning

The two-level Hierarchical Planning Device is worked out to help 1) cost determination
of
individual functions, 2) calculation of benefit/cost
ratio and 3) trade-offs between cost and
benefit subject to budget limits.
As emphasised earlier, the relationship between functions must be known and utilised in the
design of a cost-effective network. In .the overall network environment,
different functions
play full supporting roles to one another only under the precondition that the budget
allocations among the functions are reasonable. The optimum solutions of resource (budget)
allocation can be given by the optimisation which includes the maximisation of the effectiveness and minimisation of the cost.

.can

The detailed cost components of each function
design of individual functions).

(activity)

will be discussed

later (under the

Resource allocation among the activities and within the activities, can therefore follow twolevel hierarchical planning cycles (Figure 4.3). Again, the underlying philosophy is to be
embodied in the cost-effective-benefit
analysis process.
As discussed earlier, the methods can be grouped into two categories, i.e. non-quantitative
and quantitative
approaches.
In the following sections, the problem areas to which nonquantitative approaches or quantitative approaches are applied, are presented, and particular
methods adopted are explained. And finally the indications of chapters devoted to the issues
are given.

4.3

Non-Quantitative

Approaches-Descriptive

Models

Non-quantitative
approaches, referred to as descriptive models, are applied to describing and
analysing social, political, psychological problems. The following headings are dedicated to
the issues to which non-quantitative
approaches are applied.

4.3.1

Description

& Evaluation

of L&I Systems in China

The work is mainly based on the litera.ture review and some interviews.
The literature
gathered covers a wide range of sources from librarianship to information work to publishing
in China. The author did a comprehensive search of literature when she was doing her field
work in China. The libraries and informa.tion centres visited include the National Library
of Beijing, Documentation
Centre in ISTIC, STDIC-CAAS, Zhejiang Provincial Library and
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Figure 4.3: Two-level Hierarchical Planning
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several academic libraries, public libraries at different levels. In the informal interviews,
question imposed varied from libraries to libraries since different issues were intended to
be explored. Chapter Five is dedicated to describing and evaluating China's Library and
Information systems, as a whole, and China's Agricultural library and Information systems
in particular. In that chapter, the environmental factor, the present situation of China's
(Agricultural) Library and Information systems are identified. The situation of co-operations
are assessed and the types of agricultural library and information services and their user
groups are identified.
In Chapter Seven, Eight, Nine, the proposals for CA, ILL, UC and IR at national level are
based on the literature Review, interviews and the knowledge of the author.

4.3.2

Description

of ZALINET

Zhejiang Province is chosen as an example of a regional (provincial) network being designed.
The author conducted a set of detailed surveys in Zhejiang Province. Both questionnaire and
interview methods were used to gather resources, activities, operations and background data.
The surveys include the following:
1. Zheijing Agricultural Library and information centre Statistics

2. Interlibrary Loan Service
3. Compilation of Union Catalogues
4. Information Retrieval Services
5. User Information Needs and Behaviour
~--

~.- ~ .~ >., •• __ •

6.' Attitudes'of Networking from Library Directors

The brief description of ZALINET in Chapter Six, and the descriptions of the alternative
programmes for four individual co-operative functions in Chapter Seven, Eight and Nine
respectively are based on the survey results, and the knowledge of network theory and the
design issues of network.
Chapter Eleven discusses the data collection in details.

4.3.3

Some Design Issues

The design issues to be discussed here are those identified in the design procedures.
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of the Network

The detailed steps of determina.tion of the configuration is discussed in Chapter Six. It involves
the following: 1) the basic knowledge of network configuration, and 2) the survey of practical
structure of the system being designed, in terms of management,
and existing co-operations,
and 3) the characteristics
of individual functions and 4) degree of new technologies applied
etc.
Bearing in mind, the library and information network tends to have a variety of configuration
in one system. They may be centralised in one aspect and decentralised, hierarchical or mixed
in other. Attempts are made to determine the configurations for each network function under
different alternative programmes in Chapter Seven, Eight and Nine respectively.

Identifying
There
. has at
source.
source
useful

the Objectives

of the Network

are various sources and mechanisms for the definition of objectives that the analyst
his/her disposal. The analyst's knowledge of the decision problem is an obvious first
An awareness of the history behind the project can be invaluable. Another possible
of information is the decision makers. Additional origins of information that may be
for identifying objectives are pu blished material relative to the decision problem.

To obtain those sources, interview and literature review, seem appropriate.
presents the objective identified ba.sed on the types of sources mentioned.
Eleven discusses the interviews conducted.

Identifying

Environmental

Chapter six
And Chapter

Factors

Environmental factors of the network being designed are identified by the surveys conducted,
literatures reviewed, published statistics and knowledge of the author.
In chapter

Identifying

five, the author discusses and identifies the environmental

the Resources,

Nodes,

Link and User

factors.

Groups

Among the efficient ways are

1. Consulting

published

statistics,

if available;

and

2. Surveys etc.
The data related to the identification are widely used throughout
and Six give a comparatively detailed description.

the thesis.

Chapters

Five
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Defining Performance Measures
To help in studying and selecting the performance criteria, it is advisable to establish some
conceptual framework and schema. In Chapter Six, the author presents some framework
and schema to indicate a general relationship among cost effectiveness-benefits measures for
network and four basic network functions.
The performance measures chosen intend to reflect the objectives to achieve and the problems
to be solved. Therefore, the involvement of survey, published data and knowledge of analyst
is essential.
-'.~'.~--:-~-.

':

.:' .._

~

The identification of constraints in literal term will mainly be based on the survey, literature
review and knowledge of the author.
As mentioned earlier, the design and planning procedures suit both approaches. In a quantitative sense, the objectives, performance measures and constraints need to be quantified. In
any mathematical modelling processes, the objectives are expressed by the performance criteria and measure. From a mathematical point of view, the objectives which are quantifiable,
permit the measures, finally the variable to be derived from them. Similarly, constraints,
input, output need to be quantified in a mathematical model.

Identification of Alternative Programmes
This is a time of rapid technological changes. The application of computers and other technologies have promoted the effectiveness of libraries and information services. The involve.ment-of those new te-chiiologies
trendin a modern library and information ·network.
But the degree of the involvement in Chinese circumstances will depend on the analysis of
the following:

seem a

1. The technological changes in the World;

2. The present situation of China, in terms of economy and technology;
3. The prediction of development in China;
4. The present resource situation in the potenital member libraries; and
5. The future possible resource input etc.
The first three are based on the literature review, while the rest rely on the surveys. After
a careful diagnosis, three alternatives can be identified, i.e. manual, semi-computerised and
computerised.
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Chapter Six discusses the identification and definition of three alternative programmes. And
Chapter Seven, Eight, Nine describe the alternative programmes embodied in the individual
functions. And Chapter Ten generates the alternatives.

4.4

Quantitative Approaches-Operations

4.4.1

Introduction

Research Models

Following the overall design and planning procedures, there are stages of modelling, namely
Modelling-One andModelling-TworThe former refers to the mathematical modelling process
while the latter refers to the simulation modelling process. Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5 show
the procedures of the two modelling respectively.
As mentioned above, the identification and determination
of objectives usually come first.
For the purpose of the mathematical
modelling, these objectives need to be quantified. The
overall steps can be described as the determinants of what is important (the objective), the
controls which decision makers have available to them (the decision variables), and the limits
on the range of the controls (the constraints) must be identified first in any planning exercise.
If a mathematical model is to be used, then steps (1) and (2) correspond to model formulation.
The determination
of quantifiable objectives should be based on the knowledge, the analysis
of published source and the situation investigated. That is to say, overall consideration of the
standard (if there are some), the common objectives of the library and information systems,
and the past and the present situation of the system to be designed should be taken at this
stage. While quantification of objectives is the statement of an objective as a mathematical
function of decision variables.
After data ar~ collected in step (3), alternatives that are feasible in terms of the constraints
are generated and evaluated for their impact on the objectives.
In step (5), a preferred alternative is selected by decision makers through a political selection
process. In the final step of the methodological steps, the chosen alternative is implemented.
'It is noticeable that the whole processes
quantitative analysis.

of both mathematical

modelling

involve the non-

Simulation model was planned at first plan. However, it was affected due to the change of
computer system in the university. Thus it ha.s to be left for further research.

4.4.2

1\1athematical
Functions

The individual

Modelling

objective functions

111

Formulation

are formulated

of Individual

Objective

to serve two purposes in this project:
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..,-.
Figure 4.4: Procedures of Mathematical Modelling
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1. As a device to determine the cost requirements of each objective (activity) by setting

desired goals (objective measures)-Analytical

Solutions;

2. As an optimisation tool: taking the allocation results (after cost-effective-benefit anal-

ysis process and trade-offs between cost requirements and budget levels) to achieve
optimum solutions of those effectiveness measures-optimising solutions.
Chapter Ten and Twelve are dedicated to describing the above issues.

Optimal Resource Allocation-CA Programme
Four performance criteria are decided to reflect the objectives of CA Programme in the
network. They are:
1. Network Material Accessibility
2. Probability of Satisfaction of ILL (from outside system)

3. Geographical Accessibility, and
4. Local Availability.
The formulations of four objective functions apply linear programming, integer programming
and queueing theory. The optimum solutions include the following:
• Optimum total network coverage;
• Optimum overlapping degrees of titles among nodes; and
• Optimum' duplicated rates of titles within node and subject.
Chapter seven is dedicated to the formulation of four objective functions. Chapter Ten works
out the analytical solutions for the cost requirements for the purchases of stock.

Cost-effectiveness

of ILL- UC Services

With three assumptions, i.e. a) UC locally accessible; b) UC centrally available and c) NonDC available, the nature of interlibrary loan are categorised as three types of transactions:
Two, Three and N-body.
The total turn-around time and cost depend very much on the types of transaction while the
ultimate satisfaction rate is related to the accessibility and availability of the network stock.
A goal programming model is used to solve the decision problems: whether the network will
compile UC to help ILL transaction or not? In what forms t.he DC will be compiled.
Chapter Eight is dedicated to the formulation of the model.
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Cost-effectiveness of IR System
A model for cost-effectiveness comparison between three alternatives is formulated by goal
programming. The three alternative modes are manual, off-line and on-line. Recall and
precision ratio, and response time, etc. are chosen as effective measures. Types of cost are
identified as setting-up and staff cost for searching.
Chapter Nine is dedicated to the formulation of the above model.

4.4.3

(Mathematical) Modelling in Overall Network Trade-offs and Generation of Alternatives

The overall trade-offs between activities and levels of effectiveness is necessary because of the
resource constraints. The generation of alternatives should be based on cost-effective-benefits.
Analytical Hierarchy Process(AHP) is applied to the fulfilment of the trade-off and generation
Claimed as offering a new logic for organising complexity and measure priorities, AHP has
been applied to forecasting, decision-making, planning and system analysis (vide Chapter
Ten).
To apply this methodology, some hierarchies are needed to establish. In this project, two
hierarchies, i.e. benefits of networking, and cost of networking are worked out based on 1)
the knowledge of library and information networking; 2) the stated objectives and decision
problems of this project etc. Chapter Ten discusses two hierarchies established and the
detailed costing of individual functions and network, and identification of benefits from those
functions and networking under the three alternative programme.
To avoid the difficulties in some conventional cost-benefit analysis, the results of the costing
and benefit identification are not directly used. Instead, they provide both quantitative
and qualitative information to assist the AHP process. The matrices for criteria and the
priorities are set through a careful diagnosis to reflect the opinions from 1) decision-makers,
2) librarians, 3) users, and 4) the author.

4.5
4.5.1

Data Collection
Data Collection Planning

At data collection planning stage, there are three questions to raise:
1. Why collect data?

2. What data to collect?
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3. How to collect data?
Data are important at four stages of this network planning and design project. At the first
stage, it describes a situation; in the second it tests theories; when plugged into models, it
explains situations; and finally, it predicts.
In this project, two major sources of data are identified:
1. Published Data and Statistics;

2. Survey Data and others
And the usefulness of published data and statistics in this project can be seen through the
following aspects:
1. To help determine objective measures;

2. To help set some resource constraints to the fulfilment of the objectives; and
3. To derive average price, unit cost of services, etc.
The usefulness of survey data can also be seen
1. To help set the minimum performance requirements;

2. To assess the existing library holdings, which can help
• To calculate the total number of the existing collection in the network to be designed; .
• To categorise the library stock levels;
• To assess the collection strength and bias (in terms of speciality and form); and
• To derive average stock level.
3. To assess the resources (apa.rt from stocks);
• To estimate the resource available in the network;
• To categorise library resource levels;
• To help set resource constraints;
• To derive average resource level.
Therefore, the rea.sons why we need to collect da.ta are obvious in the design and planning of
a network model.
During the planning stage, data to be collected was worked out under the four headings:
resource, activities, operations and background for four functions. Then questionnaire and
interview questions were prepared to meet the ends. (see Chapter Eleven)
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Apart from the above two methods, direct counting was also applied to gathering
data and some published sources were also used for data collection purpose.

4.5.2

request

Statistical Analysis

Both descriptive and inferential statistics are applied.
In particular,
Chi-Square
and
Kolmogorov-Smirnov
goodness of fit test are used to test the conformity of the request data
with the empirical distribution-Poisson
Distribution.
And Analysis of Variance is applied
to test the difference of request rate among libraries and subjects etc. The tests were carried
out by a computer program (package) called Microstat,
Chapter

4.6

Eleven is dedicated

to discuss the data collection and statistical

analysis.

Conclusion

As mentioned in Chapter Three, the "systems approa.ch" is both a philosophy and a body of
analytical techniques. Methodology is a set of principles of methods. The analysis and design
of such a complex system as a network requires the construction of descriptive, mathematical
and hybrid models. Therefore, a conclusion can be drawn that the methodology applied
in the project is a combination of non-quantitative
and quantitative
approaches and the
methods adopted cover a wide range. This aims at making use of the advantages of these
different approaches but avoiding their disadvantages.
The specific methods applied include
the following:

1. Descriptive

Analysis;

2. Survey Methods;
3. Mathematical
gramming;

Programming:

4. Cost-effective-benefit

linear programming,

integer programming

and goal pro-

Analysis-All P;

5. Cost Analysis; and
6. Statistical

Ana.lysis etc.
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Chapter 5

General Overview of Library and
Information System in China
5.1

General Description of China

5.1.1

Geographical Scale and Population

China has a total land area of 9.6 million square kilometres, accounting for 6.5 per cent of the
total land area of the world. The population of the country, according to the census figure,
1982 was 1,031,882,511. And the recent census (1989) discloses the figure has risen to over
1.1 billion.
Because of comple~ natural conditions, the population distribution in China is quite uneven.

5.1.2

Administrative Division

The country is divided into 22 provinces, 5 autonomous regions, and 3 municipalities directly under the Central Government; provinces and autonomous regions are divided into
autonomous prefectures, counties, autonomous counties, and cities; counties and autonomous
counties are divided into villages, national villages, and towns. (Figure 5.1)
By the end of 1985, China had 30 provincial units and 165 prefectural units, 311 cities, 2046
counties and 620 municipal districts. Conventionally, China is divided into six administrative
regions: North China, North-East China, East China, Central-South China, South-West
China and North-West China(CASS, 1989). (Figure 5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Administrative

System in China
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Figure 5.2: Map of China
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Table 5.1: Statistics

General Overview of Library

of Agricultural

Research,

and Information

Education

and Information

Category
Agri.
Agri.
Agri.
Agri.
Agri.
Agri.
Agri.

5.1.3

System in China

Universities & Colleges
Schools
Research Institutes & Divisions (Over County Level)
Librarians Documentalists
& Information Officers
Sci-tech Personnel
Books Published since 1949
Periodicals

Services

Number
70
359
2,145
20,000
328,000
2,000
2,291

Transportation

Transportation
has been steadily developing in the new China. Railways are the mainstay
of China's transport network. China's aviation has developed rapidly in recent years. Over
100 domestic air routes fan outwards from Beijing to over 80 large and medium-sized cities
as well as remote regions and border areas. There are direct air routes between Beijing and
each province, municipality and autonomous region.

5.1.4

Agriculture

China is an agricultural country, for which agriculture is an economic resource.
The importance of agriculture to the development of economy can be seen in China's agricultural
research, its education, and the expansion of its library and information services during the
last few decades, which have laid a solid foundation for the modernisation
of agriculture.
Table 5.1 gives a general picture of China's agricultural education, research and information
services and the major group of users, i.e. sci-tech personnels (Zhang, 1990).
There are 1377 agricultural research related organisations
at provincial and higher levels,
accounting for 29% of totality (i.e. including industrial, business and medical research organisations etc. at corresponding levels). And agricultural sci-tech personnel at those organisations are around 115,430, which occupies 20.0% of total number of sci-tech personnel at
corresponding levels. Total number of employees at those organisations is 182,364, accounting
for 23.4% of totality.
At county level, there are 2,524 agricultural research related organisations,
which occupies
77.3.% of totality; while agricultural sci-tech personnel amount to 67,782, occupying 87.5%
of total number of sci-tech personnel at corresponding levels. It can be seen clearly that at
county level the emphasis of research has been put on agriculture.
As for the resource input to the research projects, it has been estimated
manpower and 17% of total budgets have been allocated to agriculture.

that 25% of total
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However, since China is one of the developing countries; certain unfavourable condi tions, such
as a big population (over 1.1 billion, of which agricultural population occupies 80%), low rate
of planted land per head, together with some historical and political reasons have led to the
following consequences:
1. The rural economy is still underdeveloped;

2. There exists a shortage of qualified personnel in agricultural science and technology;
3. Agricultural education is far from being adequate;
4. A large proportion of the total population in rural areas is semi-literate and illiterate.
5. Traditional means of production still dominate so that the productivity in agriculture
is rather low; and
6. There is little change of the situation for which hundreds of millions of Chinese farmers
are engaged in producing food, etc.
Faced with the above situations, the government has devised a number of new polices, which
benefit the development of rural economy. Among them are:
1. Lessening taxation in the countryside;

2. Raising purchasing prices for farm and sideline produce;
3. Allowing some peasants to become rich sooner and help the poor;
4. Readjusting the rural economic structure;
5. Developing township enterprise and supporting agriculture with industry; and
6. Developing rural credit, etc.
The reform of the rural system, regarded as one of most important impacts, consist of the
following:
1. The adoption of an output-related

system of contractual responsibility;

2. The increase in specialised households and the development of economic co-ordination
and co- operation;
3. The relaxation of control and the invigoration of circulation;
4. The separation of commune management from government administration;
5. The reform of state-run farms; and
6. The application of technology in agriculture etc.
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A long-term aim is to modernise China's agriculture and then its economy as a whole, so that
China will have an agricultural base with brilliant prospects:
-China

will rank as an advanced agricultural nation;

-China will apply the latest technology to agriculture and integrate technology with traditional practices to form a technological structure with Chinese characteristics;
-China

will have diversified rural economic system;

-China's rural economy will vigorously and effectively unify economic, social and ecological
results; -China will have new generation of farmers with a better knowledge of science and
management. (CASS, 1989)

This is the profile for a contemporary rural economy with Chinese characteristics. The realisation of these objectives will be a process taking 70 to 100 years.

5.2

Structures of China's Library and Information system

Before the author examines China's agricultural library and information system in particular,
it is important to have an overall view of the overall totality.
The overall Library and Information System of China can be described and discussed in terms
of Organisations, Information Resources, Dissemination, Personnel, Services, Utilisation and
Co-operation.

5.2.1

Organisational Structure

The Library and Information System in China consists of the following subsystems: 1) Public
Libraries, 2) College and University Libraries, 3) Research Libraries, 4) Sci-tech Information
Institutes, 5) Patent Information Agencies, 6) Standard Information Agencies, 7) Ministry
Libraries, 8) Trade Union Libraries, and 9) School Libraries, of which the first four subsystems
are of major concern in this thesis. The overall structure can be seen in Figure 5.3. Those
subsystems have some characteristics in common, but each also has its own distinguishing
characteristics. For instance, the Public Library System has been established in correspondence with the administrative areas while some other systems have been set up along with
administrative organisation.
The characteristics of different library and information systems can be summarised as follows:
1. Public

Library

system
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a) Erected on a series of administrative levels;
b) With a national centre and several regional centres;
c) A composite star configuration.
2. Academic(Research) Library system
a) Erected on administrative organisations;
b) With multiple national centres;
c) A ring mixed with star configuration.
3. University Library System'
a) Erected on administrative organisations;
b) \Vithout national centres or other centres;
c) A ring configuration.
4. Sci-tech Information Institute
a) Erected on a series of administrative levels;
b) With a national centre and several regional centres;
c) A hierarchical mixed with star configuration.

. ,.'-~-" --'

The different types of libraries and information centres are administered by different sectors of
organisations, e.g. the Public Library System is under the direction of the Ministry of Culture;
the University and College Library System is under the direction of the Commission of Higher
Education; the Academic (Research) Library System is under the direction ofthe Commission
of Sci-tech; and the Technical Library System is directed by different ministries. The libraries
are also administered by local governments. Therefore, the libraries usually get the technical
supervision and administration supervision from different bodies. One disadvantage appeared
in the over-all system can be seen that the libraries are treated as an administrative unit, which
prevents the libraries from exerting multi-functional and service oriented effects. Furthermore,
because the strict division of libraries have resulted in barriers in connections among libraries
of various systems.
As for the structure of sci-tech information institutes, the fundamental organisation structure for information institutes is erected on a series of administrative levels, as with Public
Libraries. This means that there are major information institutes at the provincial and municipal level. Large cities have also established an corresponding information institute under
the direct control of the local governmental agency for science and technology. Prefecture and
districts represent the lowest level of official administration, which have corresponding information services. However, the information institutes under ministries and academies have
some differences. Most of them are affiliated to their parent organisations. In most cases,
the libraries are part of the information institutes. Therefore, the structure of information
institutes of government administrative levels is supplemented with systems of enterprise and
subject information departments - a fairly widespread pattern. Those information departments are naturally organised to meet the information needs of their units' employees and
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therefore do not compare with public information services but with company libraries elsewhere. But at the same time they constitute the most immediate points of linkage for many
potential users.
The above varied structural characteristics complicate the infrastructure
and Information system. It mixes all the standard configurations.

of Chinese Library

Generally speaking, libraries in China are weak in many respects, and with the exception
of a few very large public libraries] e,g, the National Library of Beijing and the Shanghai
Municipal Library), they do not contribute significantly to the dissemination process of scitech information. In contrast, information institute in China are major supplier of information
both to research institutes and to industrial enterprises.
In addition, they occupy a role
namely as suppliers of reports on technological tends for the use of decision makers. This
phenomenon was caused partly by the fact that China has over emphasised the distinction
between library and information institute in term of function orientations
and intellectual
, levels etc.. Much more attentions have been paid to develop the information institutes in
China.
One way in which the Chinese Government promote information exchange between public
services, local information units and users in various organisations
is through the informal
information networks. The information networks are frequently mentioned as primary media
for information exchange on both informal( e.g. meeting, and seminars) and formal (e.g.
distribution ofliterature)
basis. Some more formal co-operation activities (e.g. ILL, UC, and
CA) have been carried out in some scales.
To summarise, China has, on the basis of a socialist system, developed a structure of library
and information system basically at the central and local levels which are geared to serve
the planning administration
and the researchers in state-operated
research institutes and
enterprises; they emphasise on supplying information on scientific research but do not appear
to be focussed on information regarding laws and regulations, market potential etc, which in
some capitalist economy is of primary importance.
Contradictionally,
with such centralised
social system, only a week guiding control is exercised by the government over the information
system. That is due to the fact that China had not created a special organisation for coordination and promotion of library and information services until 1987. And even though the
co-ordination can only be executed at higher level after the establishment of inter-ministry coordinating organisation.
As indicated in the structure of the system of information institutes,
the State Science and Technology Commission is principa.lly responsible for this work. In
reality, however the Institute of Scientific and Technical Information of China(ISTIC)
carried
the main responsibility
for the promotion of information dissemination,
partly since it is
constituted as a separate unit under Policy Research Bureau at State Science and Technology
Commission. It should be noted that the institutes which are placed under other government
organisations and even loca.l authorities, do not formally recognise ISTIC as a co-ordinating
body. So the existing complicated administrative system have made the co- ordination rather
difficult to carry out. However, in 1987, there established an inter-ministry
co-ordinating
organisation in ISTIC. It is hoped that more communications and co-operations will be carried
out across different ministries, different systems and different areas.
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Table 5.2: The Publication

and Collection

Growth during last Thirty Years
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1256
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155.1
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Stock
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31,525

1,800

5',588

39.7"

28.5r.

24,862.6

24,263
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System in China

5.7"

Resource Distribution

Information resources in the different types of library systems have been developed greatly
since the establishment
of the People's Republic of China. Table 5.2 shows the publication
and the collection growth during thirty years.
But because of the low starting stage and poor foundation of collection development, together
with the historical and political influences, the economic difficulties and some mistakes in
the management,
there exists two conflict crisis in the collection development and resource
distribution.
(Yang, 1986)

Crisis One - lack of information

resources, which can be summarised

in the following five

aspects:

1. The total library collections are rather insufficient and the collection per head surprisingly low. It has been estimated that the total collections nation-wide is 6 x 109 and
0.5-0.6 book per head, which is lower than the international

average level. (Annexe 5.1)

2. Annual acquisitions and subscriptions lack
comprehensiveness and completeness. For
instance, the annual acquisitions at most key universities in China are only as much as
one-fourth of that at some universities in the United States.
3. The import

rate of foreign publications

is rather

low. It is estimated

that the import
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rate of foreign book, foreign periodical and other foreign publications at national level
are 13%, 16.6% and 14.3% of the total output respectively .

...~.

4. The slight increase of budget can not keep up with the inflation so that the purchasing
power has been impaired.
5. The publishing business has a depression period so that the the amount of publication,
especially scientific publications have been cut down in China.

The above factors have resulted in the low coverage of information resource in China.
Crisis Two-Low Utilisation of Information Resources: contradictorily, the existing insufficient information resources in China have not been fully utilised. Some estimates show that
the utilisation of information resources are 35 percent in public library sector, 45 percent in
university and college library sector. Actually the estimates were quite optimistic. The causes
of low utilisation of information resources are various. The following could be accounted for
the major causes: 1) unconsciousness of the (potential) users about information; 2) lack of the
effectiveness of the information services; 3) lack of co-operation and resource-sharing between
information services; and 4) imbalance of the development in information resource among
areas. The second crisis is more alarming than the first one. It needs more attention and
action.

5.2.3

Structure

of Dissemination

A typical indicator of information dissemination can be found in the publication of periodicals.
With an overall view at the process of information dissemination, we can find the following
characteristics:
~

,

'-~--.-~-- -------l:-Among sectors, the research' institutes play an overwhelming role in the processing of
sci-tech periodicals (around 50%); (Baark, E., 1984)
2. Information institutes contribute more roles to the process of information dissemination
than libraries;
3. In terms of subject-wise distribution, the Soviet heritage in China has provided a relative
bias towards applied science and engineering (around 66.0%); (Baark , E., 1985)
4. Within a subject. a bias has been placed in the processing of sci-tech information suited
to the research level at the cost of practical, marketing and legal information; and
5. There is a large proportion of "internal publications" accounted for the total output of
periodicals, which is rare ill the other countries.
The bias of dissemination towards scientific research, applied science and engineering can be
accounted for the influence of the Soviet model which evidently stressed scientific communication and scientific information. especially in the areas of applied science and engineering.
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Table 5.3: No. of Staff in three Types of Library

Category
Total No. of of Staff
(person)
No. of Libraries
Staff /Li brary
(person)
Book/staff
(item)
User/Staff

I Public

Library

I Chinese Academy of Science I University

Library

8,856
284

2,538
136

30,483
950

31.2

18.6

32.0

1.3 x 104
25.3

0.8 X 104
83.3

1 X 104

I

The bias of the dissemination role towards information institutes can be accounted for by the
over emphasis on the distinctions between libraries and information institutes, in terms of
functions and intellectual levels.
An overwhelming proportion of "internal publications" in the dissemination can be regarded
as an almost unique phenomenon in the world. The "internal publications" are those not open
to public subscription and are mailed directly from the publishing unit to an selected number
of other units considered relevant. It is claimed that the distribution between public and
"internal" distribution is based on criteria of quality level, but a much more likely explanation
can be found in traditions of secrecy and restricted information flow. The phenomenon
of "internal" distribution seems to affect the structure of information dissemination less in
quantitative than in qualitative terms, i.e. a more centralised and probably less flexible
mode of distribution. The "internal" mode of circulation also appears to be directed towards
institutions rather than to individual researchers (Baark, 1984).
- . Apart from periodicals, China is issuing a rather large number of abstracting, reporting, and
indexing periodicals since ea.rly 1980s, of which quite a large proportion is translation oriented.
It is clear that the language barrier has been an important impetus for the establishment of
such la.rge and widespread indexing and abstracting activities. This kind of processing of
foreign and domestic information simultaneously functions as a "current awareness" service,
providing additional assistance to the lower echelons of scientists. But a serious problem is
that many researchers in China seem still unaccustomed to making use of such secondary
service. It should be noted that these activities are continued and are even growing in spite
of an apparently growing foreign language capacity in China.

5.2.4

Personnel Structure

Generally speaking, in China, with the development of library and information systems, both
the quality and quantity of the personnel in the systems have been improved. Table 5.3 shows
the quantity of the personnel in different types of library.
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Table 5.4: No. of University

I category
Total
Univ. Graduates
Proportion

I Public

Library

8,856
1,632
18.4%

I Chinese

System in China

Graduates

Academy
2,538
1,720
67.8%

of Sci.

I Univ.

Library

30,483
16.338
53.6%

It is noteworthy that the libraries in China have followed such a role to recruit their staff, i.e.
per staff in correspondence with 1 x 104 books. However, whether it is an optimal allocation
needs further studies. Similarly, what is a reasonable ratio between staff and user remains to
be answered. The reasonable consideration depends much on what modern technology, overall
personnel quality, collection structure and service types the library has. To have a picture of
the situation in the world, we can compare China's university libraries with the equivalence
in the other countries. Investigation has shown that in China, every staff member usually
serves 45 students, while 211 in Britain, 388 in France and 211 in West German respectively.
The big gap has proved the fact that effectiveness of a library largely depends on the quality
and efficiency of staff, modern technology, development level of libraries and level of users.
Therefore, it is more important to analyse the quality than the quantity of the staff when
evaluating the structure of the personnel.
The measures of the quality of the personnel structure
ciality, experience and some personality factors.

usually consist of qualification,

spe-

In China, qualification structure is usually used as one of the most important measures to
assess the quality of the personnel structure. Table 5.4 has shown the qualification structure
in three types of library .
....

..... _The above statlstlcs.Lrs.disclosec;
that in .both Chinese Academy of Sciences and university
library system, the university graduates occupy more than half of the sta.ff. The proportions
are 67.8% and 53.6% respectively. In comparison, the proportion of university graduates in
public library system is much lower than the former two.
The speciality structure of the staff is also regarded as an important measure of the quality
of personnel structure. For instance, in a research library, the best speciality structure would
be the combination of relevant specialities to the parent bodies, librarianship or information
science, computer science, linguist and social science etc. Due to historical reasons, there has
been a shortage of qualified librarianship and information science personnels. Table ·5.5 has
shown the proportion of the staff who have had the education of librarians hip and information
science.
It can be seen from the table that the staff who are qualified in librarianship and informationscience
occupy rather a small proportion of the totality.
It implies that the training
programme of librarianship and information science for non-qualified staff are necessary to
improve the quality of personnel structure and finally the effectiveness of library and infer-
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of the staff qualified in librarianship

Category"

Public Library

Total
Librarianship

Proportion

and information

science

Chinese Academy of Sci.

Univ. Library
(Shanghai) b

2,538
174
6.8%

2,399
299
12.5%

8,856
946
10.7% •

& Info. Sci.

System in China

o Adapted from Huang, C- Y (1981) On the basic structure of China's library systems Newsletter
ianship 3{4}: 39-54
bincluding 58 university in Shanghai only.

mation services. As important as that, librarianship and information
need some training in other specialities of science and technology.

of Librar-

science qualified staffs

An ideal library staff or information worker should possess the knowledge of librarianship and
information science, natural and applied science and foreign languages.
And a reasonable
personnel structure, therefore, will not be just a simple composition but a comprehensive,
interchanging and infiltrating knowledge in combination.

5.2.5

._

--

_.-

._.,

--,---_.-

Service Structures

Viewing the development of library user services in
can notice two changing trends. Firstly, the services
lending only, to multi-functions.
Secondly, the services
to information services .
-~.'-"--'" ..... .-.-.-~..--- ..... --.-._.
.... ...... ....... '-"-~ .- _ -........ The present structure of user services is composed of
-

"-"""~'

,.,

,..-

China since over thirty years ago, we
have changed from single function, i.e.
have expanded from document services

.•..

the following:

1. Circulation of the Documents (lending and reading), which is the basis of the traditional
services. As far as the forms of the lending is concerned, there a.ppears interlibrary
loan, reservation, mailing lending and mobile libraries etc. As regards to the reading
services, open-access has become the direction of the development.
According to the
investigation in 93 university libraries, there are 86.7 per cent of those libraries which
have adopted the open-shelf policies. This phenomenon has broken the traditional and
stubborn philosophy of "Book-keeping".
2. Photocopying Services, which are rapidly developing services in the library services since
libraries have been equipped with reprographical and micrographical
facilities. It has
become a major and imperative service. It has been estimated that there are 95 per
cent of university libra.ries which have been equipped with photocopying machines, and
that ea.ch library in the system of the Chinese Academy of Sciences has at least one
ma.chine.
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3. Reference and Enquiry service, which has become a quite popular service in China
recently. The statistics collected from 38 major public libraries in China has shown
that, the libraries with this type of services occupy 81.6 per cent.
4. Bibliographical Services: In recent years, there have started some subject bibliographical
services to satisfy users' needs. In 1985, university libraries printed 172 types of indexes
and bibliographies altogether.
5. IR and SDI Services, which have been developed greatly with the establishment of some
computerised IR system. Since 1980, around sixty International on-line IR terminals
have been installed in some big cities. The number of topic searched annually has
reached 2,000. Besides, various kind of bibliographical databases-have been purchased
and tapped. These have laid a foundation for the national or regional computerised IR
systems.
6. Information Services, which are referred to as the Information and Investigation Services
for research projects. This type of service has played a very important role in supplying
relevant information directly to researchers and decision-makers, and has functioned
quite effectively. And there have emerged some other services like
7. Current A wareness Services;
8. Translation Services; and
9. Training Services etc.

5.3

History and Present Status of Co-operations
braries and Information Centres in China

among Li-

~--. In China, the establishment.of a library network is presently under way, and there exists
various kind of co-operations and resource-sharing among libraries and information centres.
Actually, in China the history of networking can be traced back to the late 1950s. There
appeared regional or professional library networks on different scales at that time. According
to the "National Book Co-ordination Program" in 1957, a "Book Group" was set up to
assume the role of co-ordinating and projects-making. Late on, two national Central Libraries
Committees were established. Then there established nine Central Libraries Committees at
regional levels. Each of these committee is composed of those local libraries having the most
substantial collections and well-founded vocational services. The task of the Central Libraries
Committee is four-fold:

1. To assist the organising and managerial set-up as well as leading departments of scientific

research in their overall planning of library services;
2. To study and solve problems regarding the division of labour and co-operation among
Central Libraries in the realm of acquisition, co-ordination, exchange and interlibrary
loans, etc.;
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3. To study and solve problems of centralised
logues, the reporting
their realisation;

on newly published

cataloguing, the compiling of union catabooks, and also to make plan and devise for

4. To study the problem of raising the vocational level of library staff and also the problem
of initiating and promoting spare-time education (Lee, 1982).

Right after these Central Libraries Committees were formed, they started to work on the
following items: 1) co-ordinated book and periodicals acquisition at a regional or national
level, 2) the centralised cataloguing, 3) the allocation and exchange of duplicates, 4) the
compiling and publishing of union catalogues, and 5) reporting on new publications through
bulletin, and 6) the training of staff by groups at set period of time etc .. These items showed
already the characteristics
of library networks, and laid foundation either vocationally or
organisationally
for national networks. And it could be regarded as library networking of an
early stage.
During the eight years after the establishment of Central Libraries Committees, or during
1958-1965, library services in China had undergone a marked development.
According to
the statistics taken in 1964, the aforementioned 11 Central Libraries Committees embodied
105 libraries of various departments
and lines of profession, with a collection total of over
70,000,000 volumes. These Committees had undertaken the following work: 1) issuing interlibrary reader cards; 2) holding exhibitions of new books or of publications and documentation
on specialised topic; and 3) founding of centres of catalogue cards, whereby the Central Libraries Committee No.1 had accumulated over 950,000 catalogue cards in various language.
Besides, as a result of co- ordinated acquisition, the number of duplicated copies fell steadily,
whilst, the variety of book titles increased. Thus full use was made of the country's limited
foreign currency. During this period, over 300 union catalogues at regional or national level,
had been published. Nevertheless, due to the "Cultural Revolution", the whole field of library
service in China had suffered serious damage. The library networking in its early stage had
.....

_." .~navoid.a?l~~ee~

pa~a!yse~.~ .. _ . _......

. __

As from 1976, library services in China entered a period of recovery and progress.
The
central Libraries Committees have revived one by one. Some regional committees, being not
yet re-established, resumed work under the temporary form of co-operative committees or cooperative groups. The following examples can give us some pictures of co- operation, resourcesharing and networking in the present days of China. For instance, the Library Co-ordination
Group in the locality of Beijing was founded in September 1977, having its member 18 libraries
belonging to the three lines: public libraries, university or college libraries, and research
libraries. The major task of this group is to study and dissolve the problems of co- ordination
among libraries in Beijing through consultation.
In 1980, the Academia Sinica established
a "Publishing,
Library, and Information Committee" to enhance the function of leadership
in these areas. In 1981, the Commission of Higher Education founded its "University and
College Library Service Committee".
Comprised of representatives
from 50 institutions of
higher education, this committee functions as a leading organisation
guiding the work of
university and college libraries all over the country.
One of its responsibilities
is the coordination among its member libraries. An Administrative
Bureau of Library Affair was set
up under the Ministry of Cultural, which is a necessary organisational
preparation
for the
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establishment of national networks of libraries. With the setting up of this Bureau, all public
libraries now subject to a central leadership and find it also quite a facility in negotiation for
co-ordination with libraries along other lines.
Through years of combined efforts by staff members of libraries as well as sci-tech information institutes, both Classification-"A System in Use in Chinese Libraries" and "Chinese
Thesaurus" have been compiled to promoted the standardisation of documentation.
The
former, together with another tool book "Chinese Cataloguing Rules for Books and Documentations", form a set of China's own comprehensive classification rules. They are presently
being adopted by 90% of the libraries and information institutes in China. It is hoped that
these two tool books, as a foundation, by revising from time to time and stressing its common
points with other classification rules, might finally be received as national standards. And
they also might facilitate their cross reference with other classification rules, home and abroad.
As a component part of information processing of Chinese Characters, "Chinese Thesaurus"
was published in 1981, which has created the prerequisite for initiating automatic retrieval of
information and documentations, and for the building of a nation-wide network for on-line
retrieval as well. (Xu, 1882)
It has been recognised that the organising and building of a nation-wide network is a matter
of common concern to users as well as the staff of libraries and information institutes. The
four modernisation of China needs a multi- functioned library and information network, which
should be flexible in adaptability and good in co-ordination.
Nevertheless, comparing with the advanced countries, the development of co-operation,
resource-sharing and networking in China is admittedly left behind. It is still at the early
stage of development. It has been faced with the following unfavourable constrai~:

1. Technical: e.g, lack of modern technology, incompatibility oftechnology, and imbalance

of technology development among areas and subject fields etc.;
e.g. double leadership resulting in the lack of independence of libraries
and information centres, and corresponding bodies resulting in low efficiency, unitary
functions, and unnecessary duplications etc.;

2. Administrative:

3. Financial: e.g. tightened budgets in almost every libraries and restriction of foreign
currencies; and
e.g. the idea of self-sufficiency in the library management, the fear of losing
autonomy and the fear of being added more work loa.d etc ..

4. Motivation:

The above review has given a.critical overview of the
mon characteristics in China's Agricultural Library
due to its subject nature, organisational st.ructure
Libra.ry and Information System has its own distinct
aimed at exploring those characteristics.

overall totality. There exists many comand Information System. Nevertheless,
and users groups, China's Agricultural
characteristics. The following section is
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5.4.1

General Overview of Library and Information

Overview of China's Agricultural
tion Systems

System in China

Library and Informa-

Background

The aforementioned
unfavourable situations in agriculture have hindered the further development of agriculture and the advancement of agricultural modernisation.
This further impedes the development of agricultural library and information services. In their turn, the
undeveloped and inefficient library and information services cannot perform their roles well
of enhancing agricultural production, and promoting education, research and marketing. This
creates a vicious circle.
Since the reforms were carried out in rural economy in 1983, great changes have taken place in
rural areas. The emergence of "specialised household" and "household responsibility" production pattern, of demonstration
technological villages and "Star-plan" items have shown the
increased demand and changed orientation on agricultural information by both sci-tech personnel and farmers. Their information needs now include not only scientific and technological
information but also practical and marketing information. This phenomenon has challenged
some existing incompatible performances of agricultural library and information systems,
where 1) the libraries and information services in research institutions and universities dose
their doors to the outside; 2) the libraries and reading rooms at county and village levels are
stocked with small amounts of agricultural books with no chance of satisfying the increased
needs of farmers, and 3) there appears ignorance of technical and practical information.
Therefore, it is of vital importance to set up a system with sufficient information resources
accessible to all types of users; this calls for scientific allocation of information resources,
and effective dissemination and services. The aim is a long-term and stable development
of agricultural economy guaranteed by the aid of science and technology. One of the most
effective ways of realising such an objective is to establish co-ordinated networks with unified
goals, and resource-sharing.'
The characteristics of Chinese Agricultural Library and Information Systems can be described
and discussed in terms of their organisational structures, the availability and distribution of
agricultural information resources, dissemination and services of agricultural information etc.
The author intends to give a critical overview of the present situation and to emphasise the
necessity and impetus, favourable conditions and constraints of co- operation, resource-sharing
and networking in China.
Before going into the details, the author tries to give a brief description of some of the
characteristics of Chinese agricultural library and information systems, which may distinguish
them from those in other countries:

1. Mixed nature of the system structure, caused by the multidisciplinarity
the two levels of agricultural operation and the multiple administration
related organisations.

of agriculture.
of agriculture
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2. Bias in the distribution of agricultural information resource as regards geographical
areas, different sectors and organisations.
3. Bias towards the dissemination of high-level sci-tech information;
4. Predomination of "internal" mode of distributing agricultural information; and
5. Ironically, the failure to exercise adequate control in co-ordination, co-operation and
networking in such a centralised social system, etc.

5.4.2

Organisational

Structure

The structure of the Agricultural Library and Information System in China is complicated.
Figure 5.4 intends to illustrate the mixed nature of the system, which includes the major
sectors (three out of five). It can be seen clearly that in the field of Agriculture, the structure
of the Library and Information System is not rigidly hierarchical. In a. broad sense, agriculture includes the following sub-fields - Agricultural plantation, Forestry, Animal Husbandry
and Fishery etc. Therefore, in China, there correspondingly, exist three main administrative
systems under direction of the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery, the
Ministry of Forestry and the Committee of Township Enterprise respectively. With four horizontal levels i.e. national, provincial, prefectural and county levels and five (three illustrated
in the diagram) vertical sectors, i.e. research, administration and education sectors, the links
between these various libraries and information centres are loosened and communications
are difficult; the governments at each level have direct responsibility for administering the
organisations of the three sectors within the levels. But the three types of organisationsat each level-have no direct link between them, not to mention their libraries and information services. Within the sectors, the upper level organisations indirectly administer the
lower level organisations since they have to share the administration with the lower-level local
goye!nments, that is, there is a so-called double-leadership system.
The orientation of agricultural libraries and information centres in China are characterised
by their patrons or parent organisations. They can mainly be classified into the following five
sectors:
1. Research:

the libraries or information divisions in the academy of agricultural science,
or agricultural research institutes;

2. Education: the libraries and information divisions at agricultural university and agricultural schools;
3. Administrative:
partments;
4. Production:
5. Others:

the libraries and archive centres in Governmental Agricultural Dethe libraries or reading rooms in farms and villages;

agriculturally relevant organisations.
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With an overall view of the three levels, i.e. national, provincial and prefectural levels, most
of the organisations falling into the categories of the above five sectors have established their
own libraries and information divisions. In the research sector, most academies of agricultural
science have founded institutes of sci-tech information since 1983. The libraries have become
one part of the institutes. The establishment of institutes aims at expanding the services for
the provision, processing, organisation and dissemination of information.
In the education
sector, there appears a different structure; an information office (division) has been fitted
in most university libraries.
The different structures chosen by those two sectors can be
accounted for by their different service orientation and the user groups served. However, the
libraries and information divisions in both sector are basically closed to outside. Meanwhile
at county and village levels, there is a lack of such organisations.
Therefore, the public
libraries in the county are supposed to provide the major services for the users at these levels.
However, due to the budget constraints, these public libraries are only able to acquire a
small proportion of books on agriculture.
Moreover most villages are remote and far from
libraries. Thus it is rather difficult for those libraries to satisfy the needs of the biggest user
group-farmers.
To solve the problem, a lot of villages have set up small size reading rooms
to meet the demand of farmers, and some public libraries lend their books to remote areas
to ease access for users. Besides, technical extension stations have played a role in providing
and disseminating information in the rural areas. But still how to provide more and better
services to satisfy the needs of this group requires much attentions from the government.

5.4.3

Agricultural

Information

Resource in China

If we have a close look at the present state of coverage, distribution

and utilisation of agricultural information resources, we should feel the urgency of speeding up the development of
agricultural library and information network with a unified goal of collection development.
The following problems have been identified:

1. Low total coverage of information
2. High degree of unnecessary

resources;

duplication

and serious budget wasting;

3. Over-concentration
of agricultural information resources in big cities, and in universities and research institutions at national and provincial levels, but serious shortage of
information resources at county level;
4. Bias towards the development of information
resources at a. practical level; and

.5. The backwardness
sources.

(Zhang,

of the information
1990)

industry

resources

at research level at the cost of

and low utilisation

of information

re-
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Coverage
Generally speaking, the total coverage of information resources in China has increased a great
deal in the course of the last decades. But if comparing the following 1) information coverage
in advanced countries, 2) China's own population size (its potential users), and 3) its ultimate
goal of modernisation
in agriculture, the present coverage is rather insufficient, especially in
foreign collection. It is estimated that total coverage of documentation
places beyond the
average level in the world.
We can look at the subscription to foreign periodicals. It has been estimated that there are
around 8,000 periodicals relevant to agricultural science published in the world annually, which
occupy around 16 per cent of the total output of periodicals regardless of subject. According to
a rough calculation from the Chinese Union Catalogue of Subscription of Foreign Periodicals
and Newspapers in 1982, the whole country subscribed 18,000 foreign periodicals, of which
around 1,200 are relevant to agriculture.
This amount of foreign periodicals is only 16.7
per cent of the world output of periodicals on agriculture.
Being a national documentation
centre on agriculture, the library of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science (CAAS),.
now renamed as Sci-tech Documentation
and Information Centre of CAAS, with a stock of
3,500,000 books, subscribes only to 2,000 foreign periodicals. (Jin & Wang, 198i)

Duplication

Degree

The degree of duplication is quite high if we compare it with the total resources available.
This phenomenon is caused by the fact that development of libraries and information services
is controlled by different administrative systems. Therefore, the libraries and information services have paid attention only to building up their libraries into so-called "Big-and-Complete"
or "Small- but-Comprehensive"
ones without an overall view of the development of information
resources for whole areas, not to mention 'the whole country;
Again we can look at duplication of foreign journals. According to a national scale survey
made by Jiang (1984), the agricultural libraries in the Beijing area subscribed to 836 foreign
periodicals of the 1,000 aquired by the whole country. The total number of duplicated copies
is 216, accounting for 20": ~~.. The question is how to make a trade-off between introducing
more varieties and purchasing more duplicated copies within limited budgets. Such a tradeoff is difficult to make even in a local area, not to mention nation-wide, if we do not have a
co-ordinating body engaged on a programme of co-operative or centralised acquisition.

Distribution

(Allocation)

As we know, there are various factors which influence the collection size of documentation
in
an area .. The following factors predominate:
1) the level of development in culture, science
and technology, and 2) the consciousness of people about sci-tech information.
In China,
for various historical reasons, the level of culture, and of science and technology, is higher in
coastal areas than that inland, and higher in Eastern areas than \iVestern areas. Therefore,
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taking an overall view, the agricultural information resources on the South East Coast are
more adequate; middle-sized and big cities possess more information resources than small
cities and towns; Large libraries and information services in the same area own bigger stocks;
and libraries and information centres in the Education and Research sector usually have a
bigger collection than those in other sectors. It is quite an interesting phenomenon that the
Bradford Distribution can also describe the distribution of information resources among the
libraries in China. It has been estimated that 60 per cent foreign books are concentrated in
2 per cent of libraries.

Utilisation
A more meaningful measure to evaluate the social effects of a documentation service is not
the collection size but the utilisation of stocks by users. Low utilisation of documentation,
especially that of foreign documentation, is a common problem in thelibraries in China, and
in the world as well. An investigation into the borrowing habits of more than one thousand
teachers and students was carried out in North-western Agricultural University in China
(Chen, 1986). The result has shown that the average annual circulation of documents on all
subjects in western languages, Russian and Japanese is 6.4, 1.7 and 3.7 per cent respectively.
The circulations of the books on agriculture and forestry are 1.25 per cent (western languages),
1.4 per cent (Russian) and 4.2 per cent (Japanese). Here the circulation rates were calculated
without distinguishing duplicated copies. The circulation rates would be even lower if they
were calculated for unique titles.
The causes of low utilisation of information resources are various. The following can be
counted major causes: 1) potential users not being conscious of the existence of certain
information; 2) lack of effectiveness in the information services; 3) lack of co-operation and
resource-sharing between information services; and 4) uneven development of information
resource in different areas .
.. ..'_
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As we know, the main aims of an information service are to enhance the utilisation of information resources by various types of users and to be able to provide all necessary information
for every specific information need. In this way, it is able to show that information becomes
even more socially and economically valuable in such a Documentation- User-Documentation
multi-cycle. To meet such an end, the agricultural libraries and information services in China
have much to catch up on and many efforts to make.

5.4.4 . Dissemination

of Agricultural

Information

in China

According to the estimation by CAB (Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux) in 1984, the
annual world production of agricultural documents is 300,000 items, and sci-tech periodicals
80,000 titles. In China, it was estimated that up to 1985 the total number of agricultural
documents wa.s over 500,000 and the average annua.l growth rate was 50,000. (Zhu & Lin,
1987)
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A typical indicator of information dissemination can be found in the pu blication of periodicals.
Here a set of statistical data collected by Jiang and his library (JAUL, 1979) is reproduced
so that a general picture of the output of Chinese agricultural periodicals can be seen. The
data disclose the total number of agricultural periodicals, their distribution over different
subjects Table 5.6, and the category distribution of periodicals publishers from 1969 to 1978.
(Table 5.7) etc.
Table 5.6: Distribution of Agricultural Periodicals in different subjects

I Subject
General
Agricultural Economy
Agricultural Basic Science
Agricultural Engineering
Agronomy
Plant Protection
Crops
Horticulture
Forestry
Animal Husbandry & Veterinary Silkworm, Bees & Hunting
Fishery

I Total

I Number I
985
9
50

486

10
62

103
63
264
166

93
2,291

I

From Table 5.6., we can see, in decreasing numbers, General (985), Agricultural Engineering
(486) to Agricultural Economy (9). From Table 5.7., we can see clearly that agricultural
research institutes have performed the major roles in the dissemination of agricultural scitech information.
The agricultural administrative organisations and agricultural universities and schools contribute the same number of title, and therefore co-rank second. This is because China's
information system follows a self-imposed discipline-orientated research mode. Two factors
have been contributing to the bias: 1) the long-term policy of self- reliance, leading to enumerous duplicated efforts in scientific research; and 2) the influence of the Soviet model which
manifestly stressed scientific communication and information.
Strictly speaking, the data. disclosed above is quite out- of-date since it was estimated around
a decade ago. It is noticeable that the orientation of agricultural publication has been altered
in order to keep up with the changes in agricultural research, production, education and
marketing etc since then. Practical and technical information showing an immediate economic
effect, has attracted more attention.
It is worth noting that a high proportion, say around 80 per cent of the 2,291 periodicals are
disseminated internally (Wu, 1984). The characteristics of "Internal Publication" has been
explained in a preceding section.
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With the increase of primary literature on agriculture, there was a strong need for effective
retrieval tools to locate the literature. It was estimated that 56 types of secondary source
have been produced by agricultural sci- tech services (Table 5.8).
Again, a large number of them are translation-oriented.
The history of Agricultural Sci-Tech secondary sources in China can be roughly divided into
four stages:
1. 1956-1965 Original Stage

2. 1966-1976 Destructive Stage
3. 1977-1980 Recovery Stage
4. 1981-1988 Prosperous Stage
However, compared with some advanced countries, the abstracting and indexing services on
Agriculture in China are still left behind. The following figures give us a picture of the
giant producers of agricultural abstract journals in the world. CAB publishes 45 abstract
journals, and items covered have reached over 15 x 105 annually; BA (USA) records more
than 18 x 105 items per year.; both collect the documents published in over 100 countries.
The abstracting services in China are still a developing area, especially in the processing
of domestic agricultural information. The annual coverage of Chinese agricultural abstract
journals is less than 4 x 105• And the time-lag is quite severe (Zhu & Lin, 1987). It is obvious
that the services could not meet the demand of information retrieval for comprehensive,
complete and up-to-date information. However, it is not expected that such giant abstracting
services as CAB and BA will appear in China since they are not only costly but also wasteful
in terms of the duplication of effort. It is desirable that the Chinese abstracting services focus
on domestic literature and provide a good supplement to the world agricultural abstracting
services.

5.4.5

Agricultural

Information

Retrieval System in China

At present, manual information retrieval (IR) still predominates in China and this will remain the case for some time since the potential computerisation of IR has been hindered
by economic and technological constra.ints.(Chen, 1986). Nevertheless the establishment of
computerised IR systems has become an important item in the national "Seventh-five Plan".
Initial preparation for computerised information retrieval in China began as early as 1975.
Since 1980, China has been importing foreign bibliographic databases in tape form as well
as computers of various sizes for the purpose of exploration and experimentation. By 1985,
China had imported over 70 foreign databases, running in approximately 30 computing centres, and providing both online and batch services to the scientific community. In the field
of agriculture, several databases, such as CAB, BIOSIS, AGRICOLA and AGRIS have been
imported. CAB tapes were brought in, in exchange for Chinese Abstracts. It has been
planned that by 1990 China will import entire CAB databases. Beside batch services from
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Table 5.7: No. of Agricultural Periodicals Published by Different Organisational Sector

I Organisational

No.

Sector

Agri. Research
of which
National
Provincial, Municipal, Autonomous
Prefectural, City
County
Village
Agri. Administration
of which
National
Provincial, Municipal, Autonomous
Prefectural, City
County

1,514

117
5i9
626
184

8
262

6
46
84
73

II Organisational

Sector
Agri. Education
of which
High Education .. _,,'L'"'~"~""'_"<f"'.~.
Agri. Production
Farms
Sci-tech Info Service
of which
National
Provincial, Municipal, Autonomous
Prefectural, City
County
Information
Network
others

II Total

No·1
262

91
107
10
46
42

9
88
21
2,291

Table 5.8: Agricultural Secondary Sources in China (1985)
Category
Informative Journals
Abstract Journals
Index Journa.ls

No.
56
26
2

Iterns covered
11 x 105
35,629
65,800

No. of copies Distribute
10 X 106
633,098
12,036
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the tapes for SDI and RS, users have been able to access CAB hosted by DIALOG online
in China since 1985. Other important preparations for a computerised agricultural IR system can be seen in the following work: Since 1975, the Sci-tech Information Institute of the
CAAS, (now, STDIC-CAAS) has been involved in the compilation of Agricultural section
of the Chinese Thesaurus of Subject Terms. Compiled by the joint effort of 1,300 experts
from more than 500 information units and libraries, this work is the first national standard
thesaurus in China. It was designed as a general working vocabulary in all fields of science
and technology covering broad subject topic for the Chinese library and information network.
Based on the above work, a subject thesaurus, Agricultural Thesaurus of Subject Terms has
been compiled through the expansion and modification of the Agricultural Section. The above
preparations plus further efforts have provided the necessary conditions to stimulate the development of a Chinese Character Processing system including both hardware and software,
and the setting-up of a computerised agricultural information retrieval system. (He & Luo,
1987)
Besides, another important step has been taken to speed up the development of a computerised IR System, that is, the plan to establish AGRIS centres and sub-centres in China.
In 1986, FAO and the Chinese Government planned to make use of Canadian (IDRC) investment to set up a national computerised AGRIS centre and seven AGRIS sub-centres.
They organised a tour of investigators to go around the country and choose ideal sites as
sub-centres. The Chinese government in consultation with the group of investigators determined that the configuration of the national AGRIS information retrieval system will be a
composite star (Wang, 1985). The relationships between provincial centres, regional centres
and the national centre are hierarchical or affiliated while the relationships between provincial
centres and between regional centres are parallel. This complicated mixture has created good
conditions for stimulating agricultural information resource-sharing and makes the idea of
centralised cataloguing more practical.
We should be optimistic about the future development of the National Agricultural Information Retrieval System and certain regional systems after we have seen the preparations
mentioned above. Moreover, IR in China has attracted more initial attention than did library
automation, with more equipment as well as financial and staff support. And the situation
will probably continue. The great importance attached to IR can be seen in the Overall Plan
for the Establishment of an Agricultural Computerised Information Retrieval System.

5.4.6

Co-operation
tres in China

between

Agricultural

Libraries

and

Information

Cen-

As is the case for other library and information systems in China, the agricultural library and
information systems are now conscious that networking and other forms of resource sharing
are effective ways of providing economic relief and of improving library effectiveness. At some
agricultural libraries and information centres, ILL Programmes have been carried out. The
interlibrary loan requests arising are usually satisfied either by mail or by users themselves
visiting the resource libraries (moving material around and moving people around). Some
location information - union catalogues or union lists have been compiled through the joint
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efforts of staff from different agricultural libraries and information centres. One example is
the Union List of Foreign Agricultural Periodicals Subscribed, which covers the items from 94
agricultural libraries nation-wide. Some co-operative acquisition programmes are carried out
to allocate some highly specialised, or rare, or expensive items; As a subsystem of national
sci-tech information retrieval system, the agricultural information retrieval system has been
put on the agenda of the government's Seventh-five year plan etc.
One fairly established co-operative activity is the exchange of material among libraries and
information centres. The materials to be exchanged fall into the category of "internal publications", which are usually shelved in special reading rooms. The scale of exchanges varies
among libraries and information centres since the exchange is on the basis of libraries' own
choices and decisions.
Nevertheless, taking a critical view towards the present situation of co-operation, resourcesharing and networking, we can also find:
1. A lack of formal organisation,

policies, commitment and standards-the
existing cooperations are mainly based on a voluntary basis, therefore subject to easy cancellation;

2. Only small scale co-operation exercised in terms of geographical areas, organisation
types, and co-operative functions.
The above evaluation of the present states in China's Agricultural Library and Information
System takes an overall view on the systems as a whole without going to the details of the
types of libraries and information centres, and types of user groups. The identification and
assessment of potential participating libraries and identification of users' needs and behaviours
are all essential investigation and analysis before the actual practice of design and planning.
The following section is to meet this end.

5.5

Types of Agricultural
and Their Users

Libraries and Information Services

As mentioned earlier, in China agricultural libraries and information services fall into five
categories: research, education, administration, production and other sectors.
Besides, there are some other relevant libraries and information services which provide agricultural information. Among them are the public libraries, institutes of sci-tech information,
and some non- agricultural universities which do have departments of agriculture and relevant
subjects.
Under following headings, the author will discuss the status of development, the orientation
of services, the contribution of agricultural information provision and dissemination, the users
and the need of users in different sectors.
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5.5.1

Research Sector

Research and special libraries in China have developed alongside of scientific research and
subject orientation. They are intended to satisfy research demand from their parent bodies.
Their main tasks are to collect, process, store and retrieve information widely and provide both
foreign and domestic sci-tech information effectively to their users. However, libraries of this
sector have different focuses, orientations and responsibilities related to their administrative
levels, specialisations and geographical locations etc.

National Centre of Agricultural Libraries and Information Services
As a national centre, the Sci-tech Documentation and Information Centre of CAAS (STDICCAAS) is responsible for comprehensively acquiring, processing and reporting both foreign
and domestic information on Agriculture and Agricultural related subjects. It is intended
to be a solid back-up for other lower-level agricultural libraries and information centres. It
was established by the mergence of three units, i.e. the Library, the Institute of Sci-tech
Information of the CAAS and the National Agricultural Publishing House in 1987. The
library itself was founded as early as 1957. The newly-established centre is expect to perform
all the roles that the previous three units used to perform plus some new roles-minus the
overlap of functions and waste of resources. (vide Annexe 5.2.)
The Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science is composed of 30 specialised Research Institutes, of which about 10 are located next door to the centre of Beijing while the rest are
spread in more than 10 provinces. The location of these specialised institutes was decided on
the basis that research institutes should be near to the main production areas. Those situated
in Beijing are mainly basic science oriented or comprehensive subject oriented. Those institutes that have easy access to the centre, therefore, became the main patrons of the centre.
Most of them, however, have established their own small scale reading rooms stocked with
- ..- - . - key reference books and core journals in their fields for even easier access to the information
needed. Additionally, they have set up a stock of internal publications and research archives
for researchers to consult. Those located in the other provinces have to build up relatively
bigger collections for their own users due to the geographical constraints. These libraries are
usually characterised as highly specialised and compact ones. Their parent bodies, as affiliated
institutes of the National Academy of Agricultural Science, are usually obliged to contribute
their fruitful research achievements to promote production nation-wide. However, the areas
where the institutes are located are benefited most from such research achievements. Similarly, their information divisions or libraries are the main contributors of agricultural Sci-tech
information resources and disseminators of information in the local areas.
Overall, documentation and information work have been improved a great deal in the specialised institutes. But the present situation is still far from being satisfactory. There is a big
gap to fill in order that the institutes become centres of information services and co-ordinating
organisations in their subject fields. Under the unified plan by CAAS, the information divisions and libraries in the specialised institutes. should be in charge of provision, processing,
storing, retrieving, dissemination and publishing of the specialised information, thus to pro-
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mote the research and production in their own fields.
To sum up, the STDIC-CAAS, and the sci-tech information divisions containing libraries in
the specialised research institutes are non-profit-making information services. Among these
information services, there exists some co-operations co-ordinated by STDIC-CAAS. For instance, among these information services the idea of CA has been adopted in the subscription to foreign journals. A co-ordinating office is in charge of allocating the quota to those
information services. Besides, STDIC-CAAS, more specifically the Agricultural Library Association and Agricultural Sci-tech Information Association have played an important role of
co-ordinating libraries and information divisions nation-wide irrespective of the sectors. How
these two associations function will be discussed later.

Institutes

of Sci-tech Information

in Provincial

Academy

of Agricultural

Science

Each ofthe 29 provincial academies of agricultural science have established their own institute
of sci-tech information since 1980. In most cases, the libraries are one part of the institutes
which performs the role of collecting arid circulating bibliographic resources, such as books
and journals on agriculture and relevant subjects. However, the libraries had been established
long before the establishment of the institutes. The establishment of institutes aims at expanding the services relating to the provision, processing, organisation and dissemination of
information, while libraries seem incapable of coping well any more.
Most of the provincial Academies of Agricultural Science are affiliated with more than ten
research institutes, which cover broad fields of agricultural science. Therefore, the libraries
have developed into comprehensive agricultural libraries.
Similar to the role of STDIC-CAAS, the institutes of sci- tech information in provincial
academies are naturally the strongest candidates to be centres of agricultural sci-tech documentation and information for the whole province.

Information
tutes

and Document

Divisions

in Prefectural

Agricultural

Research

Insti-

Under the administration of the prefectural governments, the agricultural research institutes
are the core of the agricultural research in such huge areas that around six to seven counties
are included. Therefore, the research institutes are expected to play very important roles
in facilitating agricultural research, production and technological extension in the local area.
Their information services seem not developed enough to match and support the roles well.
Improvement should be made.

Types of Users in Research

Sector

A. Researchers
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It is obvious that researchers are the main type of user in this sector. The degree of their
academic level is directly related to the research level and the completion of the research
projects in their research institutes. This group of users can be divided into three sub-groups:
1) senior researchers, 2) middle level researchers, and 3) junior researchers, who show some
different needs and patterns of behaviour from each other.
Generally speaking, researchers demand up-to-date, theoretical and high-level information.
They usually have a higher capability of digesting sophisticated academic information and
foreign materials. The capacity of absorption depends on the intellectual levels, experience
of research and knowledge of foreign languages.
Senior Researchers are a minority among the researchers. Most of them are well-known
scientists in their field or leaders of the projects. They usually have high academic and
foreign language levels. They are usually able to obtain quite complete information about the
developmental trend in their own field via informal channels, such as personal correspondence
and conferences etc.
Middle-level Researchers, i.e. Assistant Researchers are the majority among researchers. And
they usually playa very important role as a backbone to the research, they form a connection
between Senior and Junior Researchers. Most of them take charge of certain research projects.
Corresponding with the different stages of the research and seasons of agricultural production,
their information needs appear as periodic characteristics. In recent years, with the execution
of "Star-plan" and with the introduction of science and technology in rural areas, they are the
most active group to go to rural areas and carry out research there. Their information needs
have expanded from single subject to multiple subjects and from sci-tech research information
to technical and practical information.
Junior Researchers, i.e. Research Assistants are the reserve force of the research. They are
usually engaged in assistance work for the research. They demand basic works on the subject
by which they canimprove their subject knowledge.
B. Non-researchers (including administrators and technicians)
Different from researchers, most of them demand information for their sociological or leisure
interests.

5.5.2

Education Sector

In this sector, there are two main types, i.e. agricultural universities or college (High Education), and agricultural schools (vocational schools-middle school level). Nation-wide,
almost each province has established one or two agricultural universities or agriculture related universities, over 70 nation-wide, of which some have a long history and some are the
recent result of an emphasis on both education and agriculture modernisation. As far as
the agricultural schools are concerned, most of them are distributed in prefectures. It has
been realised that agricultural science and technology are the key to fulfilling the objective
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of agricultural modernisation. Therefore, the imparting of sci-tech knowledge and training
of qualified technical personnel become imperative. Besides, some schools and colleges are
devoted to training agricultural administrative personnel. These are usually named agricultural management schools or colleges. Students are from agricultural management personnel
at different levels, especially the production fronts. These schools and colleges are more or
less on-job training.
The libraries, as academic information services, are an important component part of teaching
and research at universities and schools. They are the "second lecture room" which also
imparts sci-tech knowledge to the students.

Libraries

in the Agricultural

Universities

There are around 6-8 key Agricultural Universities under the direction of the Ministry of
Agriculture, Animal Husbandry and Fishery. Most other agricultural universities and colleges are administered by relevant governmental education departments but they obtain the
technical supervisions from both the agricultural and cultural departments of the provincial
governments. Libraries of universities or colleges are usually under the direction of deputy
principals. Generally speaking, agricultural university and college libraries have been stocked
with larger collections than other sectors.
To satisfy the increased demand from farmers, the agricultural universities have started to
run various kinds of training courses for farmers, which therefore create some demand for
more technical and practical information. It is important for agricultural university libraries
to adjust themselves to present circumstances and expand their services to various users.
As an important part of provincial sci-tech information centre, agricultural university library
and information divisions provide information services mainly for education, research and
technological extension. They should exert their privileges and develop themselves into a .
training centres for the staff of agricultural sci-tech information services and libraries.

Libraries

at Agricultural

Schools

In order to popularise agricultural education, more and more agricultural schools have been established to supplement agricultural universities. Most of them are administered by both the
prefectural government and the agricultural departments of provincial governments. Most
agricultural schools are more specialised, if compared with agricultural universities. Their
specialities are largely related to the characteristics of agricultural production in the areas.
Moreover, agricultural schools impart more practical and elementary knowledge to the students and train them to be technical personnel. The graduates are more suited to work-in
the technological extension -and production front. In 11I0stcases, the libraries in agricultural
schools have the biggest agricultural collections in their prefectures. It is necessary to change
the way in which the libraries provide services (mainly to their own teachers and students) so
that the information resourcess will exert more effect on agricultural production, education,
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Table 5.9: Comparison of Two Sectors

I Characteristics
SUBJECT
USERS
COLLECTION
Basic Science
Non-agri. Books
Duplicated Copies

Research Sector
more comprehensive
more

Education
more specialised
less

more
more
more

less
less
less

decision-making and marketing in the locality etc.
Generally speaking, agricultural universities and agricultural schools have bigger library
stocks than agricultural research at parallel levels. This phenomenon is caused by their different characteristics and other factors. Comparisons can be made to explain the phenomenon
(Table 5.9).

Types of Users in Education Sector
A. Students

-"---'

Students can be divided into two major groups, undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Undergraduate students (including students in agricultural schools) are the majority of the
users at agricultural university. Most of them use the library as their "second class-room"
to help themselves 'understand more about the context of the lectures and supplement their
knO\\'ledge.a~()ut._th_e~
subjects, _~.h~y.are._u_suii:.llynot
very good atfinding out the information
·-..··-th~y- need, Therefore, the libraries have the duty to give them necessary guideline about how
to use the library. However, it is noticeable that a large number of undergraduate students
treat the library as a "reading room" by reading only their own textbooks, especially during
the examination period, which demand the libraries to expand their space for reading rooms.
To satisfy this group of users the libraries usually purchase the basic science oriented collection
and more duplicated copies.
.
Postgraduate Students are a group of users whose information needs are different from those of
teachers, researchers and undergraduate students, but combine some characteristics of those
three groups. They usually require information not only to increase their own knowledge and
make themselves more capable as undergraduates usually do. but also need information on
developmental trends and to aid the exploration of the unknown in a given subject, as teacher
and researcher usually do.
B. Teachers
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This group of users has the responsibility of imparting students with basic knowledge and
training them into qualified sci-tech personnel. In order to prepare their lectures and compile
textbooks, they usually need to refresh their own knowledge by reading up-to-date information. Moreover, most teachers hold research posts concurrently. Therefore, their information
demands seem similar to those of researchers in research institutes. This group can also be
divided into three sub-groups, those of professors, lecturers and teaching assistants.
The proportion of professors and associate professors among teachers varies much in different
universities and departments in China. These users are usually outstanding in their respective
fields. Similar to senior researchers, they have shown a great need for information covering
research trends, new achievements and new theories etc. They usually obtain information via
informal channels because of the existence of an Invisible College. They need a large amount
of systematic, complete and up-to-date information about their fields of interests in order to
write books about the theories and principles of the subjects concerned.
Lecturers usually undertake most of the teaching tasks at the universities. To prepare for
their lectures, they usually have to be familiar with the textbooks and consult documents
covering the basic theory of the subjects. Meanwhile they usually form the core of research
groups in the particular fields of interest. In order to stand in the frontier of development in
their fields, they need to be informed on newly disclosed research achievements in their fields.
Nevertheless, these users suffer two types of pressure, i.e. time and language. Firstly, they are
so overloaded by undertaking both teaching and research tha.t they cannot find enough time
to consult information. Secondly, for historical reasons, most of them have learnt Russian
as their first foreign language, which gave them certain language barriers in such an English
language-dominant Sci-tech world.
Teaching assistants are the reserve forces of the departments in both teaching and research.
They are usually involved in some tutorial and demonstration work for students thus they are
required to acquire, some specific knowledge and laboratory skills. Thus, they need practical
information to help prepare them t.o demonstrate particular techniques or machines. At the
same time, they are eager to improve their subject knowledge by reading the basic works in
the subjects.
Farmers in experimental farms of universities and schools are engaged in assisting experiments, research and technological extension to teachers and researchers. They are usually
instructed what to do and how to do it by teachers and researchers. They usually need
practical informa.tion to help them understand parts of experiments and pieces of researches.

5.5.3

Administration

Sector

As the governmental departments, Agricultural Departments are usually in charge of policymaking, production and trend-reporting (for higher-level decision and policy-making), assessing research achievement and extension etc. in the field of agriculture.
In the departments, there are three divisions relating to the storage and provision of information. They are
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1. Archival Offices;

2. Reference and Internal Publication divisions; and
3. Libraries etc.
Among them, the first, is in most cases the more important and well-established in the departments. This is due to the recognition of the important role of archive in governmental
departments. Archival Offices are in charge of collecting, processing grey literature and government official documents, statistics from surveys, summaries, reports etc. Library and
reference offices used to be services for leisure purposes. Since early 1980s, libraries have
started to collect specialised sci-tech books and journals. However, they are faced with budget restrictions since a large proportion of funds for acquiring books and journals has been
allocated to the individual divisions.
It has been demonstrated that there are three major information sources for the officers;

1. Government documents and grey literature

(from central government or upper-level

Governments );
2. Reports on the state of production; and
3. Trends of agricultural productions shown in both foreign and domestic literature, etc.

In most agricultural departments, information acquisition and storage have developed into
their own patterns compared with that in the two sectors mentioned above. Generally speaking, each specialised divisions of the department has its own network and channel to acquire
information needed. Furthermore, they have their own budgets for acquiring necessary reference' books and core journals. Based on the information acquired, they process that in._ ...-- .. _-"-' formation into reports containing reviews, assessments and strategic proposals about policies
and plans for decision and policy-makers. Then those proposals become governmental policy
documents after the approval and decision of the decision-makers. Finally, the document is
disseminated to the prod uction front. Figure 5.5 illustrates the process of information flow.
Whether the acquisition and storage of sci-tech books and journals should be in a more
centralised mode or not has become an important issue. The arguments in favour of centralised
acquisition and storage are stated as:

1. Centralised purchase can avoid unnecessary duplication

and facilitate the resource-

sharing;
2. Libraries are good at processing and organising bibliographic information. Therefore,
centralised storage can make information more organised and easier to be retrieved.
The arguments against are:
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1. The divisions are usually highly specialised. The information acquired will not be too
much duplicated by that acquired in the other divisions provided that there is some
co-ordination in acquisition.
2. Officers are used to the immediate access to information in their own offices.
removal of such access will apparently cause much inconvenience to them.

The

The officers in the departments
have either backgrounds in agriculture or management
backgrounds. The nature of the work they involved in is either administrative
or technical. However, generally speaking, those officers need a large quantity of up-to-date information on
agricultural production and marketing so that they are able to provide both decision-making
information to upper-level administrations
and practical policies to production fronts, marketing and technological extension. They are the key figures who link upper-level
administration,
researchers, and teachers with the farmers and technological personnel in extension stations.
Due to their special administrative
position, agricultural departments
are ideal candidates for
co-ordinating
projects in the extending agricultural research achievements.
It is also expected
that they can play .an important role ill co-ordinating
agricultural libraries and information
services in their corresponding
geographical areas.
For example a provincial agricultural
department
shouldbe
one of the key organisations
which is in charge of the development of
agricultural libraries and information networks across province. Unfortunately,
it seems that
not enough attention has been paid to the development of libra.ry and information systems
by the administrators
in the agricultural
departments.
Proposals on the establishment
of
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agricultural libraries and information networks can be heard, but not many steps towards
planning and implementing them have been taken yet.

5.5.4

Production

Sector

This sector includes two major groups: 1) state-run farms (varying from large-scale to smallscale, from comprehensive to specialised); and 2) peasant-run farms (varying from group-run
to family-run).
It is noticeable that the governmental agricultural departments

have direct or indirect administrative relationship with this sector. It is these departments that decide the policies
for production, technological extension, resources allocation and investment in the state-run
farms.
The vast majority of personnel in this sector are farmers. They are directly engaged in
agricultural production including crop production, animal husbandry, fishery and forestry
production etc. The other personnel are technological and administrative. All of them aim
to improve the yield and quality of agricultural products. Therefore, they are expecting the
introduction of the following:
1. Desirable varieties with high yield, high quality and high resistance to diseases, pests
and bad weather;
2. Highly efficient fertilisers and pesticides;
3. Improved techniques and good experiences of cultivation and plant protection
4. Modern machinery and tools for labour-saving, and

.__... ..._~ __ __5..~.. rh~

processingvstorageandsale

~rn~~vside products

etc.

To satisfy those wants, the three sectors mentioned above have co-operated with the farms to
a certain extent. Some effective ways of introducing of new technologies have been adopted.
Among them, demonstration-plots
or farms experimenting with new technologies and broadcasting programmes are highly recommended.
Libraries and other information services, however, in this sector are the least developed in
China. In state-run farms, the libraries are usually small with insufficient resourcess, in terms
of collection, money and man power. There is a great lack of information services in the rural
areas. And the present services are no longer able to meet the growing information needs
stimulated by present policies and the present system, i.e. group responsibility and individual responsibility production pattern. The nearest points of access to comparatively bigger
collections are county public libraries and information services in county agricultural departments, and technological extension stations etc. But unfortunately, county public libraries
are usually only stocked with a small proportion of agricultural books. To remote farmers, it
is still too far if they have to go to the town to borrow books. To solve the problems faced in
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the making information accessible to the farmers, the three information services mentioned
have tried various ways. The following steps have been taken by some of them (Jiang, 1987):

1. Setting

up reading-rooms

2. Organising

in the farms or villages;

mobile libraries stocked with books from county public libraries;

3. Carrying out surveys on the information needs of key and specialised
and compiling special files for them, then supplying
information

snr

4. Compiling agricultural information
duce new varieties, new techniques
5. Organising

newsletters
and so on;

and broadcasting

meetings for disclosing specialised technical

house-hold farms,
services to them;

programmes

information;

and

6. Organising teams of information personnel to visit farms and providing
services to put across the information needed, etc.

Farmers

and

technical

personnels

in State-run

to intro-

consultancy

farms

The state-run farms are characterised by the main tasks they perform. Some state-run farms
are production based for certain crops, i.e. production-oriented.
Some of them, however,
are the experimentally
based for research and technical extension, i.e. experiment-oriented.
The farmers in different groups show certain trends in their information needs. Generally
speaking, the farmers demand practical information which can instruct them what to do and
how to do it in the processing of crop planting. Apart from the live demonstration
in the
field, audio-visual transmitted
information, i.e. broadcasting
a.nd video programmes is also
an effective means of dissemination.
Besides farmers, there is a certain proportion of technical personnel on the farms. They are
of technicalsupervision
farmers, 'of technical problem-solving
in the process of
production, and of the transferring new techniques in production. This group needs practical
information as well as some theoretical information to improve its knowledge and comprehension of the new technologies introduced. The administrative
group on the other hands needs
information about farm management, business and marketing so that they can run the farm
well and market their products well,

--_-in 'charge

Farmers

to

of Specialised-Households

and

United

Farms

This group of fanners is usually called peasants in China. As the reforms, such a.s outputrelated system of contractual
responsibility. were carried out in the rural economy there
emerged hundreds and thousa.nds of specialised households and co-operative coalitions. These
specialised households and united farms stimulate a heavy demand on the introduction
of
science and technology and increase the desire to study in the rural areas. This phenomenon is
the one without parallel in history. Many farmers from those farms are young people, who have
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been educated up to secondary school level. They believe that science and technology are the
keys to the door of the wealth and prosperity. They need some practical and technical oriented
information on crop-planting, stock breeding and food processing etc. They usually seek
information by writing to experts directly or to local libraries. How to provide information
services to them has become an important issue for local government, libraries and information
services in its own sector and other sectors as well.
Generally speaking, however, farmers have the following characteristics, compared with the
other groups:
1. Lower knowledge level in culture, science and technology and lower ability to absorb

and comprehend information
They usually have the difficulty in utilising academic papers, reports, patents, technical
standards and technical journals.
2. Lack of consciousness to information
Most of them have little idea where and how to gather information.
3. Weak foundation of economy
They welcome the information which has a quick effect and a low cost. They cannot
afford the loss caused by the wrong information, especially marketing information.

5.5.5

Others

Agricultural

Technological Extension Centres and Stations

Agricultural technological extension centres and stations are special types of agricultural
. organisation, which play very· important roles in the technology transferring process. Administratively, they are under the direction of agricultural departments. But they extend
the research a.chievements from both agricultural research and education sectors. Therefore,
they are closely related to agricultural research, education and production. The technological
extension stations are usually scattered at the district level (immediately under the county
level). The vast majority of the personnel in the technological extension stations are technical personnel, who are either university graduates or agricultural school graduates or trained
technicians. Depending on the nature of the tasks they perform, they demand practical information and some theoretical information as well. It is noteworthy that they actually perform
the roles of technological gatekeepers. It is they who have to understand more about the
technologies introduced and then to instruct the farmers what to do and how to do. In most
of cases, the technical personnel find it difficult to access the high-level academic information
which they need to improve their knowledge and comprehension of new technologies, because
of the long distances to big libraries.
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Agricultural

Sections

in Public

Libraries

Provincial public libraries usually have a big agricultural collection, to which limited access
is provided to agricultural personnel in terms of borrowing. The agricultural personnel can
access the libraries for the purpose of consulting references and reading books and journals by
presenting his identification. But only a small number of borrowing cards has been issued and
allocated, mainly to agricultural organisations. Having top priority in the province, provincial
public libraries are usually responsible for co-ordinating and organising professional activities. Provincial central committees and provincial library associations have been established
in almost every province. These two organisations are in charge of academic and professional activities, exchange of experiences, training programmes, and co-ordination and liaison
between libraries throughout the province, irrespective of subject.
The city public libraries are usually only stocked with very slight agricultural collections since
their main users are not related to agriculture.
County public libraries are the very fronts to the farmers. They used to be stocked with
a larger proportion of agricultural collection. Under the pressure of tightened budgets for
acquisition, most of them have cut down their budgets for agricultural collections. Such
collections have been candidates for cuts due to their low utilisation rates. Some of them
lend the existing collection to villages as mobile libraries. The county public libraries should
be more aware of the increased information needs of farmers stimulated by the reform of the
rural economy. What the libraries should provide is an effective a.nd easy-to-access information
service to the farmers.

Agricultural
tion

Divisions

in Provincial

& Prefectural

Institutes

of Sci-tech Informa-

The institutes of sci-tech information usually provide documentation services, information
dissemination, information processing, storing and retrieving, information research and information consultancy covering all subjects.
In most cases, the provincial institutes are usually well stocked with technical reports, patent
documentations, technical standards, sci-tech periodicals, display samples, sci-tech audiovisual media and MARC tapes etc. To match the services, they are usually equipped with
modern facilities, such as computers, transmission facilities, video camera systems, micrographics systems, photocopying systems and electronic composition of printing systems etc.
Technical personnel throughout the province can access documentation services to consult
the collections. But no borrowing services are provided.
The institutes are usually the only places where international information retrieval hosts
may be accessed in the provinces at present. The implementation of the Seventh-five plan
for the establishment of a national information retrieval network which links provincial and
prefectural institutes will certainly be a breakthrough and a far-reaching event for users in
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local areas.
Apart from the documentation and information retrieval services, the institutes usually carry
out information research and consultancy. The information researches usually focuses on
certain topics which may have a large impact on the development of science, technology and
economy in the provinces. In the light of these topics, the researchers carry out literature
reviews, investigations and surveys on. the developmental trends on topics of interests and
then write reports to the decision-makers. Meanwhile the information consultancy services
cover the exploration of new products, new technologies, innovations and inventions, and
marketing information etc. and provide translation services as well.
As well as information research topics and information consultancy, there are also a certain
proportion of topics on agriculture and food processing etc.

Farm-run

and Township Enterprise

Since the reform of the rural economy, the farm-run and township enterprise have appeared
and developed rapidly. They have become an important mainstay of rural economy. These
enterprises, however, have suffered from the lack of technical personnel and information,
including technical information and marketing information. This impairs their further development and weakens their competitiveness. Today, in China the inherent philosophy has
been shaken. Having realised the potential of those enterprises, many technical personnel
quit the jobs with "Iron-Bowel'l-e- stable jobs with guaranteed salaries and go to rural areas
to take the "Clay-Bowel" jobs. Big agricultural libraries and information services have now
also realised that the emergence of such enterprises has challenged the traditional means of
information provision a.nd subject orientation. The informa.tion which technical personnel,
administrators and workers in the enterprises demand is that which is more technical and industrial and marketing-oriented. The information about new technologies, new processes and
new products should be quickly disseminated through newspapers and a.s a form of current
awareness and the reliability of the information, especially marketing information, is very
important. Due to the special na.ture of these enterprises, i.e. their close relationships with
both agriculture and industry, they require special management, policies and information
provision.
As for management, bureaux (governmental departments) have been established for administration of these enterprises, from the level of central government to the level of county
governments. These bureaux help the governments to make policies and decisions for the
enterprises and to gain the feedback from them. As far as the information provision is concerned, a new type of library and information centre is taking shape to meet the special
information demand from decision-makers, administrators, technical personnel and workers.
Before such information services are well developed, agricultural libraries and information
services at every level, are obligated to provide services to these groups of users. Their roles
will not cease in the future because the enterprises are closely rela.ted to agriculture and they
should be able to utilise and share the resourcess of agricultural libraries and information
services.
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The Agricultural
sociation

Library Association and Agricultural

Sci-tech Information

As-

A. Agricultural Library Association
The Agricultural Library Association in China was established in 1983 after the recognition
of the need to link agricultural libraries together to promote co-operation, exchanges of information, materials and experiences and to share resourcess among the agricultural libraries.
It aims at performing the role of a co-ordinating body for various co-operative activities. Its
members are assigned the following tasks (CALA, 1983):
1. Providing SDI services to facilitate agricultural education, research, and technological
extension;
2. Compiling UC for agricultural bibliographic information and establishing a national IR
system;
3. Carrying out ILL services, co-ordina.ting collection development and resource-sharing;
4. Planning and organising training programmes for both librarians and users;
5. Organising academic activities for experience-exchange and professional discussions;
6. Investigating the situation of agricultural libraries and making proposals for further
development to higher administration;
7. Studying on the feasibility of computerisation in agricultural libraries, and facilitating
the realisation of computerisation;
8. Compiling and publishing association publications;
9. Organising interna.tional exchanges and co-operations.
The libraries falling into the following categories are eligible participating members:
1. Libraries in Agricultural Universities;
2. Libraries in Research Institutes (Central and provincial levels)
3. Libraries in agricultural relevant organisations (Central and Provincial levels );
B. Agricultural Sci-tech Information Association
This was established to a.ssume simila.r roles to the Library Association with emphasis on
information work. It was the result of distinguishing information work from library work.
Actually. its functions overlap with that of the Iibrary association, to some extent. There has
been a plan t.o merge t.hese two bodies.
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How effectively these associations can co-ordinate those co-operative activities is in question
since they are not executive and funding bodies. Complicated administrative relations may
prevent them from being authoritative enough toward agricultural libraries at different levels
and sectors. However, they have performed fairly well in organising professional conferences,
seminars and training programmes.

5.5.6

Summary

The above discussion about different user groups, their information needs and behaviour, and
performance of services for them can be summarised in Table 5.10.
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Chapter 6

Overall Design
6.1

Introduction

Overall design here means the decisions about some design issues relevant to the network
level, in terms of objectives, structures, and other design issues, irrespective of the details of
the individual nodes and individual functions.
The importance, principles and procedures of the identification and determination of those
issues will be given and the results will be presented and justified in the following sections.

6.2

Design Issues

_____
.._,._._.6.2.1 __Identification of.Objectives.. __._
.
The design stage of the systems investiga.tion demands that the analyst has a high-level
of technical and conceptual skills. The major objectives for the new information system,
as well as the sub-objectives for the operating and management information systems, must
be identified to develop a unified set of goals. In addition, the systems analyst must have
a thorough knowledge of the available data-processing equipment for the new information
system. He/she also needs substantial expertise in recognising human constraints that will
present during the implementation of any new information system. (Alexander, 1974)
The overall objective of the new information system may be simply a general statement of
the aims and goals that it seeks to achieve. The old objective furnish an excellent starting
point for developing the new one.
Examining the procedures in Fig.4.1, we can find that the identification of the network objectives comes first, which is usually the case. This is a crucial task to accomplish. It is
obvious that the objectives, goals and policies of the central government for the development
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of the economy, science, technology, culture and education, etc., will determine the motivation
of the networking under Chinese circumstance. Therefore, the network will be assigned of
certain high-level, long term and short term objectives, which should take into account: 1)
the national objectives; 2) the need of users, and 3) the performance of individual nodes in
attempting to satisfy the objectives.
In this project, the objectives which need to be determined are those overall network objectives
and the objectives of individual functions at both high-level and low-level, and for both longterm and short-term. These form a hierarchy of objectives, in terms of level, and time span.
In this research, based on the review of general network objectives, Chinese circumstances,
subject characteristics of agriculture and old system objectives, the author identifies the
following as the high-level overall objectives for the network being designed:
1. To relieve the budget difficulties in purchase of collection that exist in the individual

libraries and information centres within the area or system being concerned.
2. To improve the effectiveness of those libraries and information centres;
3. To provide comprehensive, timely and cost-effective services to satisfy the various information needs of the different types of users in different geographical locations within
the area concerned;
4. To provide effective information services that promote agricultural decision-making,
research achievements, production level, education quality and marketing in the area
concerned; and
5. To ensure that the agricultural information network fits into the overall plans of the
central and local government.
--.- .-.~ ... '. "'The overall low-level objectives are usually functional oriented. Since the network being
designed plans to carry out four main functions, i.e. CA, ILL-UC and IR, its low- level
objectives should focus on those four functions. They can be formulated as follows:
1. To provide information services with reasonable accessibility and availability of infor-

mation needed by various types of users identified;
2. To provide an ILL service with high fulfilled rate, low time delay and cost;
3. To establish cost-effective rc services for location information thus to facilitate effective
ILL services and other services;
4. To provide IR services with highly relevant information, at low response time and costs.
Once the overall network objectives have been identlfied and agreed by the network members,
every member is obligated to work towards the objectives.
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Figure 6.1: Hierarchy
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The individual functions should have more specific objectives,
which will be discussed in
the succeeding three chapters.
And apart from the 0\·('[(111 objectives, there should be some
sub-objectives
for different types, levels of nodes and individual nodes to fulfil. Those subobjectives should comply with the overall network objectives and overall network function
objectives.
And they usually vary in some aspects among the levels and types of nodes to
reflect their own orientations
in functions, services and responsibilities.
In mathematical
sense, the difference will be given different weights or prices. Thus an attempt to find out
the differences in the objectives between the network and the individual nodes, and between
different levels of nodes need to be made. Figure 6.1 shows the different. roles which different
levels of nodes can possibly play. It is helpful in sct tiug lip the sub-objectives.
It is apparent
psychological

that some objectives cannot be quantified
and political categories.

since they fall into social, behavioural,

The determination
of quantifiable objectives should he based on the knowledge, the analysis
of published source and the analysis of the si t uat ion investigated.
That is to say, overall
consideration
of the standard (if there are some), the common objectives of the library and
information
systems, and the past and the present situation of the system to be designed
should be taken at this stage.
While quantification
of objectives is the statement
of an
objective as a ma.thematical function of decision variables.
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6.2.2

Identification

of Nodes, Links and Resources

As the author mentioned before, the types of China's Agricultural Library and Information
Centre can mainly be classified into five sectors. And a further identification is necessary to
make under each sector. Chapter five made such an attempt.
As for the administrative relationship between those libraries or information services, the link
within the sector is more or less hierarchical. But there are almost no direct adminitrative
links between the sectors, except the links between government departments with some of
others.
Viewing existing co-operation, we can see that some links exist across the sectors. Generally
speaking, there are more links between sectors at the same levels, or in the same areas than
that at different levels or in the different areas.
Identification of the potential nodes are based on the following: (1) Published Statistics,
(2) Surveys and (3) Knowledges. For example, in the case of Zhejiang province, published
statistics of agricultural research institutes and public libraries were found during data collection. And information about others was gathered by visiting government departments'
archive offices. Therefore, 28 major agricultural libraries and information services were identified, which excludes public libraries lower than provincial level and agricultural libraries
lower than county level. Public libraries are regarded as an aggregated back-up with the
representatives of provincial library. The choice of 28 libraries aims at convenience of data
collection, data analysis and model testing. The county level agricultural libraries are aggregated and attached with prefectural agricultural libraries. The existing stock of county level
agricultural libraries contribute a small proportion to the whole network being designed. But
the future allocation should reflect the importance of those libraries in serving the largest
potential user groups-farmers.
More investment from the government is needed to develop
the services at these low levels.
-_It was realised -that identification and evaluation of resources-physical, human, financial,
and other-that
are potentially available to meet the objectives are vital in the design of
networks. Therefore, during the survey, attempts to assess the resources of those libraries
were made, which will be discussed in more details in Chapter Eleven.

6.2.3

Determination

of Network Structure

The determination of the structure of network can follow such procedures (Figure 6.2).

Basic Configurations

As mentioned in Chapter One, the most frequently mentioned configurations are (a) star, (b)
ring, (c) hierarchical, and (d) distributed.
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Figure 6.2: Procedures
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Existing Sit uations
Examining the organisational
structure of China's Agricultural library and information systems (Chapter Five), we can find that it is more or less hierarchical but not rigidly hierarchical. The existing patterns of those co-operation activities are lack of structure since the
co-operations are informal and on a voluntary basis. But most likely, the libraries will cooperate more with the libraries in the same sectors-vertical system than with those in different
sectors. The libraries in the same sector usually have similar characteristics,
and it is more
convenient to access one another.

Technologies applied
The technology employed seems to be related to the structure of the network. Decentralised
networks use low-level communications
technology such as TWX, hierarchical structured networks use the telephone systems with people interacting at each level; while centralised systems tend to use high-level of technology such as large computers (Williams & Flynn, 1978).
However, the application of microcomputer
tends to favour decentralised structure. Keep in
. mind that many library and information network-computerised
or non-computerised-tend
to have variety of configurations in one system. They may be centralised in one aspect and
decentralised, hierarchical, or mixed in others.

Determination

of Configuration for Management

The configurations for the particular functions to match alternatives programmes will be
determined by a careful descriptive analysis, which will be discussed in the design of those
functions.
If we take ILL function as an example, we can find that ILL systems can be
configurated in different ways. Whether hierarchical, centralised or distributed configuration
""'--"'sU:lts beiter-fa PrO-gram' 6rie,- oi'Progra.ffi'Two
or Program Threeshould
take consideration
of (a] present situation, (b) cost-effectiveness and (c) possible modes in which the ILL system
can be run.
Following the procedures, and having a thorough analysis of the factors related to the determination,
here, the author can propose that the configuration
of China's Agricultural
Library and information network should be composite star, in terms of ma.nagement. It can
be illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Determination

of Configurations for Alternative

Programmes

Alternatives programmes here refer to the alternative technologies to be applied in the network, more specifically network functions. The alternative programme will be defined in a
later section. The determination.
therefore, should be placed in that section. But bearing
in mind, once we have clearly identified and defined the different programmes,
i.e. non-
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Figure 6.3: Configuration

of China's Agricultural
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computerised, or computerised netwo k (by listing their means of processing, resource, equipment and facilities incurred and cost involved for each programme), we may be able to make
decisions about the suitable configurations to match the different functions in particular programmes since technologies applied are related to the structures of networks.
Suggestions about ideal configurtions
grammes (Table 6.1).

6.2.4

Establishment

can be made for each functions

of Overall Performance

Criteria

under different

pro-

and Measures

A network approach force' detailed planning, organising, management policies and fiscal responsibility. The data generated to design and/or implement a resource sharing network will
include the performance and specifications the systems must meet. Evaluation of alternative
methods and network then becomes possible. The objective of having performance criteria
and evaluation measures is to determine cost-effectiveness when making decisions concerning
alternative methods to utilise resources for maintaining a high level of service to users.
In any modelling process, the objectives are expressed by the performance criteria and measures. Therefore, the identification and definition of performance criteria is usually thought
as the first stage of modelling. In this project, some measures have been identified under
consideration of three possible levels: effectiveness. cost-effectiveness, and cost-benefit.
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Table 6.1: Suggestion for Ideal Configuration
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A conceptual framework for performance measures (Figure 6.4) and two schema are worked
out to indicate a general relationship among cost-effectiveness-benefits
measures for the four
basic network functions (Figure 6.5 & Figure 6.6). In the framework, all possible components
of performance have been listed under effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and benefits (cost, time,
and quality).
In the schema, effectiveness measures serve to relate network performances
(functions) to costs and to benefits. For example, in UC systems, system cost is partially
determined by the volume of DC produced, by the staff time involved etc. System benefits
are partially derived from such effectiveness as ease of use, coverage, timeliness, and number
of entries etc.

._.

>

••.

_..

However, technical processing of these functions, in most cases, can not be evaluated and
measured directly in terms of user satisfaction.
Technical processes must be designed and
evaluated from two viewpoints: 1) 'internal efficiency and 2) external, long-term effects. Internal design and evalua.tion is concerned largely with time and cost factors. The external
design and evaluation of technical processes involves longer term consideration:
what is the
long term impacts of technical processes? A framework is worked out to shown the possible performance measures to design and evaluate internal efficiency and external effects in
each functions and the relationship of internal efficiency, intermediate
external effects and
. long-term effects. (Figure 6.7)
Based on the effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and benefit measures that appeared in the above
frameworks and schema, we can derive some more specific measure to be utilised in the
mathematical
models. Among them are those shown in Table 6.2.
The following definitions

can be given:

Accessibility can be defined as the capability to communicate with the resource-sharing
network by using a variety of ways; to enter, borrow, retrieve, consult all material necessary to
t he effective operation of a library and a network, necessary to the information
need of users.
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Figure 6.4: Framework
work & Four Functions
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Figure
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Figure 6.7: Internal
-------Functions
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Table 6.2: Performance
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Overall Design
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Availability is defined as the probability
the probability of success of services.

Ratio

of gaining access to network at the desired time and

Timeliness

(Speed) is defined as the speed at which a service can be offered.

Reliability,

of a system, in technical

Cost-effectiveness

is concerned

sense can be expressed

with a service's

intcrual

opcra.tiug

The definitions of the performance criteria under different
heading of the design of those individual functions.

6.2.5

Identification

of three

as the probability

of it not failing.

cllicicncy.

functions

will be given under

the

Progr-ammes

Introd uction
The establishment
of objectives, and the selection of a suitable st: ategy have been recognised
as the first two stages in the planning processes.
Doth should be undertaken
only after a
thorough diagnosis of the existing situation and in accordance with the constraints imposed
by environmental
factors and official policy. As we have been aware of, this is a time of
rapid technological change. Some of this change will undou otedly affect co- operation and
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resource sharing and should therefore be taken into account in the design of the network. It
must however, be borne in mind that, while the potential implications for the future may be
large, there may be a considerable period before much effect is felt, and in the intervening
period improvement is urgently necessary if network user demand is to be adequately met.
Not only may developments be slower than has sometimes been predicted, but their economic
implementation may prove difficult and will certainly take time.
If we have a look at China's situation, we notice that the application of computers and

other modern technology in library and information services did not make significant progress
until a decade ago, although attempts were initiated as early as 1956. There were technical
and economic reasons for the slow development besides the political turmoil of the Cultural
Revolution. One particular technical difficulty lies in the computer processing of Chinese
Character, which made it impractical, if not impossible, to utilise the computers abroad that
could readily process the Roman alphabet and Arabic numerals.
Encouragingly enough, many different systems have been developed in recent years. By 1985,
the problems of both input and output of Chinese characters as well as internal processing
had essentially been solved. The revolutionary progress will eventually bring out the computerisation in library and information world in China, as the Western intends to. Nevertheless,
the present situation will not permit a widespread and high degree of computerisation in
China in the near future due to certain technical, economic and political constraints. There
are big gaps for the libraries and information services in China to fill in order to catch up
with the development in the advanced countries. Moreover, a phenomenon existing in .....
both developed and developing countries, is that there is a vast quantity of documents in
the world's libraries in conventional form, to which conventional access is provided. Even if
technology has a radical influence on the system of the future, the great body of knowledge
enshrined in the past publications has still to be made available.
However, it is noticeable that new technology has brought out numerous impacts on the
effectiveness of the.Iibrary and information services. There are following possible changes
caused by new technology;.
I. Possible Changes in the Physical Form of Publication
These include

1. Publication in microform;
2. Publication in summary form, e.g. Synopsis Journal, with full text supplied on demand,
whether in microform or hard copy;
3. High-density storage, such as holographs, bubble memories and crystals, whether reproduced in copies that libraries can acquire or accessible remotely from a centre;
4. The "electronic journal", in which papers are submitted referred and edited on-line, and
are also available subsequently on-line; and
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5. CD-ROM.
II. Changes, in Communication between Libraries (including locating, requesting
and supplying documents)
The main technological developments relevant to communicating between libraries, to locating .
and/or requesting documents are
1. Facsimile transmission
2. Television technology -

Viewdata

3. Other forms of document transmission (e.g. Satellite)
4. Computer technology (Line, 1980)
III. Changes in Information

Retrieval and Storage

1. Mechanic

2. Computer technology
• In-house database
• Off-line
• On-line
Whether the network will apply any of the aforementioned technologies, and which come
- - the first priorities arecritical issues in thedesign. Those questions have led
the birth of
the idea to make cost-effectiveness- benefits comparisons of different programmes. Since the
introduction of the computers enables the libraries and information networks to automate
their process in the services, computerisation can be regarded as a revolutionary progress in
information world. Thus, the programmes to be compared should be concerned with whether
the computers will be involved in the network 'functions and how much they will be involved.
In other words, how much computerisation the network will be is one of the major concern
of the design.

to

Based on the above analysis, three alternative programmes are identified, and they are for
net\,,'orks
1. Non-computerised

2. Semi-computerised
3. Computerised
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Definitions

of three

Programmes

The three alternative programmes, in general terms, can be defined as follows:
I. Program

One-Non-computerised

Network

By non-computerised network, the author means that all the processes of four major functions
will be run manually, in other words, no computer will be involved in any processes of the
four functions.
II. Program

Two-Semi-computerised

Network

By Semi-computerised network, the author means that parts of the processes of the four major
functions will be carried out by the application of computers.
III. Program

Three-Computerised

Network

By Computerised Network, the author means that all the processes or majority ofthe processes
of four major functions will be computerised as much as possible.

Identification

. ----- ---.---

of the Components

in three Alternative

Programmes

Attempt should be ma.de to elaborate on the technological and economic issues involved in the
programmes. And the considera.tion of possible future system based on the possible technology
of the future should be taken. However, the difficulty should be anticipated since there are
too many unknown factors in the situation, and the possible permutations of technological
advances-on-~ari-~;s frontsare
numerous.

t~o-

To make a preliminary cost-effective-benefit comparison of non-computerised and computerised network functions, it is important to identify the components of the three programmes
The author has made attempts to identify 1) the means of processing of four functions under different programmes (Table 6.3), and 2) the possible resources, equipment and facilities,
which will have to be incurred to make those different programmes work (Table 6.4); 3) the
comparative weights of effectiveness measures between the programmes (will be presented
in Chapter Ten); 4) the ideal configurations possible for each functions under different programmes (see Table 6.1.).
The choices of means and resources for non-computerised and computerised programmes are
straightforward while that for semi-computerised programmes is based on the knowledge of
technological advancement, Chinese circumstances and the author's personal preferences.
Specific definitions of the three alternative programmes need to be made for the individual
functions. They will be discussed in the respective chapters.
.
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Table 6.3: Comparison Among Three Programmes [Means of Processing)

-----_.<H,ans or Proo,s.ing)
PrograM One

Fuctions
Processing

(Hon-CoMPuterised)

Progr:aM Two
(SeMi-CoMPuterised)

PrograM Three
(Co,,,puttri sed)

-,
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Interlibrary
COMMunication

Mal I/Mutlngs

Mali/Meetings

Electronic
Mai I
/Ie I econference

~ollect,on
Y& uatl0n

l1anual<DataCollection)
l1anual

Hanual<DataCollection)
Manual/COMputer

Manual/CoMputer
(flata-Collection)

Collection
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Poli CIJ I Plan
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Heetings
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l1&iI/b I ,phon,
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Photocopy-l1all
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Mail
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n- hou5t
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l1aillPhone/Telex
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Electronic
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Mail
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Table 6.4: Comparison among Three Programmes (Euiprnent & Facilities)

(Resource, EquiPMent I Facility incurred)

PrograM Ont
(Hon-coMputeris.d)

Progril1 Two
(S'Mi-pOMputerised)

~o-Oferativt
CqulSltion

Staff tiMe

Staff TiMe

Interlibrarll
Loan

Staff tiMe
telephone
Photocopi er

Union
Cataluue

Staff tiMe
Cards
Print hail itv

Staff tiMe
MicrofilMing CaMera
FilMS I Readus

Statt tiMe
Printed Secondary
Sources

Staff TiMe
COMputer in
Centre
Database Subscrip
-tion
In-house database
Searching Software

IntOrMatl'on
R,tritlJl
I

Staff tiMe
TtlefacsMile Maohine
Photocopier

PrograM Thrtt
(COMPuterised)

Staff tiMe
COMputer
Software Paokage
Staff tiM'
Telephone (dedicated)
COMputer (TerMinal)
Photocopifr
Staff tiMe
COMPuter, tapes I Discs
Soltwar. Paokage

Staff tiMe
Acoustic Coupler
COMPuter TerMinals
Telephone(Dedicated)
In-house Database
Searching Software
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6.2.6

Determination

of Network Governance, Policies and Standards

As discussed in Chapter One, :..::;-:;:-;",r c in a broader sense, the purpose of governance is to
provide a mechanism for overcoming the barriers to any "new" organisation such as a library
network. The principal difference among the categories (discussed in Chapter One) involve
the organisational environment and its. relationships with member libraries as expressed by
policies; and in the incentive for co-operation.
Based on the analysis of China's situation, i.e. centralised social system, the suitable governance structure for networks falls into the first category, i.e. governance by government.
The governance body should supervise the formulation of network policies and facilitate the
standardisation in the network.

6.2.7

Determination

of Network Functions

There are arrays-of network functions performed by the existing networks and network in
design. Based on the knowledge of those conventional functions and the Chinese situation,
the author decides to choose the following functions for the network being designed:
1. Co-operative acquisition (CA)

2. Interlibrary loan (ILL)
3. Union catalogue (UC)
4. Information retrieval (IR)
5. Compilation 'of bibliographic tools and references
6. Training programmes etc.

of which, the first four are to be designed in detail.
The importance of those four functions can be seen through the following discussion.

Co-operative Acquisition (CA)
The broad term "Co-operative Acquisition" refers to joint action in acquisition and utilisation
of information resources. Beginning with the preliminary stages of selection, organisations
come together in a network for actual purchase of materials, resulting in joint ownership
and/or use (PEPS-UNESCO, 1985). It is believed by Williams and Flynn (1978) that the
function of CA is critical to any successful library network since the primary goal of a library
is to provide users with access to information at the lowest possible costs. All library activities
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such as acquisition, cataloguing, processing, reference, circulation, etc., are performed with
this in mind, it is difficult to imagine that a unified acquisitions function within a network
cannot perform more cost-effectively.
"Co-operative Acquisition" is used to cover all types of acquisition
ownership, centralised purchasing, specialised areas of acquisition

Interlibrary

programmes
etc.

whether joint

Loan (ILL)

But CA cannot be effectively implemented without an effective ILL system because the fear of
not being able to borrow what is not bought will destroy its intent. Therefore, ILL is also one
of the most frequently and enthusiastically
cited network benefits as it provides mechanism
for efficient document delivery as a lower cost than actually purchasing the said document.
This activity is specially useful in the case of rare and important books or books in limited
circulation.
Mechanisms for the safe/speedy delivery of documents to and from network
members are vital.

Union Catalogue and Union Lists (UC)
If libraries are to effectively share resources, it is vital that they are able to ascertain
other's holdings.
The answer to this need is the creation
catalogues of individual libraries.
Listing in a UC is an essential network
for forwarding cataloguing information
received. In essence, network members
are requested by focal point to identify
~- .. activity is particularly important ~~oni

Information

each
of UCs or the distribution
of

feature, requiring each member to take responsibility
to national or regional focal point on new material
offer information about their respective holdings or
their holdings, their location and availability. This
"extended libraries" engaged in many iLL activities.

Retrieval (IR)

Information
Retrieval is an area that can benefit greatly from co-operative efforts.
The
resources used in the IR function (Reference, Databases and so on) are among the most
costly to acquire. The technology, especially, if computer-based,
can usually be purchased
more economically by the network than by the individual member libraries. Furthermore,
the software and hardware to support these communications
activities can be more readily
maintained through the network than through the member libraries (Williams & Flynn, 19i8)
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It is of importance to understand the relationships of those functions
functional relationship can be illustrated in Figure 6.8.

IfI

the design.

The

The functions to be performed by a network determine its physical structure as well as
its logical organisation.
The interaction among functions needs to be understood
in order
to design cost-effective networks and to be able to make valid judgements
regarding their
performance.
It is believed by Williams and Flynn (1978) that designing networks to fit a
specific set of functions is preferable to designing functions to fit a. specific network. J\ network
designed to perform a specific function such as cataloguing is not necessarily well suited to
perform the circulation and vice versa. If the relationship
between these functions is not
known and utilised in the design of a network to perform both Iunct ious, it is unlikely that
the network will be cost-effective in its operations.
Therefore, it seems appropriate
that the
network functions be understood in terms of their individual requirements and their impact
on their functions. The impact of a function performed by a network upon other functions
performed within member libraries, or by another network utilised hy t"(~ mem hcr libraries,
is also important to the design and evaluation of library networks.
Keeping in mind that library functions do not exist in isolation but are related to each other
it is important
for any attempt at networking
to consider not only the individual
Iuuction
the libraries decide to perform, but also the relationship among each of the other functions

,
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'.

libraries perform. It may be that the benefits derived by performing one function through the
individual libraries, thus completely offsetting the networking benefit. For example, a network
policy of resource sharing and CA will result in increased ILL activities. If these activities are
not also network-supported
at an efficient level, the individual library may find that the costs
increased in filling ILL requests more than offset the benefits derived from CA. This would
lead one to infer that a network must look at the cost benefits across all functions rather than
a single function in order to make reasonable network design and utilisation decisions.

6.3

A Library .& Information Network to be DesignedZALINET

6.3.1

Introduction

The embodiment of the overall design can be based on the the consideration, identification
and determination of the a.bove design issues combined by the identification of environmental
factors and the review and evaluation of the present situation of China's Library and Information Systems in Chapter Five. As a summary of the determination,
a brief description of
the network can be made for ZALINET, which stands for Zhejiang Agricultural Library and
Information Network. A brief introduction to Zhejiang province is given in Appendix A.

6.3.2

Description of the Network designed

1. Geographical Scale: provincial
main nodes).

(including

provincial,

prefectural

and county level-28

2. Types of Nod~s: libraries and information centres in the sectors of agricultural
...• research,production
and. governmental administration
etc.
3. Governance:

by Governmental

4. Co-ordinating

Body: composed
ZAD, ZAU and CNRRI).

education,

body.
of four major libraries and information

centres (ZAAS,

5. Objectives
A. High-level:
a. To relieve budget difficulties for purcha.se of collection in the individual libraries and
information

centres in Zhejiang;

h. To improve the effectiveness of those libraries and information

centres;

c. To provide comprehensive,
timely and cost-effective services to satisfy the various
information needs of the different types of users in different geographical locations
within Zhejiang province;

d. To provide effective information
research achievements,

services that promote agricultural decision-making,
production level, education quality and marketing.
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c. To ensure that the information network fits into the overall plans of the central and

local governments.
B. Low-level:
a. To provide information services with reasonable accessibility and availability of in-

formation needed;
h. To provide an ILL service with high fill rate, low time delay and cost;
c. To establish location information for effective ILL services;

d. To provide effective IR services with highly relevant information, at low response
time and costs.
6. Types and Function of the Network:

A general model of a provincial agricultural library and information network ill China
would be characterised symbolically as iii., 1, 2, 3, 6, 7, A, B. (vide Chapter One)
The determination of the configuration for the network are based on the thorough
diagnosis of the existing administrative structure. The existing structure, being a nonrigid hierarchical configuration, has complicated the management and information flow.
The configuration of the network, in terms of management, should be a composite star.
The configuration for each function will be determined in the chapters of design those
functions.
More specifically, the network will be designed to carry out the following functions:
a. Co-operativeacquisition
h. Interlibrary loan
c. Union catalogue
d. Information retrieval
c. Others
----------------,-:-

User- Groups:' Administrators,' decision-makers, research workers, lecturers, students,
technician and farmers etc in the field of agriculture.
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Chapter 7

Design of Co-operative Acquisition
Programme

________.

7.1

General Considerations

7.1.1

Introduction

If we trace the history of co-operative acquisition in USA and other advanced countries, we find
that the first major effort in co-operative collection development came in the post-war period
with the formulation of the Farmington Plan in 1947. A true CA project, the Plan's goal
was to ensure that at least one copy of foreign publications would be owned by an American
library. The plan was noble in scope, but eventually failed owing to changes in participating
institutions' programmes, the unreliability of some foreign booksellers, budget restrictions,
and- shiftingtrade. balances. with their concomitant effect upon currencies. In 1960s, the
Centre for Research Libraries in USA became a large scale national resource sharing system.
Although the centre today is undergoing a reappraisal of its objectives, its mission has been
the centralised storage of lesser-used materials, the acquisition of expensive material not in
general acquired by members, and a prioritised delivery system. When machine-readable
cataloguing became available, bibliographical utilities and network consortia proliferated in
the 1970s, led by giants such as RLG and OCLC. The most recent project on a national level
is ARL's national Collection Inventory Project, which is utilising RLG's collection statements
as a basis for assessing collection levels of member institutions. (Rustein, 1985)
A similar project in Germany preceded the Farmington Plan. The Prussian State Library and
the ten university libraries in Prussia formed a closed system, with their librarians responsible
to the Ministry of Education in Berlin rather than to their own institutions. They became
"models for well-planned library co-operation", and among the lasting effects of this system
are the pattern of interlibrary loans and the assigning of special fields of collection development
to different libraries.
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Programme

The earliest regional specialisation scheme in Britain began in 1948, with the Metropolitan
Special Collections Scheme. The scheme had its beginnings in discussions between the Chief
Librarian of the twenty-eight Metropolitan
Borough Libraries upon probable future library
developments after the war and possible ways to improve book and periodical provision collectively to the degree attained by "library services of great provincial cities", without losing
the individual character of participating libraries. The Metropolitan scheme aroused interest
in other regions. There followed several similar schemes. Then, the inter-regional coverage
scheme was introduced in 1959 to initiate the idea of self-sufficiency in current British book,
on a national scale. However, with the establishment
of The British Library it was decided
to end the Inter-regional Coverage Scheme, on 31st December 1973. The formation of The
British Library Lending Division, from the amalgamation
of the NLL and the NCL, its acquisition policy and its speed of service supported their decision: "significant" works would
be available from the BLLD a.nd "lower level" items which the BLLD might fail to purchase
would be available through the "back-up" services of the copyright libraries. Regions, however, would still remain responsible for those books collected under the scheme between 1959
and 1973. (Jefferson, 1977)

. .~.

- ...._ .....

How was and how is the situation in China? Some scale of the regional and professional
Co-ordination
Programme for Book Purchase can be traced back to the later 19·50s. As
mentioned in Chapter Five, in 1957, a "Book Group" was set up to assume the role of coordinating and project making. Led by the State Scientific and Technological Commission,
the "Book Group" was formed by the representatives ofthe Ministry of Culture, the Ministry
of Higher Education, the Academia Sinica, the Ministry of Public Health, the Ministry of
Geology, the National Library of Peking (renamed National Library of China in 1981), as
well as some experts in library science. Chapter five has reviewed the establishment of the 11
Central Libraries Committees in late 50s and their roles in co-operative collection development. After the Cultural Revolution terminated, more and more co-ordinated programmes
for book and periodical acquisition, especially for foreign periodicals have emerged at regional
or professional levels.
'....The immediate' and most' powerful impetusfo alter the idea of local self-sufficiency may
be the severe recession and inflation.
\Vith competing pressures for money, libraries are
often categorised as a non-essential resource, and witness their budget reduced. Adding to
the dilemma, the so-called "Information
Explosion" has not abated, and user demand for
information only seems to increase. At the other end of the spectrum, it is becoming evident
at the same time that the great storehouses of collections are decaying at an alarming rate.
Since libraries concluded that they could no longer meet the demands of their users through
normal collection channels, they began to see access to information rather than possession of
information itself as a likely way to meet these demands,

C.-\. to some extent,

encourages a strong emphasis on decentralisation.
and at the same
time diversity enhances the value of co-operation.
Moreover, each affiliate in a network
consortium would retain control over book selection and develop collections appropriate for
its users, Other, more direct benefits include the following: 1) fewer little-used titles are
necessary because of their availability from other sources, 2) cost-effectiveness is encouraged,
3) co-ordinated preservation policies are enhanced. -1) unwanted duplication is avoided, 5)
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communication

between network members is enhanced,

Acquisition

and 6) areas of strength

Programme

are identified.

However, it has been said that resource sharing programmerhave seldom achieved the power in
practice that is attributed to them in theory. And logically the first stage of resource-sharing
should lie in the accession function. It is here, however, that the will to co-operate is most
difficult to translate into reality. Individual libraries owe prime responsibility to their users,
and select material either in response to expressed demand or in anticipation of demand based
on a knowledge of their users and their professional skill. Any acquisition of material above
this can only be valid if it will lead to benefits for library users. If we take a close look at the
problems faced in CA, it seems that user habits, local autonomy and institutional
difference
arise as major obstacles to co-operation.
User

Habit

Studies have shown that scholars and researchers utilise informal means of communication in
accessing information.
Important among these are conferences in their disciplines, selected
professional journals, and exchanges with colleagues. They usually ha.ve little time for complete literature searches and retrieval of the necessary documents. They are averse to spend
much time obtaining the information which is not readily available. This is one reason that
interlibrary loans account for only an insignificant proportion of a local library's total circulation, which further discourage the movement of CA (Ballard, 1982). This situation is
applicable to agriculturalists
in China.
Local

Autonomy

Within a resource-sharing
environment, freedom of movement among network members is
limited. Libraries. usually are servants of their parent organisations, and their fortunes must
reflect the institutional mission. Belonging to a network does not guarantee commitment to
collect in subject areas. Co-operation may even encourage budget-cutters.
Moreover, policy. making can be another obstacle. Planning is normally centralised in a network, but librarians
atrnember institutions will be making decisions in a decentralised environment, often without
regard to the objectives of the network. Also, some libraries have no internal structure for
collection development, and so are unable to participate equally with their partners.

Instit utional Difference
Another primary reason why co-operative collection development in multitype library networks is difficult to achieve is the gap in contributions.
CA succeed only as long as each
participant perceives them as beneficial to the institution.
It usually is the larger libraries
that are responsible for a larger bulk of the transactions.
In this sense, the large library contributes heavily and receives little gain, which again discourages the participations
of large
libraries.
Other impediments

include the following:

1. There is bound to be conflict between the responsibilities of a library to its own users
and those which undertakes as a member of network in economical aspect;
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2. A library must face another conflict between the needs of its own users and the other
members of the network;
3. Access to information may in the long run be as costly as local purchases;
4. Filling gaps will be expensive if sharing agreements are terminated;
5. Libraries joining networks in period of retrenchment may be less willing to participate
in rosier times; and
6. If co-operative collection development is not properly promoted, administrators and
users may find unacceptable the use of acquisitions budgets for resource sharing and
other networking agreements.

7.1.2

Definitions

Co-operative

and Concepts

Acquisition

The broad term "co-operative acquisition" refers to joint action in acquiring and utilising
information resources. Beginning with the preliminary stage of selection, organisations come
together in a network for actual purchase of materials, resulting in joint ownership and/or
use. (Atherton, 1977, p112)
The following terminologies have been frequently used to discuss the concepts of co-operative
collection development:
1. Information Resource Allocation (Distribution)
2. Co-operative' (Co-ordinated) Collection Development
-- _r_.~'

··'-··

3.- Co-operative Acquisition-···· -- ...".. '" .'.'"

To some extent, they can be regarded as synonymous.
Information

Resource Allocation

(Distribution)

Information Resource Allocation (Distribution) here refers to the optimum geographical placement and allocation of information resources. It usually includes two levels: first, the spatially
natural distribution of information resources; and secondly, the optimum re-distribution upon
the natural distribution by human effort. A national or regional information resource allocation is referred to the programmes in which information resource at dispersed, disorderly
and motley manner will be reorganised and redistributed in a planning way so that a unified
national (or regional) information resources system can be established as a back-up to satisfy the information need from the whole society. This term is usually used to describe the
co-operative programmes emphasised on geographical areas.
Co-operative

(Co-ordinated)

Collection Development
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Co-operative collection development may be defined as the process by which a group of
libraries develop individual and/or joint collection within an overall plan for accomplishment
of certain goals. (Fiels, 1985, p2)
CA is one of the goals of Co-operative Collection Development. In this thesis, CA is used for
the most of the cases.

7.1.3

Design Issues of CA System

Before any CA Programme is determined, it is important to find the answers to the following
questions:
• What resources currently exist in the libraries of the network and where are they?(Collection Assessment)
• In what areas are the libraries of the network repeatedly unable to fill requests for
information? -(Usage Studies)
• Who will collect expensive and less-used material?
• How does and will ILL related to CA?
• What are appropriate levels of responsibility for local libraries, systems and networks?(Policy- Making)
• How does the network deal with getting enough popular material for everybody?
• What is the impact of CA on individual institution's

budgets?

Those questions force the designer to identify the essential design issues and principles, and
,_ ------"-- ..--·s'eektne solutionsofthe problerriareas. Thefollowing headings ani- aimed at these directions.

Key Elements of CA
The key elements of CA identified by Fiels (1985) (except the last one) are adopted and some
interpretation and insights of the author are added:
Firm Commitment

(Responsibility)

It is one of the most important elements to resource sharing. When a library agrees to change
its collection policies in order to adapt it to network overall policies, it must be absolutely
confident that it can depend on long-term access to other collections it now relies on. It
is essential to work out a formal agreements with legal responsibilities through the meeting
of participating member libraries. It should show a firm and long-term commitment in the
agreements.
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Interlibrary

Communication

To carry out a CA programme, communication of three types is essential:
1. Libraries must be able to communicate management information on an ongoing basis to

ensure continued co-operation. Frequent meeting, saying quarterly or annually, should
be called. on to report library management information about library acquisitions and
circulations so that some degree of modification can be made during the implementation
of the plan.
2. Libraries must be able quickly to locate bibliographic holdings and status information
on materials in other collections. This suggests that union catalogue of some types
be compiled and produced to help access the collections acquired co-operatively. The
details of the UC programme will be discussed under the design of UC systems;
3. Libraries must be able to quickly and easily place ILL requests for those items once
they are located. This suggests that a mechanism of request transmission be set up to
allow fast transmission.
, Physical Access to Material

While electronic communication systems speed up the location and requesting of materials
enormously, many studies indicate that the actual time requested to get materials into user
hands has in fact changed very little. As a result, delivery speed is critical issue in any network.
In the design of total system, both moving material around-document
delivery and moving
people around-direct
access by users to other libraries must be taken into account.
Shared Methodology for describing,

evaluating and analysing

Collections

It is necessary to have a standardised methodology for describing, evaluating, and analysing

"--'-~'~'-'..__",_
""'~~'ihe~col1ect)oris
of"ea~li library~'~Firstly~-a. ·proje"ct

needs to be carried out to devise a standard

and comprehensive listing based on the national classification scheme, in which a number of
descriptors should be identified.
Secondly, an evaluation of collections seems necessary. The purpose of evaluation is to present
an indicator of collection strength and weakness. In general, all evaluation techniques to date
may be described as either collection- or user-centred. In collection-centred techniques, a
collection is treated as a resource irrespective of actual demand and use. It focuses on the
intellectual breadth and depth of the collection and responds to the concept that a research
collection's value is intrinsically related to the unknown needs of future scholars. User-centred
techniques focus on the actual utility of the collection to its current users. Collection-centred
techniques depend on such factors as size of collection, age of collection, conformity with
standard bibliographies. or the judgement of subject experts. While user-centred techniques
derives quantitative information on collections through usage studies. These include circulation studies. document delivery tests, shelf availability studies, in house use studies. and
citation studies. However, both collection- and user-centred techniques present advantages
and disadvantages, each serves to suggest more clearly strength of collection in meeting local
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and network need. Some sort of the combination seems a more reasonable mechanism to
adopt.
Thirdly, analysis will normally follow description and evaluation. Analysis will be undertaken
to identify and assign the collecting levels and areas for primary collection responsibility. The
assignment should be accepted and agreed by member libraries. Therefore, they have the
obligations to maintain the prescribed level of collecting in the designated subject area, and
thus guarantee that the network resources will proceed in a logical a.nd orderly manner.
It is expected that once the descriptions and assignments are complete, cost savings will
result either from title specific purchase avoidance, or more important, from reduction in the
collecting efforts of some members where redundancy is apparent, without sacrificing local
autonomy.
It is, however, controversial whether CA programme is really cost-saving.
Accurate Statistical

Information

It is important to collect some accurate statistical information on collection usage and ILL
activity, which can be used to determine the fill rate on a subject/collection basis, and to provide an "objective" measure of collection strengths and overlaps between collections. Ideally,
decisions about CA should be made on the basis of hard numbers, rather than conjecture or
assumptions about usage not based on firm data. Until a clear picture of current use ofmaterials is available, sound decisions cannot be made, nor can the impact of any CA program be
evaluated. But all too often, CA plans are set up according to an intellectual model without
a clear understanding of actual use.
Firm Plan

-~..~. --_ ._

To promote the CA programme, it is necessary to work out a formal, written plan. This plan
requires a definition of the popula.tion to be served; a statement of needs, goals, objectives,
.... "..'acti vi tifis' and .respollsibiliHes'o(eaclilibiary in the overall scheme.
Exchange and Re-distribution

of Material

As we all know, the ultimate a.imof CA is to deepen and broaden the total resource available at
the least cost, and implicit in co-operative acquisition and storage is the principle of exchange
and distribution of materials. In the case of subject specialisation, the rationalisation and
preservation of material to form comprehensive collections and at the same time avoid the
disposal of the last copy, requires integration by the exchange of material. The materials to
be exchanged fall into two main categories: 1) internal publications (not for sale, or difficult.
to trace and buy); 2) out-of-print works to be discarded by other libraries. It is necessary to
work out a network exchange schemes, by which, the material offered depends on the selection
and discarding policies in individual Iibraries.
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Methods

Acquisition

Programme

of CA

Two major types of methods can be adopted in CA activities. The first by subject specialisation and the second by a more empirical method whereby participating libraries review books
that have not been purchased within the group or come to some agreement on expensive items
of small demand for common use.
Subject specialisation as a method of CA is preferred as having the advantages of simplicity
in allocation, and if libraries honour their specialisation obligations, an assurance that within
the co-operating area subjects will be self-locating. From this follows the possibility of speeder
ILL and directing users to specialised collections, as well as a greater degree of regional selfsufficiency.
Objections to the arbitrary allocation of subject fields, and the fact that libraries often have
to accession books of no possible interest to them, ha.ve caused some network to adopt a
more pragmatic basis for their scheme of CA. This usually takes the form of frequently
consideration by network Executive Committee of more important items that have not been
purchased by any of the libraries in the region or area, and their supply by mutual agreement.
A combination of both methods would be <\ reasona.ble to apply.
Based on the above identification and discussion of design issues and principles, the author,
therefore, is able to construct both descriptive and mathematical
models for CA in Chinese
circumstances.
The following two sections are devoted to meeting this end.

7.2

..".__

Optimum Information Resource Allocation-Descriptive
Models

_ _..1.2.1_ Overview

_

Information resource allocation (distribution)
nation-wide, region-wide or system-wide can
be divided into two types, i.e., macro-level allocation and micro-level allocation. The former
refers to the reasonable and scientific plan and arrangement for information resources within
the scale concerned, while the latter refers to the optimum information resource allocation
within one library or information centre to satisfy users' needs to a maximum degree. (Wu,
1985)
Agricultural Information Resource (AIR) Allocation] distribution)
in China are affected by
several factors, such as, vast land, big population (especial agricultural population),
complication in agricultural production conditions, and distinctions between geographical areas
etc.
As mentioned in Chapter Five, the unfavourable conditions have impaired the development of
information resource. And China is now faced with three severe crises: 1) low total coverage
of information resources; 2) parallel duplication and serious budget waste; 3) imbalance in
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the distribution of information resources among geographical areas. Therefore, the objective
of a national information resources allocation programme should be ~- l~", 1::::l1t n' h.,nr to
solve these problems.

7.2.2

Optimum Distribution

Geographical Characteristics

of AIR nation-wide

of Agricultural Production

As we all know, the entities of agricultural production are concerned with living things (animal and plants) whose growth, development and reproduction rely very much on certain
natural environments. China has a vast land, which covers eight temperature zones. From
south to north it ranges from equator to frigid temperate zone, while from east to west, it
varies from rainy and wet areas to dry and desert areas, The geographical conditions of the
country include mountain, plateau, hill and plain. Therefore, agricultural production shows
rather distinct geographical/regional differences. In order to monitor the national agricultural production at macro-level, the whole country has been divided into several agricultural
areas according to geographical areas There are three levels in such a division of agricultural
areas. The first level is the division for nation-wide, and the second and the third levels are
the divisions for province-wide and county-wide respectively. For example the first level areas
consist of the following regions:
1. The North-ea.stern

2. Inner Mongolia and the areas along the Great Wall
3. Huang Huai
4. Loess Plateau
5: YangtseRlver .. _ .... -_ .. -'- ._--_- ....
6. The South-western
7. Southern China
8. Gan-Xin
9. Qin-Zhang
10. Oceanic Fishery
It it noteworthy that this division differs from the division for six administrative
some aspects but overlaps to a great extent.

regions in
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Distribution

of AIR

Because of the distinct geographical characteristics in agricultural production, information
resources, t~.::~:.E-::.~, should be distributed by the consideration of the balance between geographical locations. The following principles are proposed:
1. Treating a region (or area) as a unit;

2. Co-ordinating among different professional systems; and
3. Managing in a centralised mode within the regions but a hierarchical mode nation-wide,
etc.
Such principles are expected to promote the development ofregional (provincial) distribution
of AIR by suiting measures to local conditions. The idea of treating the area as a unit, is
mainly based on the following:
1. The geographical characteristics

of agricultural production, research, education and

marketing etc.;
2. The distribution pattern of agricultural production forces.
For instance, the locations of the different agricultural research institutes show the distinct
geographical characteristics: six research institutes of three subjects-Animal
Husbandry,
Veterinary and Prairie, affiliated with Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science, are located
in Gan-Xin, Inner-Mongolia and Areas along the Great Wall, and North-eastern Regions,
which are the base of Animal Husbandry. And national research institutes of Rice, Silk-worm
_____.... __._. _ and Tea Science, affiliated.tothe Chinese Academy of Agricultural Science, are situated in
Yangtse River area, which is the major production area of rice, silk-worm and tea. The
characteristics and subject biases of agricultural universities, especially the Key Universities
in China also reflect the agricultural production of the locality. The universities scattered
in Eastern, Southern, Western Northern and Central China form a national agricultural
education network.
On the regional or provincial scale, the existing pattern of agricultural resources already
has laid a reasonably solid basis. Furthermore, the formation of an integrated management
system for agricultural libraries and information services is also under way. It is practical and
reasonable if we put the emphasis on the geographical characteristics in the distribution of
agricultural information resources, and develop agricultural information systems based mainly
on regions (areas). (Zhang, 1990)
Nevertheless, one serious problem faced is that agricultural libraries and information services
at different levels are affiliated t;;different parent organisations. In addition, there are various
ways of integrating one another. Thus there forms complicated systems. The lack of communication and co-ordination, within and between systems, have caused a severe situation,
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in which the overall efficiency of information provision is low; the potential of information
resources has not been fully tapped; and ~: 'c • "
of duplication and waste are rather
serious.
-v-

Network for AIR Distribution
AIR scientifically-well-distributed along geographical regions does not necessarily imply a
uniform distribution among the areas. To allocate AIR reasonably, historical and present
conditions, developmental trends, in terms of economy, culture, education and science, and
the existing resource situation' of libraries and information services must all be taken into
account and planned accordingly. Thus, a network for the distribution of the agricultural
information resource with largest possible coverage can be expected.
The following infrastructure of agricultural information resource centres can be recommended:
The First Level: National Resource Centre

Beijing will.be the location for the national centre, in which AIR, of all forms, in all sub-fields
of agriculture, and all languages, and those relevant to agriculture should be collected.
The Second Level: Regional Centres

The candidates of the centres will be the libraries and information centres situated in the
big and medium size cities in seven administrative regions. Those centres are responsible for
collecting some relatively high-level information and some expensive, or less-used documents
in accordance with the real situation of production, research and education in the regions so
in this way the second can release the first level from the high pressure of information needs
placed upon it.
The- Third Level: Provincial (Municipal a.nd Autonomous Regional) Centres

The centres will be the libraries and information services situated in the capital cities of
the provinces (Municipalities, and autonomous regions). They will aim at collecting the
important information resources to satisfy the need of research, education and production in
province-wide (municipality-wide, autonomous region-wide).
The Fourth Level: City (County, Town) Centres

The centres are the ultimate fronts to provide the necessary information about the technological extension in agricultural production. The main user group will be the large numbers
of farmers, specialised household farms and township enterprises.
The locations of the upper three level centres can be illustrated in the map(Figure

7.1).

The system can be configured as hierarchical in terms of organisation and management of CA
programme. But the processing of acquisition will take different configurations. It depends
very much on the technologies applied, which will be discussed later.
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Figure 7.1: Geographical
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To sum up, National

AIR Allocation

1. Be suited to the development

requires that the allocation

of science, education,

Acquisition

Programme

should

culture and economy in China;

2. Be suited to the intellectual level, information need, and absorbing ability of researchers,
educators and administrators
in different areas and different systems;
3. Be suited to the industrial and agricultural production in different areas and make full
use of the intellectual tradition and cultural development in different areas;
4. Have certain levels so that the sum of the information resources at different levels
can be utilised to satisfy information need at respective levels, which promotes the
dependence and integration among libraries and facilitates the formation of resourcesharing network; and

5. Facilitate

the application of modern technology so that the establishment
erised bibliographical databases can be speeded up.

7.2.3

of comput-

Optimum Distribution of AIR province-wide, with particular
ence to Zhejiang Province

refer-

Similarly, province-wide, it has also shown clearly the distinguished geographical characteristics in agricultural production, research and education empha.sis among the prefectures.
Therefore, from an overall point of view, AIR should be allocated to support the emphasis
and to satisfy various information needs from different locations.
To reflect the characteristics,
proposals
for Zhejiang provincial AIR Distribution

1. Political
AIR allocation

concerning political
can be made:

issues and strategic

allocations

Issues
province-wide

should be

1. Led by the national policies about the Economic
Technology System, and Education Systems;
2. Based on resource-sharing
mation syst.ems;
3. Co-ordinated

and instructed

among University,

Reform and Reforms in Science and

Public, and Research Library

and Infor-

by an unified executive body.

II. Strategic Allocations
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In the case of Zhejiang province, the first step is to allocate AIR to the seven cities and the
capital towns of four prefectures. It is those cities and towns that are the concentration of the
AIR from three systems, and the concentration of the organisations of agricultural education,
research and production. Only if those centres have been established, the neighbouring areas
and remote areas can be developed with the aid of those centres. And, thus, a province-wide
network for AIR can be expected to form. The strategic allocation to eleven cities and towns,
in terms of subject areas, can be illustrated in Figure 7.2.
However, in assigning responsibility for collection and allocation
following should be taken into account:

1. The assessment
tion centres;

of the collection strength

2. The identification
3. The differentiation

of geographical

of information

resources,

the

and subject bias of the libraries and informa-

characteristics

of sectorial characteristics

4. The identification of the resources already
future possibility etc. (Zhang, 1990)

of information

of information
available,

resource distribution;

resources distribution;

both human

and material

and
and

It must also be pointed out that the emphasis in the distribution
will be some cardinal
principles but not necessarily influence the library acquisition policy for the materials out of
the subjects assigned in order to satisfy their local users' needs.
As with the most of the provincial pattern, Zhejiang has its agricultural library and information system composed of libraries falling into the five categories(five sectors). In the network
being designed, the CA programme will be mainly carried out by the two major groups, i.e.
education and research groups. And the public library system and Governmental organisation
..are .utilised as a. support and. back-up. Figure .7.3 illustrates the four types of agricultural
library and information centres, and their links. The characteristics
of the libraries and information centres in the two major groups have been identified and presented with particular
symbols.
First is subject coverage, comprehensive or specialised.
By comprehensiveness,
the author
means that the parent bodies of the libraries are engaged in the research or education on
several crops, or on agriculture together with animal husbandry.
The provincial academy
of agricultural sciences, most prefectural research institutes and agricultural schools fall into
this category. By specialised, the author means that the parent bodies of the libraries are
engaged in the research or education on one particular crops or plant or animal, such as rice
research and tea research institutes.
Second is the administrative

level, i.e. provincial,

prefectural

and county levels.

Third is the Composite Resource Index, which is based on the preliminary assessment of
library resources. The Composite Resource Index is the sum of four individual index, i.e. stock
level, budget level, book/user ratio and, user/staff ratio (Annexe 7.1.). For each individual
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index, several scales (levels) has been determined.
Hank 1 represents thc strongest level or
ratio. If a library with strongest stock level, budget level, book/user
ratio and user/staff
ratio, the composite resource level will be four. There exists 110 such a library ill the system
investigated.
Based on the above three identification, the decision about the future collection development
can, therefore, be made. And the libraries and information centres can be assigned their
objectives and responsibilities reflecting Comprehensive, Research, Study, Basic and Minimum
Levels. The scope for those levels is shown in Table 7.1.
Detailed subject specialisation in collection development can be made in accordance with the
subject bias of each institutions.
And the major responsibilities
and supporting responsibilities for those subjects are based on the consideration of the administrative
level, specialised
degree, collection strength and SQ on. Figure 7.4 intends to out.line the major rcsponsi hilit.ies
of different levels of centres.

7.2.4

Brief Description

of CA Programme

III

ZALINET

The CA Programme
in ZALINET is considered as one of the major functions to fit the
network. Its vital importance to resource-sharing
network, and its supporting role to other
functions should be thorough understood by participating
mem ber Ii braries, network admin-
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istrators, parent organisations and governmental bodies.

Objectives
CAP in ZALINET intends to achieve the following goals:
1. Developing a comprehensive and largest possible network collection on agriculture to

satisfy various types of users in various locations;
2. Providing all users with access to a wider range of materials and services and increasing
the fulfiling of user request at different levels;
3. Reducing the duplicates of less-used resources, sharing the expense for expensive items,
and avoiding omission of acquisition; and
4. Allowing individual libraries increased specialisation in meeting the primary needs of

local users, etc.

Co-ordinated

Body

A sub-co-ordinated body (governing authority) under the network Governance Body should
be established to assume the role of co-ordinating efforts and to set priorities. The authority
should be constituted by those four members: ZAD, ZAU, ZAAS and CNRRI, which is
decided by their administrative level, collection strength and representativeness of sectors.
This central authority will receive annual and periodic reports from participating members
to monitor the implementation of CA plans.

Funding
CA programme will be funded mainly by network its own members. But extra funding from
provincial, prefectural or even county governments is necessary and certainly incentives to
the network. Activities to be supported should be considered and prioritised. And formulae
for funding must be carefully drawn. CA should be funded for a sufficient period of years to
become ingrained in a library's budget process.

Commitment

A formal agreements with legal responsibilities should be discussed in the meeting of those
participating member libraries. Once the agreement is approved and worked out, a firm and
long-term commitment should be complied with by any individual library.
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Interlibrary

Communication and Physical Access

The following types of communication must be set up to support CA programme in the
network:
1. Exchange management information about library acquisitions and circulations by means

of frequent meetings;
2. Locate bibliographical holding and status. A union catalogue, especially union list of
series should be considered for compilation;
3. Transmit ILL request; and
4. Provide easy and fast physical access to the material should be provided by designing
a system involving both@oving material around and people around, etc.

Standardisation
Standardisation

of the following aspects must be promoted by the network:

1. A list of collection subject areas;

2. A classification scheme for collections;
3. A methodology for collection assessment

7.2.5

CA in three Alternative Programmes·

Library science essentially concerns itself with the acquisition, ordering, storage, and availability of knowledge. Only recently has this involved computerisation as a tool. As in other
disciplines, however, computerisation has changed the work of librarians as perhaps no other
tool used by the discipline. As one critical effect, library automation has opened vistas of
networking, so that the whole is becoming greater than the sum of the parts.
To design a cost-effective-benefit CA system, it is important to make a careful comparison
between manual and automated (computerised) systems.

Manual CA System
By a manual CA system, the author means a.decentralised system, in which all the procedures
of acquisition will be run manually and most of them will be carried out in the local libraries.
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Semi-computerised

CA System

By a semi-computerised CA system, the author means a centralised processing system, in
which a processing centre is established. The centre will be equipped with computers performing the functions between the time the material is selected for the collections to the time
when it is made available to the user. Such traditional functions as ordering, accessioning,
cataloguing, classification and subject analysis, pasting book and spine labels and so on, can
all be considered proper activities of co-operative processing centre. Here the author stresses
on the first two activities, i.e. ordering and accessioning.
Facilities for the central purchasing of books and other materials include the following:
1. Originating orders by participating

libraries;

2. Safeguarding against unnecessary duplication of expensive and specialised material, with
the opportunity of reviewing duplicate orders;
3. Reporting'ibraries

of action taken" and reasons for any delay in supplying orders; and

4. Providing for chasing unfilled orders.

Computerised

CA System

By a computerised CA system, the author means an on-line acquisition system with the access
to all network members, network centre and to booksellers and publishers, or an acquisition
system with all the local libraries having automated sub-acquisition systems. An outline of
an ideal on-line acquisition system should be able: -I.-To search the library's own and other libraries' bibliographic files to determine the status
of the items;
2. To search a file of bookseller or publisher details;
3. To place on order on-line directly to the bookseller /pu blisher; and
4. To provide very detailed financial information in a variety of ways etc.
It has to be pointed out that the feasibility of on-line acquisition system linked to booksellers/publishers depends very much on the availability of the databases produced by booksellers/publishers.
It is noticeable that the increasing automation in the book trade and
library acquisition systems is leading to a new type of bookseller/library interface and relationship.
Before setting up an on-line computerised CA system, it is imperative to automate the local
acquisitions first. Therefore, it is of importance to have a close look at the library automation
of acquisition.
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In western countries, the primary motives that prompted libraries to investigate automated
acquisitions systems in the 1980s appeared to be the hope of realising cost reduction or cost
containment, speeding the receipt of materials, improving fund control, expanding single
function systems into integrated systems and being in the forefront of librarianship.
At the beginning of the 1980s, the concerns of the acquisitions librarian in the advanced
countries were no longer primarily associated with ordering, but with collection development
and sound management of funds. The problem for most libraries is how to make the best
collection development decision in light of scarce resources and the mission and goals of the
parent organisation. It has frequently been said that the most significant part of acquisition
work-that which involves the planned selection of material, both new and old, best calculated
to strengthen the institution's resources-takes place before the books are actually ordered.
Modern acquisitions systems are increasingly expected to do more than provide purchase order
writing, accurate outstanding order information. timely reports and good funds control. They
must also become tools for selections by providing detailed collection information. (Boss,
1982)
Attempts are made to identify the means and equipment involved in the CA for three programmes. They can be summarised in Table 7.2.
CA programme needs a detailed optimum allocation of information resources, which can only
be fulfilled by the construction of both descriptive and mathematical models. The latter can
provide quantitative solutions. The next section discusses the process of mathematical model
of CA.

7.3

Models of Optimum Information
Mathematical Models

7.3.1

Defining Performance Criteria

Resource Allocation-

Performance criteria usually reflect the objectives to be fulfilled and the problems to be solved.
On reviewing objectives of CA, we find that they may entail the following major aspects:
1. The largest possible comprehensive network collection, in other words minimum omis-

sions;
2. Minimum duplicates; and
3. Specialisation in collections etc.

The largest possible comprehensive network collection size permits a high degree of access
to 'material by network users. which is one of the desirable features of the network. But
unnecessary duplicates. either between libraries or within a library wastes limited budgets.
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Table 7.2: Means & Equipment used in Each Steps for three Programme (CA)
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It is important to bear in mind the following sequence questions: what is the largest collection
size the network can possibly afford to acquire subject to the budget constraints? Which is
more cost-effective, acquiring or borrowing the less-used and expensive items via ILL outside
network? Is it desirable and convenient to local users if all the budgets are spent on acquiring
unique titles which, therefore, results in too many ILL transactions and time delay in satisfying
the requests in the network? What is a reasonable queue length for popular items in the local
libraries? All these above problems require some careful consideration and trade-off in the
decision-making process for CA.
The consideration should reflect the objectives of CA, and focus on solving the above problems. Such a consideration, thus, can help reach optimum solutions for CA policies in the
planning and programming. To reflect the objectives of CA, we first need to identify and
determine corresponding performance criteria. and mea.sures.
Four performance criteria have been identified to describe how well the CA policies will
operate. Those criteria are: 1. Network material accessibility;
2. Cost-effectiveness oflLL (from other systems);

3. Geographical accessibility; and
4. Local availability.

Network Material Accessibility
Network Material Accessibility can be defined as the capability of a network to offer its collection for being used in variety of ways, i.e. borrowing, retrieving and consulting. The material
includes different 'natures of information for research and teaching etc.

The major concern of this objective criterion is to determine 1) the optimum total network
collection size, i.e. the solution about how many titles the network will acquire and store; 2)
the optimum collection allocation among the subjects or classes; i.e. the solution about how
many titles in each subject class a network should acquire and store; and 3) the optimum
collection allocation among the nodes; i.e. the solution about how many items each nodes
should acquire and store.

Cost-effectiveness of ILL outside the Network
Cost-effectiveness

of ILL outside the Networl: can be defined as the decision about borrow-

ing instead of acquiring when borrowing at the cost lower than that of acquiring the items
requested.
Apparently, OIl one side, due to the rapid growth of publications and inflation, tightened
budgets make the network unable to acquire all the titles requested so ILL become inevitable.
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On the other hand, for some less-used and expensive items, it might be cheaper to rely on ILL
and not to acquire them at all. Thus, in a sense, ILL outside becomes a cost-effective device
for the network. Such mechanism as usage study, citation study and operation research etc.
will be helpful in making a decision about what groups, or more detailed what items fall into
the scale to be not acquired by the network (Brookes,1979; Zhang, 1986). And the network
will satisfy the requests on those items through ILL outside.

Geographical

Accessibility

Geographical Accessibility can be expressed as a reasonably short distance covered to satisfy
an ILL request. IIi other words, it can be defined as the ability of satisfying the requests
locally, if not, via ILL at the least possible delay. Here the meaning of the distance does
not necessarily mean the actual distance. Since the difference in actual distance between two
libraries does not cause significant difference in delivery time within a province, we, therefore,
can ignore the geographical distance and concern about relay time units only.
Assuming that no union catalogue is available in the system concerned, ILL then becomes Nbody transaction.
In such a type of transaction, relay times become a major factor, related to
the number of copies of same title and relay route etc. In a N-body transaction environment,
an increased number of copies for same titles in the network (excluding duplicates in the same
library) result in higher fill rate and fewer relay times from the ILL requesters' point of view,
and greater degree of local satisfaction and convenience from local users' point of view, if
the local library happens to be allocated one copy. The performance criteria, Geographical
Accessibility can therefore be used to work out the optimum overlapping degrees between
libraries. In other words, different overlapping degree for popular or less-used titles will bring
out cost-effective solutions with reasonable relay times.

Local Availability
Local A vailability can be defined as the probability
stock.

of users' request

being satisfied by local

A library circulation system is a queuing system. When several users require, ". the same
title at a particular period of time and the number of request exceeds the number of copies
available or the copies are already on loan, some of users have to wait. It is obvious that
keeping a user to wait for a long period is undesirable. Some strategy needs to be work out to
reduce the waiting time. Among them, one fundamental strategy is increasing the number of
the copies of popular titles in the local libraries. The increased number of copies of same title
in the library will reduce the wait time and improve the probability of satisfaction. Therefore,
Local Availability can be used to work out an optimum solution about what is the optimum
duplicated rate for different popularity classes of titles to avoid undesirable waiting time and
disappointment.
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Relationship of the Performance Criteria
The above four criteria are categorised as Network CA Effectiveness Measures since they can
be measured in terms of how well the acquisition policy will operate and satisfy the demand
placed by the network users. As it has been mentioned in their definitions, the four criteria
will allow the network administrator
to work out a reasonable acquisition programme with 1)
optimum collection size; 2) optimum rules for acquiring or borrowing; 3) optimum allocation
of limited funds between collection size and duplicated copies both among libraries and within
libraries; and 4) optimum allocation of collection among nodes and subjects. To maximise each
individual objective requires a budget for each. For instance, to assure the biggest possible
collection coverage, the budget to be involved is bound to be huge. Actually, because of the
growth of publication and inflation, it is unlikely that the network will able to acquire 80% of
the current publication on average. On other hand, for some less-used and expensive items,
there remains a question whether it is cost-effective to acquire them or not. ILL from other
system probably is more preferable for some items, in terms of cost-effectiveness.
Meanwhile,
the budgets need to be allocated to assure certain level of Local Availability and reduce time
delay via ILL within the network. In other words, it would be more desirable if the local
libraries can satisfy their own users' requests on some popular items by their own stock, or if
not, a minimum relay times is expected via ILL. To express the criteria of Local Availability,
an opposite criteria is used, namely Probability of Dissatisfaction.
To achieve both goals,
i.e. Geographical Accessibility and Local Availability, we need to increase the number of
duplicated copies of the title either among libraries or within libraries, which compete the
acquisition budget with the policy of acquiring more titles.
To summarise, the four performance criteria, the first concerning acqumng more unique
titles; the second concerning acquiring or borrowing less-used and expensive items via ILL
outside, and the last two both concerning acquiring more copies, compete the budgets with
one another. For each of these individual performance criteria, it has its own cost-effective
measures.
While the overall cost-effectiveness of the CA programme can be expressed as
_ the relationship between level of overall performance (effectiveness) and the costs involved
in achieving this level. Several alternative methods may be used to obtain a particular
performance level. The least expensive alternative is the most cost- effective one. Figure 7.5
shows the following relationship:

1. Between the overall network performance
formance (effectiveness) measures;
2. Between the individual

3. Between the individual

performance
performance

(effectiveness)

for CA and the individual

criteria. and individual

per-

performance;

and the costs to achieve certain

level of perfor-

mance; and
4. Between total cost and the overall effectiveness.
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7.3.2

The Formulation

of the Objective
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Programme

Functions

Material Accessibility
In mathematical terms, Material Accessibility can be defined as the percentage by which the
total number of requests on the titles accessible in the network occupies in the total number
of requests on the titles universally available.
The formulation of this criteria should take consideration of such a factor as the number of
requests on different classes from the users, in other words, the popularity of the books. It
is obvious that the more popular a book is, the more requests will be posed on it, and the
heavier it will be used and vice versa. Therefore, the more popular books should have more
weight and the priority to be acquired.
Based on the above definition

and underlying
1

I

philosophy, the criteria can be expressed

J

-(L: L IijUij)
TUt

as

X

100%

i=l j=1

Here, the author intends to maximise the objective in order to achieve optimum solution. It
is usually the case that because of the budget constraints, we are not able to purchase the
number of titles as much as we wish. To gua.rantee a minimum satisfactory level both at
the network level and local library level and to keep the balance between the libraries, there
should be some minimum title requirements for the network and minimum item requirements
for each library. Again there should be some minimum title requirements and maximum title
restrictions for each cla.sses to keep the balance between classes. Therefore, the problem can
be formulated as follows:

s. t.
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I
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Constraints
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~
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J
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1 is the number of title classes;
J is the number of participating libraries;
T is the total number of titles universally available;

1ij

"I "J

Ujj

L.."j::: J L.." j::: J

including

1..
1-)

the overlaps between libraries;

0%
In

c

The detailed

is the ayerage number of requests on titles universally
available;
is the number titles in class i to be allocated to library J;
is the average number of request on class i from library J;
is the total number of items in the network;

explanation

Cost-effectiveness

is the
is the
is the
is the
books.

can be found in Appendix

number of items library J is going to acquire;
title constraints in library j;
average cost of each title despite of classes;
budget constraints
of library j for acquisition

B.

of ILL outside

Assuming that the network will attempt
have to cover the following costs

1. cost of acquiring

is the average overlap rate of class i from J libraries;
is the minimum title requirement for the network, i.e. title
constraints for network;
is the average overlap rate of class i between libraries;
is t.he lower-level title constraints in class i;
is the upper-level title constraints in class i;
is the number of title in each class to be acquired;

titles (including

to meet a.11demands of their users, the budgets will

overlapping

copies and duplicated

2. ILL costs for borrowing items that network fails to acquire (because
tion).

copies);
of budget restric-

Wh at ba.1ance between acquisrnon and ILL from outside will minimise the sum of these
costs without reducing the user satisfaction rate? The acquisition policy could be defined as
acquiring as many titles as possible until reliance on ILL become cheaper.
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Therefore, the cost-effective ofILL from outside can be formulated as the proportion of request
satisfied by outside network at the cost lower than that of acquiring the items requested:

L~]

Ilul x 100%

ti: i»,
It is subject

to the following constraints
I

L

LIiCi
i=l

+ LI,CI S C

(Total Costs for Acquisitions

and ILL)

1=]

and
(ILL costs less than purchases
1

L

LIi

+ LI,

i=1

1=1

cost for specific title)

T

SLIt
t=]

where

L; It
Ut

I:f=l

II
UI

L;=l

Ii
C;
C,
C

Geographical

is the total number of titles universally available;
is the average number of request on the titles universally
available;
is the number of titles which is not going to be acquired
but can be borrowed via ILL at cheaper cost;
is the average number of request on the titles which is not
going to be acquired;
is the number of titles which is going to be acquired In
class i;
is the unit cost of purchasing one item in class i;
is the unit cost. of ILL per item;
is the total costs of purchasing and ILL charges.

Accessibility

and Local Availability

When formulating these objective criteria, the queueing theory is applied.
necessary to give a brief description of the queueing system.

Therefore,

it is

As it is shown in Figure 7.6, title i request enter the network at library j at an average rate
of ), (request/unit
time). Here we do not distinguish the local requests from ILL requests.
Then we assume that at node j there are average n( Vij) copies of titles in class i. In this case
we assume that every arrival, if he does not find the book available gives up, and does not
try again( in other words we assume complete balking and thus no queue).
Often queuing system are categorised using a. notation
each of these six symbols is defined as follows:
1. x

=

inter-arrival

of the form (x/y/z):(u/y/w)

where

time distribution
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service time distribution
of parallel servers

service discipline

5. v = maximum

number of customers

6. w = size of customer

allowed

population

In this case, we assume that customers arrived randomly and the time at which the next
customer arrived is unrelated to the time when the last customer arrived, then x = M, where
M stands for Markov and denotes arrivals tha.t are a Poission Process. y = G for services
time with a general distribution(or
y = M for exponentia.lly distributed services times). And
v = 00 and w = 00
The service discipline u = FCFS, i.e. first come-first served, but for ILL queue system whether
the pre-emptive priority(u = PRP) discipline for the local requests will be adopted should be
decided (Rouse and Rouse, 1980).
Georgraphical

Accessibility

Here, only non-computerised

system is concerned.
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Figure 7.7: ILL Relay Route

,

one I'elay unit

First, the author assumes that t.he distance between the request library and resource library
is dij.
Before it is satisfied by node j, the request may have been relayed n times. The
author also assumes that the request will be sent to the "nearest library" first, if it fails to
be satisfied, then relayed to the next library. The direction of the routes is clockwise. Since
the difference of mailing time is not so distinguished in a province, the author assumes that
the distance between any two close (neighbouring) nodes are the same. Therefore, the relay
times n become major concern. (Figure 7.7)
Here, only the case ofN-body transaction is considered. That is to say that no union catalogue
is available in the network thus the request has to be relayed by certain relay route if it can
not be satisfied by the library it enters at the first place. There exists two cases in the N-body
transaction:
in the first ca.se, when i class request enter jth library, the library fails to satisfy
the request becuase of either the inaccessibility or unavailability, and the library relays the
request to another library. By inaccessibility, the author means that the titles requested are
not collected in the library entered; By unavailability, the author means that the titles are
collected in the library, but they a.re on loa.n by other users at the moment of entering. That
is to say that only when the probability of availability is high, the request is most likely to
be satisfied immedia.tely. In this case, we can only take consideration of the probability of
availability, Thus,

P'ijk =

Pij
Aij

+ liij

(7.1 )
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and
Pjjk

=

J.lij
Pij1

X Pij2

X ...

X ( ).
ij

+ J.lij

(7.2)

)

In the second case, we only take consideration of the probability of accessibility. Once the
title i is accessible at node k, the request will eventually be satisfied since it join the queue
to wait. Therefore, we can ignore the probability of availability. In that case, the probability
of accessibility at kth library is
(7.3)

If there are m copies of title i available in the network, the probability
library is

of accessibility

at first

171,

J-1
at rth library is

/I

(171,

Pijk = 1 - -J

171,

-

1)(1 - -J

-

2) x ...

X

(1- J

171,

171,

. ) x --=-J---r+2
-r+1

(7.4 )

For convenience, the author assumes that there are I subject classes and that the jth library
start a class i request with probability, Pij.
Here, the author only takes the second case
into account, i.e. ignoring the probability of unavailability. The author further assumes that
the resource distribution is uniform distribution.
By uniform distribution, we mean such a
distribution that all J libraries have equal va.lue of Pij, i.e. mjJ, while P/jk can be calculated
by Formula (7.4).
With an uniform resource distribution,
the appropriate policy is to send a request to the
nearest library, and if not satisfied there, to refer it to the next nearest library, and so on
until the request is finally being satisfied. It is obvious that this probability increases as the
number of copies of the same title in class i within the network increase, i.e. more nodes
owning the title. Here more than one copy owned by the same node has been assumed to
have the same effect as one does, i.e. same probability for the node to satisfy the request.
Therefore, only one copy of the titles will be counted for each node.
Based on the above assumptions,
be satisfied can be expressed as

therefore,

the Expected

Distance for a request on title i to

where
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is the distance between the request node and resource
node;
is the Probability of i type request initialised at node j;
is the Probability of i type request initialised from node
j to be satisfied by node k, which can be calculated by
formula (4).
is the number of i class request at node j;
is the sum of i class request in the network.

The Expected

Distance

to satisfy a request of any type is given by

D --

'Z{=l

DjAj

I

Lj=l Ai

Where
.Ai

r:::=l.Ai

is the number of class i request in the network;
is the sum of I classes request in the network.

The minimisation
pendix B).

of the Expected

Local Availability

(Probability

Distance can be carried out by integer programming

(Ap-

of Dissatisfaction)

Local Availability is defined as the probability of users' request being satisfied by local stock.
To avoid some complication, an opposite measure, Probability of Dissatisfaction will be used
when formulating a queueing system.

,
The author assumes that the network has J member libraries and there are I request classes.
Class i request enter the network at library j at an average rate of A;(request/unit
time). The
average return rate of each library for class i is J.Li. Here, ;, is mean loan period. If assuming
that the borrowing is one immediately . after another,
read class i book at a given time.

thus b.
~~ is mean number

of users can

According to Morse's formula, we can a.ssume that when one copy is circulated, the copy is
not on shelf (not available) a fraction of !!:!l.
of the •year, where RiJ· is the circulation rate per
11,)
year and 11~) is the mean circulation time( the loan period). During this time persons have
come looking for the book and having found it missing from shelves, give up and leave. The
probability of dissatisfaction, thus can be
P,j

= --~-x.,
Aij + Iti)

When a second copy of a. book is made available for circulation, what happens? Since arrivals
of prospective borrowers are at random and since the two copies circulate independently
of
each other, there will still be times when both copies are out of library and some potential
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borrowers will still be disappointed.
two copies circulate is

The probability

of dissatisfaction

Programme

for title at node when

~2

=

p.2

Acquisition

(J.'i))

+ ~ + 1(~)2J
2

2[1

I)

J.';)

I'ij

If the average number of copies for each title of class i is n(bij) at library j, therefore,
probability of dissatisfaction for titles in class i at library j will be

the

Where
N

En

= L ~()..ijt
n=l

n! J.lij

n = bij
And the average Probability of Dissatisfaction
average n copies for each node are circulated

for each title in class i in the network when

J

r: = ; , j=1
L P[jAij
The author intends to minimise the Probability of Dissatisfaction subject to the budget constr aints hence to obtain the optimum solution about the average number of duplicated copies
for each title in class i which each library should keep, therefore, an integer programming
model can be formulated as follows:

s.t.
Xl

+ X2
Xk

...

+ Xn =

= {O,l}

k=1,2,3,

(7.5)
( 7.6)
(7.7)

... ,n

c; Xl + C? + ... + Ctxn
Appendix

1

::;B,

(7.8)

B explains the variables and the way of solving the problem.
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The Usefulness

of the Single Objective

Following the planning cycle, there are two important
in which some sound vehicles are expected.
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Function

stages, i.e. cost analysis and trade off,

The single objective functions as the mathematical
expression of the individual performance
(effectiveness) criteria, can be a useful objective tool for cost analysis and trade-off. They
can serve two main purpose:

1. Helping determine the cost requirements of each objective (activity)
goals (objective measures), thus achieving analytical solutions;

by setting desired

2. Then taking the allocation results (after AHP process and trade-off between cost requirement and budget level) to achieve optimum solutions of those effectiveness measures.
(Zhang, 1990)

The first purpose is explained by the following paragraphs while the second is left for the
further research when the required numeric data become available.
Analytical solutions are usually obtained on basis of different assumptions,
the solution which reflects the desired or reasonable objective measures.
Analytical
Solution
trative
Example

of Geographical

Accessibility

(Expected

and we can choose

Distance)-An

Illus-

The author first assumes that a class i request from node j is sent to nearest library first. The
request is probably satisfied in the first library, if not it will be relayed to the second, the third
and the fourth etc. until it is finally satisfied in the library k , TI~e probability is random but
conditional.
The distance covered to satisfy the request i from node j to node k is denoted
as Dijk.
The distance between two close nodes is one unit of relay times. Therefore, the
distance, i.e. relay times between node j to any of node k can easily be calculated. (Annexe
7.1. )
The probability of class i request initiated from node j to be satisfied by node k can be
calculated by formula (7.4). For the purpose of analysis, the value of for node k to satisfy
class i requests were calculated when various numbers of copies, increased by five each time
are owned by the network. Multiplying the probability, P,'jk by the corresponding relay times,
then summing them up, we thus. obtain the product of probability and relay times under the
different circumstances.
The product of these two values is actually the Expected Distance
for a class i request initiated from node j to be satisfied by node k. Annexe 7.2 shows the
value of the Expected Distance. Since the author has assumed that the resource distribution
is uniform. that implies that each node has the equal probability of initiating a class j request,
which is related to the numbers of nodes and numbers of copies.
The costs involved can be divided into three main types, i.e. costs for acquisition of books
and costs for processing of interlibrary requests (mainly relaying) and costs of user's waiting.
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In this example, only the costs of the first two will be counted. From Annexe 7.2, we can
see that costs for acquisi tion increase as the number of copies increase, while the processing
cost decreases as the number of copies increase. The combined costs are defined as the cost
of Geographical Accessibility. The processing cost was converted from the human effort by
using appropriate arbitrary salary figures. Overheads were added to this to cover both direct
and indirect costs. As an assumption, the salary figure of 150 (Yen) per month and overheads
figure of 50% of salary have been used. Thus the conversion factor was 150 (Yen) + ~
overheads = 225 (Yen) per month. Using the figure of 23 available man-days or 184 (23 x 8
= 184) man-hours of effort per month, a conversion factor of 9.78 (Yen) per man-day or 1.22
(Yen) per man-hour was derived. If we assume that average processing time for relaying a
request is a quarter of an hour, i.e. 0.25 hour, the average cost for relaying a request, therefore
can be calculated as follows: Cb = 1.22 x 0.25 = 0.31 (Yen)
Annexe 7.3. presents the difference of Expected Distance, Dd, the difference of relay times,
Rd and the difference of the costs, Cd when every five copies are increased. If Cd divides by
Dd and Rd respectively, the increase of the unit cost per Expected Distance unit and per relay
unit at different cases were derived. It can be seen clearly from the table that at the low basis,
i.e., as number of copies increased from one to five or from five to ten, the relay times and
Expected Distance reduce dramatically.
While at high basis, i.e. number of copies increased
from twenty to twenty-five, the reduction of the relay times and the Expected Distance is
not so marked. And the cost to reduce the unit Expected Distance and relay time is getting
higher from the low basis to the high basis.
The cost would be the lowest if one copy of a. particular title is to be collected by the network.
However, it is obvious that such a long Expected Distance or so many relay times is not
desirable, and therefore trade-offs between effectiveness and cost are needed.
The consideration of both number
If multiplying number of request
product value or reasonable target
corresponding
overla.p degree, we
target) for each popularity class,
costs for each class.

of request (Popularity Class) and relay times is essential.
by average relay times, we can then choose the desired
for different popularity classes. By referring back to the
thus obtain the desired number of copies (or reasonable
then calculate the acquisition costs and relay processing

More details will be given in t.he cost-effective
It is hoped by the author
the construction of both
guideline to t.he network
detailed and micro-level

analysis of stock purchase

(Chapter

Eleven).

that the efforts made to identify ~"design issues and principles, and
descriptive and mathematical models for CA will bring out. a helpful
being designed. The actual implementation
will require!
. ' more
policies.
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Chapter 8

Design of ILL-UC System
8.1

Introduction

Interlibrary Loan is of great a.nd growing importance. The reasons for this are obvious:
there has been a great growth in the number and cost of publications, and a comparable
growth in education and research and development at all levels has stimulated demand for
publications. To the large output of developed countries has been added the rapidly growing
output of developing countries. Meanwhile, demand has been stimulated by improvements
in bibliographic access, when the use of automation has both made the production of new
bibliographic tools possible and added a new dimension with direct on-line access to computer
stored reference (Line, 1980). Users are thus being presented with a larger number and wider
range of references, with a speed that has led them to be less content with slow access to
documents to which they refer. At same time economic pressures have forced many libraries
to cut down on their acquisition. In consequence, libraries have been becoming increasingly
.unable to provide their users with all the pu blications they wish to use, and have had to draw
more and more on the resources of other libraries. Interlibrary loan, once a marginal activity
that was regarded as a favour rather than a right, has become an essential feature of the scene
in both developed countries and developing countries.
Union catalogues are also the traditional means by which libraries make their holdings known
and accessible outside their own community, usually via ILL. Their major function has been
to facilitate access to library collections by resource sharing and co-operation among a number
of libraries and information centres which are separately managed and administered.
Resource-sharing, together with ready access to documents, becomes more important as the
amount of information published in one or other form increases. Indeed, there sometimes
appears to be an inverse ratio between the amount of information published and the extent
of the resources available to acquire, house, maintain and adequately service it. Hence the
capability not only to list but also to locate pu blished information has become necessarily a
major preoccupation of libraries.
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As two major conventional functions of network, ILL and DC are closely related to each other.
It is important to understand the relationship between the two functions when designing the
network. It seems reasonable to design the two system together since they overlap a great
deal.

8.2
8.2.1

Interlibrary Loan
Overview

Actually, ILL and document delivery systems are not new phenomena. Libraries have always
relied on each other to help to cater for the needs of their users. Co-operation is part of the
library tradition, and in some way, ironically, it is in those countries with the best-established
library services and the richest libraries that ILL schemes are also best developed.(Wood,
1988)
In the western countries, a more dedicated approach, i.e. document delivery, has appeared.
Document delivery now involves the wider sector dedicated to this activity than does interlibrary lending. The business of ILL has gradually been transformed, not only by the greater
range and amount of material available, but also by the wider needs of users. Technology, in
the form of photocopying equipment, has made it easier to provide copies instead of originals,
and computer technology has made information on what is available, and where, much more
accessible.
Line al et.
follows:

(1980) summarised

the main features

of existing

ILL practices

in the world as

Union Cataloque ale universal, though their number and coverage vary enormously. Union
lists of serials are much commoner than monographs.
Some UC are published, often in
.". -microform: .
...
.
Direct requesting to libraries for required items is common.
Centralisation may take the form of a DC centre through which requests are directed, or the
source of supply may be centralised. Except in the United Kingdom, only limited examples
of the latter exist.
Regional organisation
Circulation

is not uncommon,

especially in federal countries.

of requests, among libraries or

rc

centres, is practised

in several countries.

Subject specialisation may be planned as an element in ILL, or exists as a result of CA schemes,
or occur by virtue of the existence and nature of particular research instit.utions.
Hierarchical structure, with requests going through different levels or channels in a prescribed
order, appears in some countries.
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Most countries have a focus for ILL, usually associated with the national library, but often it
is not clear where responsibility for the supervision of ILL lies.
It appears that satisfaction rates often do not exceed 70%, and supply times of 3 weeks or
more are norm rather than an exception. Costs seem likely to be generally high. (Line, 1980)
Line and Smith (1980) generalised the following basic points from the existing patterns:
1. Interlibrary lending demand tends to be concentrated on a very limited number of items.

2. Most demand (say 2/3) is in science.
3. Most demand (2/3-3/4) is for journals.
4. The heaviest demand tends to be for common, not rare items.
5. Most demand tends to come from a small number of libraries.
6. A collection dedicated to the purpose of ILL can give a much faster and more efficient
service than libraries serving other functions .
. 7. Distance between libraries is in most countries not an important factor, since most
demand comes from those that are situated in cities that are linked by air or fast rail
services.
Overall, ILL has advanced greatly in recent years in both developed countries and developing
countries, but the situation is far from being perfect. There are wide discrepancies in the
services available between countries and even within them. Progress has been helped by the
increasing acceptance of the principle of the Universal Availability of Publications (UAP).
Briefly, UAP states that there should be the widest possible availability of published material
to intending users, wherever and whenever they need it. It applies to aU levels, from local to
the international and at all stages, from the publication of new material to the retention of
last copies. However, practice is still a long way behind precept. (Line & Vickers, 1983)
The following three principal problems have been universally identified:
1. Recognition of the responsibility of borrower and lender;

2.· Identification and location of material requested; and
3. Economics of ILL, etc.

Present

Situation

in Developed Countries

Interlibrary loan systems has evolved in the U.S. over 80-90 years. Recent economic, technical,
legal, and institutional changes in the library environment have contributed renewed interest
in ILL as a means for satisfying the needs of library patrons for access to documentary sources
of information. The American Library Association (1981) summarised the situation:
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"Stabilising and declining library budgets have forced libraries to recognise
that the concept of "local self-sufficiency" represents an ideal which can no longer
be achieved by even the most well supported libraries. The computer, and the development of union catalogues, and on-line interlibrary loan systems have demonstrated that interlibrary loan need not necessarily be a cumbersome process taking
weeks or months to complete. Copyright revision has placed new legal conditions
on resource-sharing among libraries, and the establishment of state and regional
networks of libraries to facilitate resource sharing has done much to change the
status of interlibrary loan as a method of document delivery. Recognition of the
changing nature of interlibrary loan has encouraged the library community to
revise both existing interlibrary loan codes."
The general patterns of ILL in the U.S. ha.s been reviewed by Waldhart (1983) as:
"It is clear that interlibrary loan activity has not increased very much since
1976..." (Boss and McQueen, 1983) would not seem to adequately characterise
the rate at which interlibrary loan activities are growing in the U.S. Data from the
National Centre for Education Statistics reveal the average annual growth rate for
total interlibrary loan request among academic libraries was 7.4%. while that for
public libraries was 15.9% ...
In terms of the various types and sizes of libraries participating in the interlibrary loan system, the small a.nd medium sized libraries are increasingly being
asked as sources of materials, probably because of the improved accessibility to
holding information provided by bibliographic utilities (e.g. OCLC), while special libraries are relying more heavily on commercial document delivery services
as a source of materials which previously would have been acquired through the
interlibrary loan system. Except for special libraries, most interlibrary loan transactions occur between libraries of the same type. Special libraries, because of their
reliance on serial literature, tend to rely heavily on academic libraries as a source
for interlibrary loan materials.
Approximately one-half of all interlibrary loan requests are for books, and
one-third for serials.
While almost assuredly resource sharing networks have had a profound impact
on the nature of interlibrary loan within the U.S., the specific nature of that
impact is yet to be determined." (pp209-212)
The formal machinery for ILL between public libraries was set up in the UK in 1916, and by
1930, with the creation of the National Central Library, a national library system was begun
and ILL was promoted. However, before World War II, ILL was regarded as an optional extra.
Nowadays every library, however large, accepts that it cannot be self-sufficient and it has to
rely on other libraries. Usually, some of the largest libraries obtain much from elsewhere. In
the late 80's, UK experienced 3 million ILL transaction (Line et al., 1980). The Document
Supply Center has been playing a very important and effective role.
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Present

Situation

in Developing

Countries,

with particular

reference

to China

It was found by Line and Smith (1980) in a survey of six developing countries that the fundamental problems include a severe shortage of funds for libraries, and a lack of trained
librarians, associated with a low status of librarians and a low priority for libraries. Other
common difficulties include unsatisfactory photocopying equipment and a shortage of photocopying supplies, poor postal services, inadequate services from book suppliers, lack of
foreign currency, the inability or unwillingness of some librarians to co-operate, and complex
procedures for ILL.
As we know, access to document requires both that the documents have been acquired and
that they can be supplied. It thus involves acquisition programmes and ILL systems. Both
of these must be planned if availability is to be adequate. In many developing countries, the
problem is not recognised as a serious one, because demand for books is at a low level. There
may be several reasons for this. In first place, inadequate local libraries are likely to generate
little demand. References to documents are generally picked up from other documents or from
abstracting and indexing journals, and if local libraries do not possess reasonable collections
of these, few references will be identified.
Secondly, a local library may not be geared to deal with demand for documents it does not
have, whether because there is no system for supplying them, or because they are unaware of
possible sources of supply, or because the machinery for requesting is inconvenient or clumsy.
Thirdly, even if there is an ILL system, its performance may be so poor that it discourages
use: delays of several weeks or months, with no great probability of ultimate satisfaction, are
likely to deter many would-be users. Finally, the user himself may be require to pay the cost
of any loan or photocopy obtained.(Line et al., 1980)
How has been the situation in China? The earliest ILL services in China can be traced back
to 1927, which were carried out by the' National Library of Peiping (the former name for
the National Library of Beijing). During 1930s a number of big university libraries, research
libraries and some libraries in governmental organisation began to co-operate, but during
the period of 193i-1949, the effects of war resulted in a stop in ILL activities. In 1950s
China enter a. period of more stable economy. The basis of an ILL system was formed by the
establishment in 1957 of the First and Second National Central Libraries and also Regional
Central Libraries Committees mentioned above. Unfortunately, the 10 years of the Cultural
Revolution caused a setback, and it was not until 19i6, with a favourable turn in the economic
and political climate, that the ILL service regained its vitality.
The existing patterns of ILL in China can be described a.s follows:
1. Central supply by the National Library of ileijing(NLB)

The National Library has established ILL relations with 814 provincial and municipal
libraries, college and university libraries, and libraries in scientific research institutes
and industrial firms.
The National Library fills requests in the traditional manner, by loan, photocopy and
microform. 90% of requests are handled on the day of receipt, and either the item or
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response regarding its supply is dispatched
2. Local Co-operation

within 10 days.

in ILL

This type of ILL, too, is based on voluntary
limited number of major cities.
3. Direct Application

co-operation

and is carried out in rather a

for Photocopy

This is already assuming the characteristics of document delivery, This type of supply
services is making a contribution for remote users by providing them with photocopies.
(Lui, 1984)
As regards China's ILL services, they suffer from almost all the barriers summarised by Line
but with an emphasis on severe economic, technical and motivational constraints. There are
following aspects needing attentions:
1. Establishing

an integrated

system;

2. Stimulating

the demand for ILL;

3. Promoting

bibliographic

control;

4. Promoting

standardised

and unified procedures

5. Facilitating

unified transaction

for requests

for loan and photocopy

6. Manipulating

reference and lending functions;

7. Strengthening

the collection of local libraries; and

8. Promoting

transaction;

requests;

library user education.

To design an ILL system, it is essential to identify design issues and principles.
sections will serve this purpose.

8.2.2

The following

Design Issues

Definitions

Interlibrary

loan is defined by American Library Association as "a transaction

in which library
material, or a. copy of the material, is made available by one library to another upon request"
(1981). And Line et al. (1980) defined interlibrary lending as "the supply by one library to
another of documents wanted by individuals"
Both definitions

are identical;

since the concept of ILL is straightforward.

Document supply is a more deliberate
situation is changing. It is an activity

and planned approach. It has been developed
of increasing scale and importance.

as the
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Objectives,

Policies,

Sources of Funds and Governance

Objective

The objective of ILL is noble indeed: to provide the user with access to the world's recorded
knowledge. The stated objective entails two aspects:
1. To provide exactly the item that the user needs.

2. To provide the item at the time it is needed.
However, as we shall see, this objective has not been achieved as yet to any notable degree.
This is an ideal and user-oriented objectives, for which library and information service will
have to strive. From a system's point of view, the ILL services intend to back up the CA
programme and other functions, and to improve the system effectiveness.
Policies

Policies for ILL need to be devised with the approval by the participating libraries. They
should include the principles about types of resource to be loan, loan period, route of loan,
charges and responsibilities etc.
Funds

Beside the funds from the participating libraries and information centres, it is necessary to
receive some special funds from the central or regional or local governments to built up the
network stocks and to recover the cost of ILL.
Governance

A sub-co-ordinating body under network governance should be established to control the ILL
policies in the network and -to solve the conflicts among the participating libraries.

Elements

of Interlibrary

Loan Systems

ILL systems consist of the following main elements (Line et al., 1980):
Collection

of documents

Existing holdings of libraries in a region or even a country are rarely adequate for the supply
of documents wanted on ILL. They may be supplemented by co-operative acquisition schemes
or by a central loan collection or collections.
Means of locating documents

There are three main means of locating documents:
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1. By UC
These are commonest means of access to library holdings.
coverage, difficulty of use, and cost.
2. By directing requests to specialised
resources in special fields.
Specialised

libraries,

include currency,

or to more general libraries

schemes are likely to be closely connected

3. By directing requests to central loan collections,
quisition of given categories of material.

Procedures for requesting documents

Problems

with national

with strong

or CA programmes.

with more or less comprehensive

ac-

and supplying documents

It should be standardised.
Communications
Mechanisms
transmission

for transmitting
and computer.

For transmitting
main alternatives.

document,

requests include mail, road transport,

mail, road transport,

telex, telephone,

and schemes combining

facsimile

the two are the

The following factors have been identified by Line et al. (1980) as the major factors relevant
to the design of ILL:
1. Geography

and population

2. Constitution·

3. Stage and nature of development
4. Education

and research

5. Communication
6. Book production

7. Library resources
Detail can be found in Appendix

C.

Struct ure and Scale of ILL
Line et al. (1980) identified four basic models of national ILL systems, which he described as
1) concentrating on a single library, 2) concentrating on a few libraries, 3) planned decentralisation, and 4) unplanned decentralisation.
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The basic models, however, hardly exist in reality by their own alone. Each model need
to be supported by other models. Actually, most of existing models are mixed types. For
instance, Waldhart argued that while Line suggested that the situation in the U.S. most
closely resembled unplanned decentralisation,
in actuality the system consists of systems
within systems, incorporating all of model types described by Line. At the local, state and
regional levels, many ILL systems are carefully planned, structured and co-ordinated.
The
system may concentrate on a single library, a few libraries or they may rely on planned
decentralisation.
Therefore, in the practices of planning and design a new system, some
reasonable mixed models may be more attractive and feasible.

Methods

of

ILL

The types of transaction of ILL requests can be categorised
illustrated by the symbolic models (Figure 8.1):
The three types of transactions

are: 2-, 3- and N-body.

Considering both type and geographical
can be identified (Duggan, 1969):

(a) Homogeneous
graphical

vertical, i.e. between
levels;

(b) Heterogeneous

horizontal,

(c) Heterogeneous

vertical,

into three types, which can be

level, four general classes of two-body

two libraries of the same type but at different geo-

i.e. between two different types oflibraries

i.e.

transaction

between two different types of libraries

at same levels;
at different

levels;

and
(d)

Homogeneous horizontal,
geographic level.

i.e.

between

two libraries

of the same type and the same

The detailed description of the three types of transaction will be given in a later section. No
matter what type of transaction will be, the main tasks of ILL can be identified as follows:
In requesting libraries:

1. Verification - the verification procedure establishes the actual existence of an item and
provides a complete and accurate bibliographic description.
.

2. Finding Locations have to be extended.

3. Transmission
·L Conformation

this routine takes place simultaneously

with verification,

but may

of request
of availability

5. Opening packages
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Figure 8.1: Types of ILL Transaction
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6. Notification

7. Returning

of users and lending
items, if actual documents

borrowed (Martin

& Wood, 1982).

In resources libraries:

1. Locating

items in libraries'

own catalogue

2. Paging and copying (if a photocopy

is to be made)

3. Packaging
4. Record keeping
5. Reshelving.

Before the actual models of 1LL- UC are proposed, it is necessary to have an overview on UC,
in terms of its state-of-the-art,
present situation, design issues and principles etc.

8.3

Union Catalogue

8.3.1

Overview

The improvement of satisfaction rates and speed for ILL and document
heavily upon the existence of UC and holding lists.

delivery will depend

Union catalogue or union lists are to be found extensively in the world, though their number
and coverage vary enormously from country to country. There are, for example, over 600 UC
in the USSR, while in some countries there are only one or two. It is significantly common
that in many countries UC is restricted to the coverage of foreign material. There is usually no
such wide coverage of foreign publications, and UC is therefore necessa.ry to identify holding
libraries.
Overall, union lists of serials are much more common than UC of monographs. This may be
partially explained by two factors, Firstly, in many countries the demand for serials exceeds
that for monographs; and secondly, union lists of serials are more easily maintained as they
require less frequently updating, and most demand will fall upon titles that are already listed.
Countries in which pu blished UC are to be found include the United States of America,
India, China, Australia. and the United Kingdom etc.; the availability
in published form of
regionaJ UC of Federal Republic of Germany is also being considered, Because of their size,
many published UC are in microform. Their value for ILL depends upon the currency of
information and frequency of publication, and hence the proportion of demand for which
they can cater.
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UC for particular subjects are to be found in a number of countries. There is marked tendency
for these to cover scientific, technical and medical fields.
Computer-held UC exists in the United Kingdom (LASER), the USA (as part of the OCLC
system) and the Federal Republic of Germany. Their use is growing, and seems likely that
they will supersede other UC systems in some developed countries.
The relative importance of UC in national ILL is difficult to establish. It is known that in
the Federal Republic of Germany some 70% of requests are handled by the regional UC and
that a sizeable proportion of direct ILL is facilitated by published UC. It also appears that
in the United Kingdom UC are used, whether direct by libraries or by regional bureaux and
the British Library Division; for less than 22% of ILL.
The purpose and scope of a UC requires as much careful definition as is needed for any
other kinds of bibliographic enterprise. In particular it is important to remember that the
compilation of a UC requires the willing co-operation of a lot of people-and however willing
they may be, they also need to be organised and co-ordinated. While UC of periodicals
are more often that not conceived on a national plan, union lists of monographs are usually
planned to embrace a group of libraries which are located in one city or relatively small region,
or which have similar or related collecting interests.
Librarians in developing countries should be careful to identify the objective and the cost in
labour before embarking upon the compilation of union lists.
It is important to see what is feasible within the existing library and financial climate of a
given country or region. Over-ambitious schemes and schemes that, even if well designed,
have not been accurately costed, are likely to fail: it is far better to establish a modest but
efficient UC that can be expanded latter.(Line & Bennett, 1985)

8.3.2 - Union Catalogue Systems in China
UC is compiled by the National Library and regional Central Libraries as a by-product oflLL
activities. To date these include full-length bibliographies such as the National Union Catalogue of Chinese Periodicals, National Union Catalogue of Periodicals in Western Language,
National Union Catalogue of Ancient Chinese Books on Agriculture and the Bulletin of the
National Union Catalogue for Book in Western Language Newly Received. There are also
bibliographies on specific subjects (e.g. regional industry and agriculture), local literature,
works of individual authors, periodicals or bulletins of publications newly received. In 1985.
the China authority concerned made a development plan-the design and implementation of
the first nation wide Union Catalogue Database System of Chinese S & T Periodicals. It
involves almost all the techniques and methods related to the construction of medium-sized
Chinese data capture; input methods; data file transfer and Chinese language database design. The project took three years from June 198.5to July 1988, specific objectives of this
project include:
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1. To develop and test the methodology for producing a Chinese-language Union Cata-

logue;
2. To gain experience in Chinese character input and output processing and in the interfacing of related equipments; and
3. To integrate the UC operation with ISTIC's general information automation activities.
It is full text online searching system. Some special measures have been taken to solve the
problems in Chinese indexing. More than 10,000 titles of Chinese journals held by fifty-six
participating information institutions throughout the country have already been stored in
the database, which is almost the total amount of Chinese scientific and technical periodicals
available. The UC database consists of two parts of information: bibliogra.phic and holding
information.
However, among the problems associated with any UC are:
1. Difficulty in keeping up to date (with new acquisition and deletions);

2. Inadequate coverage, especially of all the publication acquired before UC is started;
3. Difficulty of use, particularly when there is a multiplicity of UC; and
4. Cost, both to the co-operating libraries in submitting
compiling and maintaining the UC.

8.3.3

entries and to the centres in

Design Issues

Definition

of Union Catalogue

A. UC may be defined as
"A catalogue based on two or more collections, either in different institutions,
or in different libraries in the same institute, provided through the medium of
print, microform or computerised data-base. It gives, appended to one bibliographic record for items, the location and summarised holdings data of the respective collections of the participating institution(s). The records may be in one
or more orders of arrangement. In accordance with agreed policy, each participant
may report the entire records of its collection or may select records, for example,
by subject or media.." (PGI & UNISIST, 1981, p3)

The decision to establish

a UC

The decision to establish a UC will involve in two types of assessments at least, that is the
assessment of the circumstance and the a.ssessment of financial and technical resources (PGI
& UNISIST).
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I. Assessment of the Circumstance
The proposal to establish a UC must first be examined in the light of the special objective
of the UC in relation to existing facilities within the library environment. One major
question to be considered is whether the objective of the UC could be better served by
other means.
II. Assessment of financial and technical resources
The proposal to establish the UC has also to be examined taking into account the
effectiveness of existing arrangements of co-operation and careful consideration of the
following questions:
1. What is the rationale behind the proposed UC? Are the participating libraries and
the users sufficiently clearly defined?
2. To what extent will the existence of a UC result in greater efficiency of access to
holdings or in more economic use of library resource?
-.

.-..

...

.

....

3. Will there be adequate resources, already existing or proposed, available to compile
and maintain the UC on a continuing basis?
4. Will there be sufficient financial and technical commitment on the part of participants to create and maintain UC?
Once the decision to establish a UC has been taken, the following considerations should be
borne in mind:
1. Scope and Objectives

2. Resources and Production
3. Development
4. The Management Structure
5. The Participants

Objectives

of the Union Catalogue

The objective of the UC is to facilitate access to collections, thereby making the maximum
use of resources. In order to facilitate access, the UC provides the necessary information to
1. Identify and locate known items;

2. Record holdings; and
3. Indicate the availability of the items.
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In addition to locating known items, some DC are arranged in sequences which reflect specific
characteristics (e.g. in a classified order) as an aid to the user in speculative searches. Its
significance in assistance can be seen clearly by the stated objectives. A subsidiary function
of the UC, consequent upon the cumulation of information in the catalogue, is as an aid to
library management.

Elements

of UC Systems

The design of UC system usually involves two major issues, i.e. compilation (including production) and maintenance (including location of UC services).

1. Compilation and Production

In compilation and production, the following should be taken into account:
1. Selection of Contributing Libraries

2. Types of Union Catalogue
3. Form of Entry
4. Organisation
5. Content of Bibliographic Records and Compilation
Now the author focuses on the organisation in compilation. The other issues can be seen in
Appendix D.·
Organisation in UC compilation is essential: it may involve some first stage organisational
preparations and then organisation in Editorial Centre (processing centre).

1. First Stages

Before operational work on the compiling of a UC can begin:
• The objective of the UC should have been established;
• The commitment of the participating libraries to these objective should have ·been
obtained;
• The editorial centre should have been established, with staff including a project
director; and
• Existing resources should have been utilised.
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2. Editorial Centre (processing centre)
As for the editorial centre, three major decision, i.e. location, staff and function, should
be made.
Location: The editorial centre may be situated as an office or department in one of the

participant libraries or it may be separate from them. It is important in considering its
location to recognise that to operate effectively the staff of the centre will need to have
easy access to a wide range of bibliographic and reference tools.
Staff, The staff appointed to the editorial centre will usually be librarians with experiencPcataloguing and the tools of bibliographic control. Then head of the editorial centre
will co-ordinate the decision-making procedure and will be responsible for interpreting
policy decision.
Functions: The editorial centre controls and maintains the bibliographic content of
the UC according to the agreed objectives and available resources. It liaises with the
participating libraries. It ensures compatibility and consistency of the catalogue with
those standards to which-the organisation, of which the editorial centre forms a part,-may have committed itself.

While the compilation usually takes the following three basic methods:
1. Participating libraries submit existing records which are then edited and cumulated at

the editorial centre. this method permits participants to copy their records in whatever
form is most convenient to them, but increases the editorial centre's workload.
2. The use of existing databases from which the editorial centre's can extract ready-made
records. The first method above can be used in conjunction with this method, and
as the UC itself grows, so it will possible to match new notifications against existing
records. This method lends itself to maximum reporting on the part of participating
libraries.
3. Participating libraries submit records created especially for the UC. This method allows the greatest degree of editorial control and consistency, but the work load falls
principally upon the participating libraries.
Detailed arrangement of the UC can be seen in Appendix D.

II. Maintenance and Location of UC
!vi aintenance
The UC best serves its purpose as a location tool when it is kept up-to-date with special
attention paid to the inclusion of new titles. The participating libraries and editorial centre
should commit themselves to providing complete and accurate inventories reflecting new,
changed and deleted records.
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It should be remembered. however, that up-dating a file is a labour intensive process, the
scheduling of which should be included in preliminary planning. Machine readable systems
facilitate up-dating. Microfiche is a relatively economical support for frequently up-dated
editions. Online systems enable data to be up-dated and made available immediately to
those with access to the database.
Where manual methods are used, techniques should be avoided which add to the difficulty
of up-dating. Frequency of printed issues will depend upon the size of the UC, and the
professional, technical and financial resource available to prepare the records and edit the
input.
Location of Union Catalogue
If a country or region or a network opts for a system of separate

UC these may be housed

in several different libraries. Distributed location raises questions of finance for the libraries
concerned, of the incentive for them to continue the UC committed to their charge, and of
overall control and compatibility. If there is to be a single national or regional or network
UC then the ideal location is in the national or regional or network ILL centre if one exists.
This may be the national or regional library or strongest library in a network, or, albeit
unlikely in a developing country, a dedicated national or regional ILL centre. One advantage
of housing the UC in the national or regional library or a special national or regional centre
is the existence of a collection upon which the UC can be based, provided this stock can
. be lent; there is also some assurance of continuity and possibly of government involvement.
Locating UC in a national or regional centre also makes for better control and management;
a national or regional centre is in a position to co-ordinate ILL system and to incorporate the
UC or catalogues into national or regional ILL system. Wherever UC is housed it must be
staffed with suitably qualified personnel, and a range of bibliographies must be available for
verifying requests.
The location of UC in a single centre facilitates the collection of performance statistics, which
will serve as a measure of the success or failure of the catalogues. Data collected can help
to determine whether the UC has the right balance of contributing libraries, and it can also
highlight areas of inadequate provision and so aid the development of a co-ordinated national
or regional policy.
Technologies have brought out various impacts on ILL- UC systems. Thus it is sensible to
identify the possible impacts and compare the alternative programmes, in terms of costeffectiveness.

8.4

Impacts of Technology on ILL and UC Systems

This is a time of rapid technological change. Some of this will undoubtedly affect ILL and
UC and should therefore be taken into account in the design of ILL and UC system. .__.Line et al. (1880) has discussed the following main technological changes likely to affect ILL:
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of publication

These include publication in microform, publication in summary form (e.g. synopsis Journals), high density storage such as holographs, bubble memories and crystals, and the on-line
"electronic journal",
There is no doubt that various alternatives to the conventional printed paper will continue to
be explored, and that some at least will prove viable for certain kinds of material. However,
it seems doubtful if, from the viewpoint both of economics and of acceptability, conventional
publication will be superseded for material for which there is a substantial market. Line et al.
(1980) concluded that such changes in the pattern of publication as can be dearly envisaged
at present need not be taken into great account in designing ILL systems, but that such effects
as they are likely to have may tend to favour central loan collection.
Changes

in locating,

requesting

and

supplying

documents

The main technological developments are facsimile transmission, television technology, other
forms of document transmission (e.g. satellite), and computer technology,
The greatest impact on ILL is likely to be that of computer technology. It can, as we have seen
affect the form in which documents are held. It can also be used to construct and maintain
UC, and to publish them, in hard copy or more usually on Computer Output Microform
(COM). Computer-held
UC can also be accessed on-line, and this facility may also aid CA
policies, thus affecting document provision. The bibliographic checking of requests against
authoritative
files is possible. Finally, requests for documents can be made on-line.
For instance, the automation of union list has had great impact on ILL particularly in the
United States, where OCLC can be said to have transformed the situation. Automated union
list with on-line access and the ability to switch requests greatly improves the identification
of locations, the speed of requesting and of response in the case of delay or non-supply.
Whether the use of computers will significantly affect the balance between central loan collections and co-operative programme depends on several factors. First, appropriate computer
systems must be developed; this is easier to achieve in developed countries than in developing
countries. Secondly, effective on-line systems require that at least the majority user of libraries
have appropriate terminal facilities. Thirdly, even in developed countries, computer systems
can provide access to only a limited though increasing proportion of the documents required
unless existing UC are automated or co-operating libraries submit entries in machine-readable
form for existing holdings; Catalogue conversion on this scale is a huge' undertaking.
Fourthly,
fast access to locations, and the speed of requesting offered by on-line request systems, do
not in themselves make the document available; libraries are often unable or unwilling to
supply many of the documents for which they are requested on ILL, because they are in use
locally. Finally, and perhaps most critically, documents have to be acquired before they can
be supplied: computer access can assist document supply, but can hardly extend document
provision unless the system is also used for CA.
Based on the above review of the existing situation of ILL and UC services both in advanced
countries and in China, and the diagnosis of possible technological impacts and the reflection
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of the design principles, it may be possible to come to a decision about what kind of model
a China's Agricultural ILL-UC system should adopt. The following sections attempt to meet
this end.

8.5

Models of China's
Descriptive

Agricultural

ILL- UC

Systems-

When one proposes and designs a model for an ILL system and UC system in China, it should
be kept in mind that China is one of th·e more advanced developing countries, with enormous
development potential in the economic, educational, and scientific and technical areas. In
addition to that, its vastness of area, its distribution of populations, communications and
transportation, the system of its library and information services must be taken into account.

8.5.1

National and Regional Agricultural
Local Networks

ILL-UC systems as Back-ups for

The proposed model for a national agricultural ILL system-a subsystem of national ILL
systems in China, might be described as a combined pattern with a national centre in
co-operation with planned/ decentralised/ regional systems; planned/ composi tel decentralised
systems with hierarchical/local/ILL
systems.
1. The national centre for the (agricultural) ILL system-STDIC-CAAS

would naturally
become the suitable candidate. The centre will be supplemented by a few national
library and information services, such as the National Library of Beijing, the ISTIC,
the National Patents Bureau etc.

2. Planned, decentralised (agricultural) ILL systems at regional levels-the six major regions in the country would have their planned, decentralised, agricultural ILL systems
with co-ordinating centres within the regions. The lending units of the regional systems
would be provincial centres for agricultural libraries or information agencies.
3. Planned/local/ composite/hierarchical systems in' co-ordination with decentralised
system-provincial
agricultural libraries or information centres of five sectors would
be the first-level centre of their respective sectors (hierarchical), and the co-ordinating
centres with other sectors (decentralised), which will be discussed in detail later.
To set up a national (Agricultural) Interlibrary loan system, the following aspects need attentions:
1. A national co-ordinating centre dedicated for ILL, under STDIC-CAAS, should be set

up. It, together with regional and local co-ordinating centres should be responsible for
drawing the policies, regulations and standards for ILL, co-ordinating between related
institutions, and monitoring the performance of the system.
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2. The resources and services at local libraries should be promoted.
3. Union catalogues are necessary at regional and local levels. The use of the DC in the
format of microform and UARC should be facilitated.
4. A unified ILL request form has to be designed. The routine procedures should be as
simple as possible.
5. The photocopying facilities have to be improved.
6. Routine statistics for ILL have to be gathered in order to monitor the performance of
the system.
7. The postal expenses for ILL should be waived for individual users.
8. Training courses or seminar concerned with this area should be regularly held for the
administrators and librarians from the institutions of interest.
'The top-bottom infrastructure mentioned above is viewed from the' national level 's points of
view. More interesting to the author is a bottom-top planning approach for a local network.
The latter is more local user-oriented.
As the author proposed above, under a unified CA programme, the network would be assured
of acquiring the largest possible stock, with minimum unnecessary duplication. In such a
case, majority of the requests unfulfilled by the local libraries should be able to be satisfied
somewhere within the network. As for the route policies of ILL, the requests should be sent to
1) a UC centre first, if UC is available; 2) specialist libraries of the speciality; and 3) libraries
of similar types or in the same geographical area. This issue will be discussed in more detail
under the next heading.
According to considerations of cost-effectiveness, and also because of budget constraints,
some less popular or expensive items are left out in the acquisition policies. Requests may
arise for such items. But we still can assume that only a small proportion are unable to
be satisfied by the local network. The reasons are obvious: apart from the one mentioned
above, i.e. large possible coverage guaranteed by CAP, another reason is the geographical
specialities in agricultural production. We may drew the conclusion that a. small proportion
of requests falls into the following categories: 1) less-used, or expensive items: 2) high-level
and theoretical, or marginal disciplinary materials; and 3) items on less popular specialties
in the local agricultural research and production etc.
Those requests will berelayed to the respective regional co-ordinating centre by .: provincial
centre of respective sector. If
is available in the centre, a request can be located and sent
to a resource library in the region. But if there is no UC in the centre and a request fails to be
satisfied there, it will be relayed to the national centre. In principle, the route of a request is
hierarchical since the specialties are more alike within a region and the higher level a library
is, the bigger stock it has. In practice, especially if a regional or national
is available at a
regional level, it is more efficient if a request is located there and sent to the resource library,
no matter where the library is. If more than one resource libraries are located, the request
should be sent to the one within the region or the nearer one.

ue

ue
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The reasons for having a regional co-ordinating centre can be seen from the following:
1. As a first back-up to meet the demands on subject information-since

the agricultural
production in China shows strong geographical specialties, the province in the same
regions are faced with similar problems in agricultural research, education, production
and marketing. Thus the stocks of the libraries in the same region have their common
subject characteristics to reflect their problems.

2. As a first back-up to reduce the workload placed upon the national centre-imagine
how big a workload it would be to satisfy all the requests from 29 provincial networks,
each of which consists of around thirty main libraries and information centres.
3. As immediate access to reduce the turn-around time and costs for postage-the distance
between request and resource libraries in such a vast territory as China do affect the
turn-around time if rail transportation is used as a main means of mail. The national
centre is almost situated in the north-eastern corner of the country. Apart from a
couple of neighbouring provinces, most provinces are further away from the national
centre than from the respective regional co-ordinating centre. The possible delays in
mailing if requests are directly relayed to the national centre, vary from 2 days to more
than a week, which depends on the distance and frequency of the train services. As
for the costs for postage, there is no significant difference for an ordinary letter. But it
does make some difference for a parcel. The costs increase as the distance increase.
4. As a planned focus to avoid unexpected traffic through other channels (other regions)an effective way is by sending the requests to the respective regional centre first then
relaying them though a planned channel.
To sum up here, the proposed ILL infrastructure for a local network and its two upper-level
back-ups has taken the following into account:
1. The existing patterns;

.

2. Design Principles; and
3. Cost-effectiveness.
The importance of having regional back-ups can be seen from their roles. The removal of
such back-ups will lose the benefits and effectiveness already explored.
Now we need to examine the importance of UC in facilitating ILL transaction. It is clear
that in a structure on such a large scale, UC at certain levels is essential. Otherwise, N-body
transactions in such a big territory is unimaginable. At local level, a union list of networks
is desirable. Keeping regional or even national union lists for agricultural sciences in the
network is possible if these are in the form of printed copy or microform. If a request can
be located locally, the hierarchical route is the principal rule, but an exception may be if
the resource library happens to be in a neighbouring province. In other words, transaction
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between the nodes at the same level should be permitted in order to improve the efficiency
of transaction.
MARC UC for books and monographs is in the plan for the national centre. It should be
available at least at a regional centre to make use of the computer facilities already available
there. Therefore, a regional DC centre will play an important role in ILL transaction regionwide.
The above discussions were mainly devoted to the ILL outside the local network systems. A
careful design for the ILL-UC system inside the local network is more important in this thesis.
Again ZALINET is taken as an example of a local network and the following description is
dedicated to its ILL-UC system.

8.5.2

Description

of ILL-UC system In ZALINET

ILL-UCservices are regarded as two of the most important network functions in ZALINET.
The objectives, structures, governance etc. should be identified according to its own circumstance. The performance of the function has a profound effect on the overall network
and other functions. As the author has emphasised, the design of individual function should
take consideration of the relationship between the function concerned and other functions.
Therefore, when designing ILL system for ZALINET, we must make sure whether it will fit
the network and whether the relationships with other functions, such as CA and UC are
understood and used.
The specification for the ILL-UC system in ZALINET can be described as follows:

Objectives
The ILL- UC system in ZALINET intends to develop an effective system capable of
1. Achieving maximum user satisfaction, with minimum delays and costs;

2. Interconnecting with other ILL systems for unfulfilled requests;
3. Supporting the execution of CA programmes.
4. Locating the ILL requests efficiently and facilitating ILL transactions.

Co-ordinated Body
A sub-committee dedicated for ILL should be set up. The provincial-level centres of each
sectors will be the members of an executive body. The executive body will play the roles of
co-ordinating, supervising, controlling, policy-making and fund-getting etc. in the ILL-UC
system.
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Funding
The ILL-UC system will be funded mainly by participating libraries. But special funds should
be obtained from every level of government to recover the costs of ILL and to support the
production of the UC. No fee should be charged to individual users.

Standardisation
Standardisation

in the request form, UC and. evaluation methods should be facilitated.

Structure
The structure of ILL in ZALINET will be planned/decentralised between sectors and hierarchical within sector in terms of management. Wi~hin one sector, the hierarchical structure of
ILL can be described in three levels 1) county level, 2) prefectural level, and 3) provincial level.
Among the sectors, the respective provincial level centres will serve as co-ordinating centres
and communicate with each other. The executive body will consist of those co-ordinating
centres and thus control and administer the ILL system.
As for information flow, or transaction in ILL system, more channels; and immediate access
should be created to speed up the transaction. Three routes of transaction have been identified
and proposed as principal routes. They are homogeneous horizontal, i.e. transaction between
libraries of same type and same geographical level, homogeneous vertical, i.e. transaction
between two libraries of the same types but at different geographic levels, and heterogeneous
horizontal type of transaction, i.e. transaction between different types of libraries at same
geographic level. The particular route chosen should take consideration of distance, subject
and nature of the request and cost etc. As far as the first two routes are concerned, the same
type oflibraries are most likely to hold the stock of similar subjects and nature, and it will save
some bureaucracy since both of these are in the same hierarchy. While concerning the third
route, requests circulated within the same geographic areas will speed up turn-around time.
Therefore, an effective ILL should allow communication across levels, types and hierarchies.
The structure of UC processing, however, should be more centralised. Based on the stocks
of the centres in the respective sectors, some supplementing could be done through the stock
of specialised institutes and lower-level libraries. Records of the stock should be submitted
to the editorial centre for compilation and production. Union lists of both Chinese and
foreign periodicals and a UC of foreign publications are priorities to be produced. The
determination of the forms of the UC should be based on a cost-effective consideration and
existing economical and technological conditions at the time of planning.
The number of sites for UC services depends on 1) the size of UC; 2) the varieties of UC; 3)
the costs of multiple copies and 4) the availability of staff for UC consulting etc. This issue
will be discussed later.
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8.5.3

Identification

of Components

in three Programmes

Compared

The introduction of computers into library operations and the development of new technologies have facilitated the development of an ILL-UC system and their introduction have been
responsible for a large increase in ILL traffic.
The creation of an online UC greatly extends a library's bibliographical capacity. Whereas
manually-created UC are very selective, online catalogues can include whole range of materials
which are not usually included in regional catalogues. Such information is of use to all
departments of the library and, indeed, online systems are breaking down the barriers between
library functions.
The impact of new technologies is obvious but automation can never be cheap. Looking at
the present situation in China, we can not expect a great degree of computerisation in the
ILL and UC systems. Therefore, a feasible system can only be worked out by a cost-effectivebenefit comparison. Complying with the overall philosophy of design, the three alternatives
to be compared are the Manual ILL-UC System, the Semi-computerised ILL-UC System, and
'the Computerised ILL-UC System.
Manual ILL-UC System
By a manual ILL-UC system, the author
adopted. That is, mail will be the main
The pattern of publication transmitted
some audio-visual tapes. The location
microform.
Semi-computerised

means that the traditional way of transaction will be
means both of transmitting requests and documents.
are mainly original printed version, photocopies and
information, i.e. the UC will be in printed form or
.,..."..

ILL- UC System

By a semi-computerised ILL-UC system, the author means that computer will be partially
involved in the system. The centres of each sector will be equipped with computers, microform cameras, readers, telex and Telefacsimile etc. The UC will be available in MARC
form in the centre computers for locating requests and producing COM (Computer Output
Microform). COM will be distributed to prefectural centres or even widespread. Computer
can also be used, in a batch mode, to dispatch requests by printing requests on to request
forms. Transmission of request will rely on mail, or telephone or telex. On the other hand,
the means of document transmission will be mainly mail or Telefacsimile, if an urgent request
is raised.
Computerised

ILL- UC System

By computerised ILL- UC system, the author means that an ILL system will be equipped
with minicomputers or microcomputers to process UC, while local libraries will be equipped
with terminals to link with the centres. That is to say a online UC system will be implemented. In such a system,requests can be transmitted by electronic mail. While the means
of transmitting documents can be mail, telefacsimile and electronic form.
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The means of processing and resources, equipment and facilities involved in the respective
three programmes can be summarised in Table 8.1.
The same fashion is taken, i.e. the descriptive models, followed by mathematical models.

8.6

Model of ILL & UC System-Mathematical

Model

As with the usefulness of the mathematical model in CA programme, the mathematical model
here will provide trade-offs between 1) cost and effectiveness (benefits); 2) objectives of overall
system and individual functions; and 3) objectives of network and individual nodes etc.
The models formulated is to fit a local network environment.

8.6.1

Defining Performance Criteria

"Performance" in ILL is the success of a system in meeting demands and needs for documents.
It is therefore vital to know both what demands there are for documents and also what
needs there are, and to know too how quickly they are wanted. It is then possible to judge
performance against these requirements. For this purpose, the main performance measure
can be identified as fill rate (the proportion of requests fulfilled), user satisfaction rate (the
proportion of users' needs met), and speed (turn-around time). However, these performance
measure, while of major importance, are incomplete without costs (though costs are not
strictly a measure of performance). The cost of ILL covers all costs, including the cost of
constructing and maintaining the UC and the hidden staff costs in requesting and supplying
libraries, as well as the costs of stationery, postage and possible book purchase. Ultimately
what any system should achieve is maximum cost-effectiveness.
(PGI- UNESCO, 1983)
However, no performance measures, whether used in isolation or together, can give a complete
picture, if only because it is never possible to apply them comprehensively and exactly. Most
measures are relative, since there can be no absolute objective standard.
Line (1981) draws attention to some aspects on ILL which are sometimes misconceived. They
are that:
• Distance is almost irrelevant to the speed of supply. Distance does however affect the
cost of transmission. *(But, it is not true sometimes for a vast territory with poor
transportation services-the author's comment)
• Most of the delays in interlibrary lending occur not in transit but in requesting and
supplying libraries.
• A high proportion of demand is for a rather limited range of items that are held by
several or many libraries and that receive heavy use locally.
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• Interlending
is not very cheap and it is certainly never free. However maintenance
of UC is expensive and it is impossible to make it comprehensive.
Reduction in the
effectiveness of DC, results in the requests circulating to three or four libraries before
they can be fulfilled-another
cause of delay in the ILL process .
• A fundamental
cause of delays is that the first responsibility of a library is to its own
clients, not to those of other libraries; systems are geared to local service not to ILL.

8.6.2

Presenting Problems &. Modelling

Turn-around Time
In an ILL system, obviously the use of the UC is of assistance. But it is also obvious that the
UC is expensive to produce and to keep, and that it is almost impossible for all items to be
included in DC. Therefore, a careful cost-effective consideration about whether the UC is to
produce or not and whether it will be kept centrally or locally should be taken.
Based on the above analysis, we can, therefore,
availability:

assume the following three possibilities

of UC

1. DC locally accessible (i.e. each node keeps a copy of UC);
2. UC centrally

accessible (i.e. only central node keep UC);

3. Non- UC available in the network.
Therefore, they can be categorised into three types of transaction
istics of the transactions,
which has been mentioned earlier.
These three cases has been illustrated

according

to the character-

earlier (Fig.8.l).

Two-body transaction
As mentioned earlier, this type of transaction usually happens when the request library has a
UC and it sends the request directly to the resource library located. The author here assumes
that if the title required is not available at the moment of a request's arrival, the request will
wait instead of being relayed. \Ve also assume, that, network-wide, this type of transaction
happens between all nodes only under the condition that every node has a copy of UC to
locate the request.
Three-body
Again,
has no
can be
centre

Transaction

as mentioned earlier, this type of transaction usually happens when the request library
UC to loca.te the request and it has to send the request to UC centre, where the request
located and relayed to the resource library. That means that there is at least one UC
available in the network-wide. But the high probability of three- body transactions in
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the whole network happen only when UC centre are less than J/2 (J is the number of nodes).
The time taken for turn-around, i.e. initialising a request, relaying the request and delivering
the document required is
If we assume that there is not much difference in mailing time between any two of the nodes,

and that the relay library with UC acts as a switch. board (the probability of it satisfying the
requests will be ignored), then the time associated with distance in a three-body transaction
will be 3t.
N-body transaction
This type of transaction usually happens when there is no UC available in the network-wide,
so the request library send the request to a library without knowing if the title is accessible
in that library before-hand. If it fails to be satisfied, the request then has to be relayed to
the second or the further one until it is satisfied. In this case, the transaction can be two, or
three, or more bodies involved. The more copies of one particular title requested the network
holds, the less bodies will be involved in the transaction of this particular request.
The detailed procedures of ILL transaction in these three cases can be illustrated in flowcharts
(Figure 8.2 & Figure 8.3).
The total turn-around time in three cases can also be illustrated in maps (Figure 8.4).
Speed is important not only as a comparative measure of performance but because its mea- .
surement can identify weaknesses, in particular the precise points where delays are occurring,
and lead to steps towards improvement, whether by changing the system so that some procedures are eliminated or simplified, or by making the operation of the procedure more efficient.
It is obvious that to reduce the total turn-around time, we have to 1) reduce the processing
time in either request library, or relay library or resource library, 2) reduce the waiting time
in the queue, and 3) speed the transmitting time, relay time and delivery time.

Concerning the processing time, it is related to the number of staff allocated to processing,
the experience of staff, professional levels of staff and processing procedures etc. Taking on
more staff in ILL transactions also means increase of cost per request processed. A trade-off
happens here between efficiency of ILL transaction and cost.
As regards the waiting time in the queue when the request arrives at the resource library, it
can be reduced by increasing the number of copies of high demanding titles. Again there is
trade-off between the user satisfaction (availability) and cost.
As far as the time for transmitting a request, relaying a, request and delivery are concerned, it
is very much dependent upon the means of transmission. Usually, the postal system in a given
country or area would be outside the control of either requesting, relaying or resource libraries,
if mail has been decided as the means of transmission. One possibility is to design reasonable
route policies. But there may be other alternatives chosen to speed the transmission, such as
fax, electronic network etc. Again, there occurs a trade-off between speed and costs.
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Figure 8.3: Flow of ILL Transaction
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Figure 8.4: Gra.phic Models of Turn-around
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Moreover the accessibility and availability of a UC network-wide affect the speed of turnaround time. In three cases mentioned above, the first case, i.e. a UC locally available
leading to a Two-body transaction would certainly be time-saving but higher costed since
the local maintenance of a UC is costly. Therefore, the trade-off, in this context, would be
between the accessibility, availability of UC, eventually speed of transaction and cost of UC.
In the light of the above problems for trade-offs, some objective devices are required.
Based on the model for the turn-around time (illustrated earlier), the time difference between
each different types of transaction can be identified: the more bodies involved, the longer the
turn-around time. To reduce the turn-around time, at least one of the following measures
should be taken:
1. Increase the staff time for ILL handling and improve the handling efficiency;
2. Increase the duplicated copies of a particular title, which has a profound effect on
N-body transaction. Nevertheless, under a unified and optimal (assuming) CAP, the
duplicated number of copies are certain;
3. Introduce a UC service, which will greatly facilitate the ILL transaction.
Thus trade-offs can be made between 1) speed, satisfaction rate and costs, 2) ILL function
and UC functions and CA functions, 3) Overall network costs and individual functions costs
etc.

Cost-effectiveness of UC Availability
Taking an overall'view, a UC has a time-saving effect on ILL in the network. But the
production and implementation of the services cost money, staff and space especially if a
printed one is produced and maintained. Therefore, the decision whether the network will
produce a UC for ILL should be based on the cost-effective analysis.
Once the network decides to compile a UC, it is necessary take into consideration of costeffective issues about 1) form, 2) variety, 3) coverage, and 4) degree of availability of UC
services.
The determination of the first three issues should be based on a cost-effective-benefit comparison in Chapter Ten. While the optimum number of UC centres and their location can
be determined by a trade-off between the effectiveness and costs. The author applies a goal
programming technique to formulating a. model in order to solve the problem concerned (Appendix D).
The underlying philosophy implies that the nodes with high arrival rate, high handling efficiency,easy accessibility and cheap staff costs will have the priority for keeping a VC and
carrying out a services for DC consulting.
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Chapter 9

The Design of IR System
9.1
9.1.1

Introduction
History of Methods for IR Systems

In the western countries, the history of methods for the physical implementation of IR systems
falls into several periods:
1. Pre-1940: Pre-coordinate indexes, completely manual, in printed book or card form.

2. 1940s: The first post-coordinate indexes; manual.
3. 1950s: Punched card systems; microfilm retrieval systems.
4. 1960s~ Computer-based systems operating via magnetic tape in an off-line batch processing mode; improved microfilm systems.
5. 1970s: Computer-based systems operating on-line.
6. 1990s: Completely paperless systems (?)
The list indicates only the decade in which the major development in a particular type of
system occurred. The first computer-based systems were introduced in 1950s, but off-line
batch processing systems only began to have a significant impact on information services in
the 19605. Experiment with online retrieval dates back at least to 1964, but on-line systems
really only came into their own in the 19705. The developments of the 1990s, of course, are
purely speculative. (Lancaster, 1979)
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IR Systems

Initially, computers were employed to produce printed abstracting and indexing services more
efficiently. As a by-product of the generation of the machine-readable
databases necessary
for the production of the printed indexes, the machines were used to process both currentawareness and retrospective literature searches in batch mode; i.e. a number of searches or
user-profiles were run at one time "off-line" at an information centre to which the user addressed his request for information. Now remote terminals are used by librarians, information
scientists ("intermedia,ries")
acting on behalf of their users and, increasingly, by the end-users
(i.e. those who will ultimately use the information from the search) themselves, to interact
conversationally
with the machine-readable
databases in on-line searching. The IR industry
is now expanding rapidly and its structure is still evolving. The electronic database, with
no corresponding hard copy version, has now emerged and as the costs of paper and print
escalate and the cost of online access to databases over telecommunication
networks diminishes, the continuing existence of hard copy abstracting, indexing, and in many cases referral
publications, is uncertain.
The computer was first publicly applied to the processing of bibliographical
information in
1961, when the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) produced Chemical Titles (CT), a machinegenerated alphabetical subject index to the 600 most influential Journals covered by the parent
journal Chemical Abstra.cts. By the end of 19605 a. whole ra.nge of new CAS publications had
been produced from a machine-readable
database. In this system the abstracting and indexing information was culled from the source journals in a single process of intellectual analysis
before it was input onto the database in a single keyboarding operation.
Computerisation
was steadily adopted by other services, and by 1970 the first phase ofthe computer revolution
was completed. The new processing methods gave the secondary services (i.e. indexing and
abstracting services) the increased flexibility necessary to adapt to the changing patterns of
research. The result of this first phase of the revolution was greatly improved secondary publications; they were more up to date, more comprehensive in their coverage of the litera.ture,
and they were equipped with better indexes which cumulated more frequently. In addition,
users were given the facility of running "profiles" against the database to keep them informed
of recent papers covering their spheres of interest, and they could also search the database
retrospectively to ret.rieve all papers which satisfied a search strategy designed to circumscribe
their subject demands.

On-line IR Systems
The general availability of online access to bibliographical and non-bibliographical
databases
is the inevitable technological consequence of applying computers to the processing of bibliographical and referral information. The computer revolution has progressed rapidly and its
successive stages are now clearly discernible.
Interactive online retrieval systems, which enabled the user to communicate directly (in a
conversational mode) with the database being searched were being developed by the System
Development Corporation (SDC) as long ago as 1965. After a developmental period which
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extended into the early seventies, the use of online bibliographical systems became widespread
in the United States and more recently in Europe. MEDLINE (Medical Analysis and Retrieval
System ON-line) was one of the first online bibliographic databases to be developed and made
generally available, and subsequently it has become one of the most heavily used of the wide
range of databases which can now be accessed online.
According to the estimation by "EUSIDIC Data Base Guide", by 1982, the total number of
commercial databases has reached 1845 in the world, of which bibliographic, numerical and
factual databases are 762 and 1083 respectively.
The latter occupies a higher proportion.
For the time being, the development of databases has shown the following characteristics:
1)
industrialisation
of processing and production, and 2) multiplicity of functions. The online
IR industry has three clearly identifiable sectors:

1. The producers

of the databases;

2. The service suppliers or vendors,
3. The users of the systems;
end-users themselves.

sometimes

libraries,

referred to as "spinners"

information

services, information

brokers,

and the

The producers of bibliographical databases are typically the learned societies and institutions,
which have traditionally
undertaken the responsibility of organising the primary literature
covering their fields, and the various national government departments active in science-based
and other industries, which need to provide information services for their staff and customers.
The machine-readable
databases produced by the first sector of the industry are leased from
their producer by the service suppliers or vendors-organisations
which have developed software systems to enable users to search the machine-readable databases which have been loaded
into the suppliers' computers.
This interaction is effected ·by using remote computer terminals linked by standard telephone equipment over national and international communication
networks to the host's computers.
The database producer's magnetic tapes are converted
into a format compatible with the supplier's retrieval system. In this process the tape data
format is analysed and design specifications are developed to transfer the information from
the tapes to the magnetic disc used in the supplier's system.
The third sector of the industry embraces libraries, information services and information
brokers, who utilise the services offered by the producers of the databases and the services
suppliers to provide information,
both bibliographical
and referral, for their users in the
industrial, commercial, public, legal and academic sectors. (Houghton & Convey, 1984)

Microcomputers

in IR

Because the low cost of microcomputers
has now brought them within the reach of many
small organisations
or individuals,
they are being used in new application areas.
There
is a powerful psychological appeal in having a computer system that is under one's direct
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control; difficulties in the past trying to obtain congenial systems from central data processing
departments
provide further strong incentives for library and information units to establish
their own systems. ~..- .,.
..._._
The problem is the lack of suitable packages for IR. As the cost of microcomputers
decreases,
the cost of writing the systems to use on the machines becomes more conspicuous.
Many
library and information services cannot afford custom-built software (which now costs several
times the cost of the computing equipment).
The alternative of having internal staff write
the programs may hide the costs involved, but it introduces all the problems of learning the
new discipline of programming.
(Vickery & Brooks, 1980)
However, nearly all microcomputers offer word processing facilities, and these can be used for
entry, updating, and printing of such material as seria.ls lists, bibliographies,
and guides to
local reference sources. A microcomputer is also suitable for handling in-house reference files
containing data relevant to the library.
Cataloguing is practicable on a microcomputer only for a small collection, but other functions
such as circulation, borrow-checking, and order processing can be implemented.
(Williams,
1979)
On-line searching of the commercial databases can also be done via the microcompeter,':
and retrieved records can be stored locally and integrated with local citations to produce
bibliographies,
or they can be compared with the local collection.
Some suggestions have
been made for local networking to allow libraries in the same area. to share reference files and
use electronic massaging.
Most research and information workers accumulate a collection of reports, papers, bibliographic references, leaflets, and catalogues. These items remain potential, not actual, sources
of information unless their contents are accessible. A microcomputer
system can be used to
index, store, and retrieve this type of information as it is needed.
Many microcomputers
now have communications
facilities and can serve as terminals to
larger systems or can communicate with other microcomputers.
They can be programmed to
emulate any standard terminal, and software for this is becoming more widely available. A
microcomputer can also be programmed to access teletext and viewdata services and electronic
mail systems.

9.1.3'

Development of IR Systems in China

Compared with the advanced countries, China. is left behind in the development
The present situations can be described as follows:

1. Conventional

means of IR methods

2. Few international
barriers;

online terminals

predominate

ofIR systems.

for the time being;

have been installed

due to financial and technological
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and searching softwares are still at the experimental

4. Difficulty in the processing of Chinese characters
opment of computer-based

stages;

has been a great barrier

to the devel-

IR systems.

The initial trial of a computer-based
IR system started in 1975 in China. Through a ten
year effort, especially since 198'3 When the establishment
of a national IR system was put
in the list of national key research projects, great progress has been made; many ministry
information services have set up their own on-line IR systems, with certain hardware and
software resources and more. than ten cities have installed international
online terminals.
For the time being, there exist three main types of computer-based
1. International
On-line Terminals-providing
in ESA-IRS, DIALOG, and ORBIT etc.
requests since then;

IR services in China:

IR services with 361 databases available
It started in 1980 and has searched 21,000

2. National on-line IR services-providing
searching from CRA tapes.
1982 and has searched several thousands of requests;

It started

in June

3. Introduction

of Tapes-providing
off-line SDI services. More than 2fr types of tapes
were introduced in 1980. It has increased up to 54 by the end of 1985 and the totality
has reached 30,000,000 items. The number of requests searched has reached 16,000.

It has been estimated that the proportion of utilisation of bibliographic
databases and factual databases are 80.4%, 12.4 and 7.2% respectively.

databases,

numerical

During the period of the Sixth-five plan, China has introduced 52 bibliographic database tapes
and has produced 83 bibliographic and numerical and factual databases by itself. (Zhang,
F-L, 1986)
.
.
-~
~
Nevertheless, the pa.ce of development is not fast enough, and the reasons are various:
.

1. The lack of unified programme and planning-the
strength has been scattered
the capacity of each database is small and could not exert an efficient effect;
2. The shortage

of budgets,

techniques

and qualified technical

3. The lack of essential policies a.nd strategies,

personnel

so that

for indexing;

and standards.

It has been realised that the emphasis should be put on the development of bibliographic,
numerical databases; and factual databases, which include bibliographic information (books
and periodicals),
conference, patents, practical techniques, marketing, news and on-going
research projects etc. It is necessary to expand and improve the Chinese thesaurus.
It has been indicated that in China the number of potential users is huge, but the number
of actual users is few. The reasons of low utilisation of computer-based
IR services in China
can be summarised as following:
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of the existence of the services;

2. Difficulties in access to the services;
3. High cost of the services; and

4. Low satisfactory

level of searching results.

At present, an urgent problem faced is to enhance unified planning and to avoid low-level
duplications.
It calls for networking and resource-sharing at the moment of continuous development of databases.
With much attention and effort in the development of computer-based
IR systems, we should
not misinterpret the situation and assume that China's IR systems can be transferred from a
conventional mode to a computer-based
mode soon. If we examine the present situations of
IR services, we will feel the necessity of improving the conventional IR services at the same
time as developing of computer-based
services. The reasons are two-fold:

1. Conventional IR services are the basis of computer-based
IR systems. It is important to
have an unified plan in producing comprehensive, complete, up-to-date and high quality
secondary sources;
2. Computer-based
IR services will not be widely in use in the near future. Conventional
services has alrea.dy had some solid material foundations and should exert the biggest
possible effects until computer-based
systems can replace them partly or entirelywithout reducing the effectiveness of the services and user satisfactions.

9.2
9.2.1

Design Issues of IR System
Definitions

IR or Literat ure Searching
IR here means any activity in which a search of the literature is conducted to find bibliographical material on a particular subject. The search may be performed in a "conventional"
manner, using card catalogues, printed indexes, and other manual tools; or it may be conducted less conventionally, using a subject index in a form that is not completely manual.
The most sophisticated
and "least manual" of such searches is via a computer; that is, a
computer-based
IR system. The end product of a completely manual literature searching
is likely to be a group of actual documents delivered to the requester, although it may be
simply a typed lists of references to. or abstract of, documents. The end product of a. machine
literature search is likely to be a printed list of citations or abstracts that satisfy some logical
search requirement-such
list generated on a computer high-speed printer or some other piece
of equipment peripheral to a computer installation.
(Lancaster, 19i7)
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IR Function of a network attempts to locate packages of information or answer factual questions by utilising available access points to a database such as author, title, subject headings,
classification numbers, etc.

Database

Databases have been defined in the Directory of online databases as collections of related
textual and/or numeric data in machine-readable form that are processed for computer-based
publishing and/or electronic dissemination. Databases may be classified into "reference" and
"source" databases.

On-line IR
The term on-line refers to the fact that the searcher is in direct communication with ("on-line
to") the database he wishes to interrogate and to the computer on which it is loaded. A
search is conducted as a two-way conversation between searcher and the system (computer).
, For thisreason the on-line system Isfrequentlyreferredto
as Tnteractlve-or conversational.
(Lancaster, 1979)

Off-line IR
In off-line JR, the accomplishment of functions is not a,part of the main processing operation.
(Prytherch, 1987)

SOl

SDI stands for selective dissemination of information. In SDI, search stra.tegies are prepared
to represent the current awareness information needs of individuals. These search strategies,
usually referred to as "user interest profiles," are put into machine-readable form, stored on
magnetic tape, and matched at regular intervals, perhaps monthly, against new additions to
the document database. (Lancaster, 1979)

RS
RS stands for retrospective searching. In RS, the matching of a query against a retrospective
file (i.e. a file going back in time). The searcher usually has the option of defining the period
of time over which the search will be made. (Taylor, 1980)
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9.2.2

Components of IR Systems

According to Lancaster (1979), an IR system may be considered to comprise six major subsystems in terms of operations:
1. The document selection subsystem.

2. The indexing subsystem.
3. The vocabulary subsystem.
4. The searching subsystem.
5. The subsystem of interaction between the user and the system (user-system interface).
6. The matching subsystem, that is, the subsystem that actually matches document representations against request representation.
In a "conventional" computer-based system, the computer contributes directly only to the
matching operation. It acts as a giant matching device. But, in most systems at least, it
contributes nothing directly to the selection of documents, the indexing of documents, the
control of the vocabulary used in indexing and searching, the preparation of search strategies, or the interaction with system users. These are all intellectual activities, performed by
humans in most existing systems, and these intellectual activities govern the effectiveness of
the system.
The major important factors controlling the effectiveness of a retrieval system may be separated into two groups:
-Data

base factors; and

":"::Factorsassociated with theexploitation

of the data base.

The major data base factors, which can also be regarded as "input factors," are three:
. 1. What documents are included.

2. How completely and accurately the subject matter of these documents is recognised and
represented in the indexing operation
3. How adequate is the vocabulary of the system to represent the subject matter of these
documents.
There are also three "exploitation" or output factors:
1. How well the staff of the information centre is able t.o understand the information needs

of the users (user-system interaction).
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2. How well they can transform

these needs into searching

3. How adequate is the vocabulary
system users. (Lancaster, 1979)

9.2.3

of the system

The Design of IR System

strategies.

to represent

the subject

interests

of

Design Issues

When designing and planning
be taken into account:

1. Objectives,

an IR system in a network environment,

Policies, Standards

the following should

and Commitment;

2. Structure:
Centralised or distributed in terms of management,
software and database production and services;

hardware

configurations,

3.. Modes of IR services:
Conventional
or both;

or computer-based,

or both; if computer-based,

off-line or online

4. Types of Services:
SDI or RS, or both;
5. Hardware

Considerations

• Types of Hardware
• Compatibility
• Installation

of Hardware
of Hardware

6. Software Considerations
• Types of databases
• Requirement

available

ofIR searching packages

• Decision about purchase or design of databases
• In-house database

9.2.4

design considerations

Effect of Networking

on IR

This is an area that can benefit greatly from co-operative efforts. The resource used in the
IR (reference) function are among the most costly to acquire. CA programmes in obtaining
these reference works can help to reduce these costs. Furthermore, if access to informational
databases is considered to be analogous to the problem of "collections development," a similar saving can be obtained. The access point(s) may be centrally or hierarchically located,
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in which case member libraries obtain access by phoning or using teletype to place requests.
Finally, if the IR function is to be carried out efficiently, the technology to implement a reasonably fast response, and minimise human handling of requests, is necessary. This technology,
especially if computer-based,
can usually be purchased more economically by a network than
by the individual libraries. Furthermore, the software and hardware to support these communications activities can be readily maintained through the network than through the member
libraries.
IR seems to be one area that always demands inter-system dialogue. It would usually not
be feasible for local networks. The immense effort involved in creating a database, indexing, abstracting,
up-dating, forwarding of materials from the database seems to require the
specialised efforts of "information brokers." Thus, the mechanised database is viewed as a resource in the same vein as the printed reference work; and the database supplier is analogous
to the publisher/supplier
of monographs, periodicals or more traditional non-print materials.
Under the following heading, the possible models (national, regional) of IR system in China
are discussed in terms of objectives, structures and technical considerations etc.

9.3

Descriptive Model of IR Systems in China

9.3.1

National Sci-tech IR System

When planning

a national

sci-tech IR network, the following should be taken into account:

1. Its own circumstances; distribution
possible technical input etc;

of computers

2. Social and economic effects; Emphasis
and easy management;

and databases,

information

need and

on items with quick efficiency, easy fulfilment

3. International

Standard; foundation of further expansion
tion of the use of Public Data Switch Network (PDN);

and development,

and founda-

. 4. Mainly Self-reliance, and supplemented
by the introduction
of necessary techniques
when implementing the plan, i.e. hardware or software mainly Chinese make~ if imported, Chinese technicians will be used to maintain the systems.

Policies

and

Strategies

The key issues in the policies and strategies

are the following:

1. Standardisation;
2. Centralised

selection of topics;
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3. Decentralised processing;
4. Co-ordinated database building; and
5. Formation of distributed comprehensive databases.
In accordance with the above principles and the existing state of China's information industries, it is recommended that the regions with PDN, make use of PDN first to develop
their own sub-networks, then the national tree- shaped network can be established by linking sub-networks with the centre (Beijing) based on X.25 standard. Once the na.tional PDN
is established, the centres of regional network can be linked with the nearest interchanging
joint(node).

Con£guration

It is proposed that a modified star, i.e. tree (hierarchical) configuration is suited to China's
national sci-tech IR system. The reasons might be claimed to be the following:
1. The existing IR systems in each ministry can be used as subsystems of the national

system;
2. The information centres in Beijing area are connected to form Beijing regional IR subnetwork, in which users address requests to their own centres first, if dissatisfied, then
forward the request through ISTIC;
3. Each region may set up its own regional sub-networks first. The users address requests
first to their regional centres, if dissatisfied within regions, forward the requests across
regions or ministries through ISTIC. Such route policies will therefore lessen the burden
of ISTIC andtraffic of telecommunication;
- 4;- A Tree-shaped configuration has a high degree of flexibility; it is feasible to put the

sub-networks into use as soon as they have been established. It suits the programme of
investment and establishment in batches.

Long-term

Plan

ISTIC has therefore prepared a detailed plan for the establishment of a comprehensive, computerised information network centred at the institute. This plan envisages that system will
be built up over a period of 15-20 years in a series of three stages as follows:
First stage: Off-line services (five years)
The main tasks of this period are: the founding of professional document stocks in Chinese
and ocidentallanguages with tapes imported or produced in China(including the tapes accumulated in typesetting); providing SDI and retrospective search services; and supplying
on-line retrieval services on a small scale.
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Second stage: On-line retrieval work (five years)

In this stage, all subsystems accomplished in the first stage will be assembled and linked so
that all data may be utilised and a higher efficiency will be achieved. The on-line services will
be expanded and extended from the former small-scale on-line services within the Institute
itself to services in the medium scale.
Third stage: A network (five years)

At this stage the new system will be completed, and its on-line range will be expanded to a
broader coverage eventually with the aim of a nation-wide on-line retrieval network, the final
aim being to become part of the world networks.
In the process of getting acquainted with these new techniques, ISTIC has been experimenting with on-line linkages with international databases. The plans outlined above are also
dependent on external aid, and ISTIC is envisaged to establish the hardware components
of the system mainly through the financial assistance of United Nations Development Programme. Experts have also been delegated from Unesco to assist ISTIC in its concrete plans
.for modernisation.
However, the hardware and the basic software requirements will presumably have to be met
through imports, since the domestic electronics industry capacity has failed to catch up with
advanced producers. China is not able to raise the total amount of funds required, and
assistance from international agencies has been essential and is likely to be required in the
future too. The absence of large-scale financial commitment by government threat to the
realisation of such plans for advanced computer-based information systems.
But there are other problems of an infrastructural nature which pose equally serious obstacles
to plans for advanced networks. A primary factor is the lack of adequate telecommunication
facilities. In China, the ambitious communications satellite program formulated in late 1970s
_appears tohave been scaled down, and a,postponement till mid-1980s happened. Additionally,
the local networks being based on non-digital switching technologies and with limited line
capacities, seem unable to support a true on-line network. One apparent symptom of this
state of affairs is that very few large computers work on a time-sharing basis...although there is
no doubt that China will be able to set up more or less centralised computer-based network
(including the indigenous capability of installing the equipment) arrives by the end of the
century. (Barrk, 1985)

9.3.2

National

Agricultural

IR System

As a sub-system of National Sci-tech Computerised m system. the National Agricultural IR
system will be set up in accordance with the overall principles and its own characteristics.
The system can be described under the following headings.
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Objectives
1. To establish several computerised IR systems comprising minicomputers and microcom-

puters, based on the existing foundation of the centres at different levels;
2. To provide various agricultural IR services nation-wide by utilising the foreign tapes
introduced and domestic databases produced;
3. To promote the realisation of resource-sharing by the efforts of the national centre and
regional sub-centres to provide off-line and on-line IR services.
4. To build up a set of agricultural bibliographic, factual and numerical databases, which
will store at least 3,000,000 items by the end of the Seventh-five plan.

System Structure
1. Organisational

Structure

The national Agricultural Sci-tech IR system will be a sophisticated hierarchy with multiple levels. It will be such a computer IR network which links CAAS, seven regional
centres, provincial (municipal autonomous) academies of agricultural sciences, agricultural universities, specialised institutes and users. The STDIC~CAAS will be the centre
of the computer-based IR system and co-ordinating organisation. It is responsible for
the link with the National Computerised Sci-tech IR centres and the centres in other
fields. (Figure 9.1)
2. Hardware

- --

The National Centre will be equipped with a main-frame computer, and it will be in
charge of the processing of a.gricultural sci-tech information and provide the IR services nation-wide. Meanwhile the provincial (municipal and autonomous) academies of
agricultural sciences, and agricultural universities should be installed with compatible
- .- . computers with an emphasis on the application of minicomputers and microcomputers.
They are responsible for the processing of their own documents and providing necessary
services to researchers and teachers in the area.
To fulfil the objectives mentioned above, and to satisfy a wide range and a big number
of requests, it is desirable that the national centre is equipped with a middle-sized
computer system in principle. However, due to the limited funds, it is more practical
to use the existing HP3000 system first, and then transit to middle-sized computer
systems. It is suggested that the regional sub-centres, provincial centres, universities
and specialised institutes purchase IIP3000 compatible computer systems in order to
realise the resource-sharing of agricultural information resources.
3. Databases and Softwares
The national Agricultural Sci-tech IR system will build several databases and subdatabases according to the distribution of information resources. Preparations will be
made through co-operation between the organisations in the system. The following
databases have been planned to be set up within the Seventh-five-year Plan:
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Figure 9.1: Organisational

Structure
Hltlonal

of Agricultural

IR System in China
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(a)

Foreign Agricultural Sci-tech database - importing the tapes of the existing foreign
a.gricultural database through various channels but in a planned way, such as CAB,
AGRICOLA, AGRIS, FSTA, CRIS tapes, then exploring and modifying them to
suit the Chinese demands and circumstances;

. (b)

Chinese Agricultural Bibliographic Database - creating a comprehensive database
which covers the basic foreign and Chinese literature on all subjects of agriculture.
And in the database the information is stored, retrieved, displayed and printed all
in Chinese.

(c)

Fact and Numerical Database - building up a set of fact and numerical databases
related to local area's production management, information investigation, sci- tech
. research and education etc;

(d)

Agricultural Bibliographic Catalogue database - setting up a MARC National
Agricultural Bibliography, which will be based on the catalogue of the STDICCA.~S, and supplemented by the catalogues of other big agricultural libraries;

(e) Agricultural On-going Research Project database - establishing a. database which
covers the information and data about the whole process of the research projects,
i.e. topic determination,
design, execution, termination
and achievements etc.
The database will be up to elated on a regular basis so that the administrators
can
receive up-to-date information to help their management of those research projects.

(f) Searching softwares -

import.ing or exploring searching software for both Foreign
and Chinese databases and setting up HP-Chinese-English
Workstations.
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4. Telecommunications
The installation of a national public telecommunications
system is under way, which
will make online at high level possible for the national agricultural IR system.
5. System Functions
Users will be able to search the foreign and domestic agricultural
vant information on a resource-sharing basis.

information

and rele-

The system will consist of the following four main system functions:
(a)

Multi-lingual,

i.e. Chinese, English and Japanese

etc, storage and retrieval;

(b)

Transmission
distributions.

of the information

(c)

Provision of both SDI and RS services; it will start with the small-scale
search and then develops into a network on-line search.

e d)

Editing and compositionto

into tape and disc forms for frequent

publish the agricultural

documents

and easy
on-line

electronically.

6. Modes of IR
Before the installation of the National Public Telecommunication
Network, the system
will carry out the computer-based
IR service via the provision of the discs and tapes,
and on-line searching in some parts of the country.
Conventional means of IR will
continue to exert its influence.
7. Types of Services
Both SDI and RS services
system.
8. Application

will be provided via conventional

and computer-based

IR

of Microcomputer

The advantages of microcomputers have been greatly appreciated in China. It has been
proposed that China's IR system should start with the application of microcomputers in
'. _,_._", .... " __"'_. each lower-levels of nodes.. Since .thecentre of the system will be equipped with HP3000
computers.
It is suggested that ea.ch of the lower levels should acquire HP-ChineseEnglish workstations and IBM compatibles.
Therefore, resource-sharing,
unified programming and assignment of implementation
can be expected. As for databases, the
dawn of of CD-R011 technology sent a ripple of excitement and the subscription and
production. of CD-ROM databases should be considered in terms of cost-effectiveness.

9.3.3

Provincial Agricultural IR Model, with particular

reference to ZA-

LINET
The direction

of a provincial IR system can be decided by the following:

1. Its own circumstance

and characteristics;

2. The roles that the provincial centres, agricultural universities,
perform in the national Agricultural IR services;

specialised institutes

will
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3. Information

needs of local users etc.

Here, the second issue will be discussed in detail. If we review the Seventh-five plan, we can
find that the National Agricultural IR Network will eventually link up the national centre with
provincial centres-provincial
academies of agricultural sciences, agricultural universities and
specialised institutes.
Those nodes have been assigned various tasks.
The regional and provincial

centres have been assigned the following:

1. Organising
and co-ordinating
the building up of local agricultural bibliographic
databases, union catalogues, on-going research projects and research achievements etc
factual and numerical databases;
2. Undertaking
the tasks of information collection
databases assigned from the national centre; and
3. Undertaking
government

and processing,

universities

have been identified as follows:

1. Setting up databases for the university bibliographic information,
databases for the relevant fact and numerical data;

_

.... __

~

of

the tasks of agricultural information processing consigned by the local
and providing numerical databases in the form of tape and disc, etc.

And the tasks of agricultural

2. Providing
provincial

and production

SDI and RS services by utilising the databases
centres; and

produced

catalogue

and the

by the national

and

3. Undertaking the tasks of collecting, processing of-bibliographic, factual and numerical
,_infonnation .con~igned. by the .nationaland provi nei al centres, etc. '"

,,<

And the specialised

1. Organising
databases;

institutes

have been assigned the following tasks:

the establishment

of subject bibliographic,

catalogue, factual and numerical

2. Undertaking the task of collection and processing of subject information,
of su bject databases assigned by the national centre;

and production

3. Providing services from numerical databa.ses tapes and discs for the subject of interested;
and
4. Carrying
etc.

out IR services from subject

bibliographic,

factual and numerical

databases,
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The national plan will certainly promote the development ofIR in a province. The fulfilment of
the tasks assigned by the national plan will bring out a solid material foundation for provincial
IR systems. In a provincial network environment, there will be three or more nodes linked
with the national Agricultural IR Network. Thus those nodes can become centres or subcentres for provincial IR Networks. In the case of ZALINET, ZAAS, ZAU, CNRRI and TRI
have fallen into the above three categories.
The IR system in ZALINET,

therefore,

can be briefly described

in the following terms:

Objectives

1. To set up an IR system, based on the development
network;

of the nodes linked with the national

2. To provide various agricultural IR services province-wide by utilising the hard copies,
tapes purchased or processed at the national network via conventional means or computer;

3. To build up a set of agricultural

bibliographic,

factual

and numerical

databases

with

local characteristics;
4. To fulfil the tasks of national

plan with network efforts and resources-sharing.

Configuration
The ideal configuration for an IR system in a provincial
It is decided by the following:

1. Development

of the provincial

network will be a (composite)

nodes at the national

2. The €xisting resources situations
the future possible input etc.

star.

IR network;

at lower level libraries

and information

centres,

and

In ZALINET, ZAAS, ZAU, CNRRI and TRI are naturally centres or sub-centres.
The link
between centres and other nodes will be mainly by post and some telecommunication
means.
Resources

Development

(including

Hardware,

Software)

The following resources should be acquired:

1. Funds and Qualified Manpower:
2. Hardware:
facilities;

dedicated

HP3000 or IBM Compatibles

funds and personnel;
and other facilities,

e.g.

telecommunication

3. Databases: hard copies, tapes or discs or CD-ROM purchased or processed
and provincial levels; and some in-house databases in microcomputers;

at national
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4. Searching Software: packages purchased or produced at a higher level.
Modes of Searching
The modes of search include both conventional and computer-based, but in the latter, mainly
off-line in the early stages.
Types of Services
Both SDI and RS will be provided.
Installation of IR centres
ZAAS, ZAU, CNRRI and TRI will be the centres in the network. They should be equipped
with the necessary hardware mentioned above in order to perform the roles. Generally speaking, their tasks are two-fold:

1. Providing IR services to other nodes-External

Effect;

2. Organising and Co-ordinating the collection, processing of agricultural information,
and production of local bibliographic, factual and numerical databases network-wideInternal Efficiency.

Some orientation and division of functions among those centres should be worked out according to their subject bias, resource situation and geographical locations etc.
The selection and subscription of databases for services in the centres should be carefully
made based on the ,llnified plan and cost-effective analysis.

1. Input Factors:

• types of database: bibliographic or fact or numerical;
• data to be included: categories, scale, period of time etc;
• format: ease of use, standard; and
• indexing: accuracy, complete, experience of indexer etc;
2. Training of staff into qualified indexers, intermediary and training of users to be familiar
with retrieval tools and methods.
3. Application of microcomputers in the in-house system.
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9.3.4

Identification

of the

As we have reviewed, In. services
sequence is regarded as:

Manual

-+ Off-line

Components

in Three

Programmes

can be carried out by different

-+ On-line

-+ CD-ROM

modes.

The evolution

in Microcomputer

However, the development has progressed at a different rate in different countries. In some
advanced countries, the on-line IR services has become very popular while in some developing
countries, the manual IR services is still underdeveloped.
It it noteworthy that a developing
country does not necessarily follow the evolution sequence since new technology (e.g. CDROM) sometimes provides more cost-effective means, which saves much time in trial.
The main advantage of a computer-based
system is obvious: the ability of handling
complex searches, at high speed. But setting-up a computer-based
system requires
initial investment.

very
high

Which modes the IR system in the network will adopt should be based on a careful comparison
between those modes. Following the overall principle, three alternative programmes are chosen
for comparison. They are manual IR system, Off-line IR system and On-line IR system.
Manual

IR system

By a manual IR system, the author means that the network will carry out a conventional IR
service in a centralised mode. The centre (or centres) will be stocked with fairly comprehensive (usually expensive) printed retrieval tools (including abstract journals, index journals,
references and bibliographies etc.). In the centre( s), a certain number of staff will be allocated
to carry out manual searching.
~-"-'Off-line

IR system'-"

' .. _--

By a off-line computer-based
IR system, the author means that the network will set up a
IR centre equipped with computer facilities. Utilising the IR software and bibliographical
databases either purchased or established by national network in tape forms, the IR system
will provide Sfrland RS services in a, batch mode. Some in-house databases dealing with
local network special demand will be built by joint effort from member libraries.
On-line

Computer-based

IR System

By a on-line computer-based
IR system, the author means that an on-line IR services will
be provided. Here on-line implies several levels of on-line: 1) on-line between the provincial
centre and international host(s); 2) on-line between the provincial centre with national centre;
3) on-line between the provincia] centre and member libraries. The first two levels may not be
accessible by individual members. Both SDI and ns services will be provided. The databases
for services are mainly the databases available in national In centres. As with off-line system.
some in-house databases to meet local interest will be built.
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Table 9.1: Means & Equipment
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Output
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Performance
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Pl'Ogl'D

Oil.

Ptsol'jption

9.4

involved in Three Programmes

Locil Pri nter

are identified

and presented

in Ta-

Model of IR System in China

Criteria

and Measures

When designing and planning an information service, one usually choose cost, time and
quality as criteria. The specific criteria suggested by Lancaster (19i9) for an IR system are
the following:

LevelL

Effectiveness( consideration

ofuser satisfaction)

A. Cost Criteria
1. Monetary

cost to user

2. Other, less tangible cost considerations

B. Time Criteria
1. Time elapsing from submission

of request to retrieval

of citations
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2. Time elapsing from submission of request to retrieval of document
3. Other time considerations
C. Quality Considerations
1. Coverage of the database

2. Completeness of output (recall)
3. Relevance of output (precision)
4. Novelty of output

5. Completeness and accuracy of data
Level 2. Cost-effectiveness (user satisfaction related to internal system efficiency and cost

considerations)
1. Unit cost per relevant citation retrieved

2. Unit cost per new, that is, previously unknown, relevant citation retrieved
3. Unit cost per relevant document retrieved
Level 3. Cost-benefit (value of system balanced against costs of operating it)

In the framework (Figure 7.6), the criteria for the network being modelled have been chosen against cost, effectiveness, cost-effectiveness and cost-benefits. Here, the review of it is
necessary.
More specifically, we have chosen recall and precision, ratio response time and user effort,
cost-effectiveness and cost-benefits of IR as performance measures.
Recall

The term "recall" refers to a measure of whether or not a particular item is retrieved or the
extent to which the retrieval of wanted items occurs.
Precision

The term "precision" refers to a measure of signal-to- noise ratio in certain kinds of information
systems.
The two measures, recall ratio and precision ratio. can be illustrated further by a 2 x 2 table
presenting the results achieved in a particular literature search (Table 9.2).
Therefore, Recall relates to the ability of the system to retrieve relevant documents, and
precision relates to its ability not to retrieve irrelevant documents. The recall ratio is defined
as
Number of relevant documents retrieved
Total number of relevant documents in the collection
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Table 9.2: 2 x 2 Table of Results of a Literature Search

Retrieved
Not retrieved
Total

User relevance decision
Relevant
Not Relevant
a (Hits)
b (Noise)
c (Missed) d (Correctly rejected)
a+c
b+d

Total
a+b
c+d
a+b+c+d
(Total Collection)

The precision ratio is defined as
Number of relevant documents retrieved
Total number of documents retrieved

The precision ratio and recall ratio, used jointly, express the filtering capacity of the systemits ability to let through what is wanted and to hold back what is not. Neither one on its
own gives a complete picture of the effectiveness of a search,
Response

Time

In a delega.ted search, this represents the time ela.psing between the submission of a request
by the user and his receipt of the search results. In a non-delegated situation, it represents
the time involved in the actual conduct of the search; in this case, it also is a measure of user
effort.
User Effort

In anon-delegated search, effort is measured by the amount oftime the user spends conducting
--·----'-·--·---the .s~arch. In a delegated search, it is measured by the amount of time the user spends
negotiating his inquiry with the system and the amount of time he needs, when the search
results are delivered to him, to separate the relevant from the irrelevant items, which is
directly related to the precision ratio.
All these criteria are closely related. and there are tradeoffs among all of them.

9.4.2

Modelling

Estimation

of Potential

Users of IR systems

How big the marketing of Scientific Information is dependent on the following:

1. Qua.lity and quantity of scientific personnel in the country (area);
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Figure 9.2: Model for Estimation
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Services

can be estimated

according to the following flowchart

Model

The network plans to carry out IR services but which is the most cost-effective mode should
be decided after comparing the three common modes, i.e. manual, off-line, and on-line IR.
Here, the author assumes that once the manual mode is chosen. the services can be undertaken
by each node, or at least by the upper two levels of nodes since only staff cost and the
information (printed secondary sources) costs are involved. But if we choose the on-line or
off-line mode, it is most likely that it is centrally or sub-centrally accessible since the settingup costs will be very high (including databases, terminals and telecommunication
fees) and
it is more desirable to concentrate the resources in one or more centres.
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First we are going to choose the most cost-effective mode i by the following formulae.
we split the total cost into two parts:

Here

1. staff cost (labour cost)
2. setting-up cost(including
nication costs etc).
Here information

information,

reproduction,

equipment,

space, and telecommu-

includes either printed secondary sources or databases.

The staff cost can be converted

into cost of searching, i.e.

=

staff hour Iper search x salary Iper staff hour

unit staff cost of a search( C[)

The author assumes that there are r request entering the network each year. So the staff cost
per year is C[r.
Therefore,

the total costs for searching

by i mode per year is

«:» + Cf)Xi
Then the author

sets some goals for effectiveness measures,
1 I
- LEriXj

i.e.

~ Eor ~ E

r.

1=1

Where E is effectiveness measures, which can be precision ratio, recall ratio and response
time, or combination of the first two etc. It is su bject to the staff and budget constraints.
The whole formulation

ca.n be expressed

as follows:
L

Min 2)Cir

+ Cf)X,

;=1

Xi
1 I

-L e-.«,
r

~

= 0,1
Ear ~ E

(Coal )

;=1

S.t.

1

1

N

L S,»,

.

i=]

~ S

L c;», ~ B

(Staff Constraints)

(Budget Constraints)

;=1

where
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is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

Cf
r
Xi

E
E
S,
S
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Design

of IR System

unit staff cost of a search;
setting-up cost;
number of request annually;
integer variable for modes;
effectiveness measures for specific modes;
desired effectiveness measures;
number of staff needed for specific modes;
number of staff available; and
budget available.

Once the mode is determined, we should decide the locations of the IR centres. Again, we
can, using the cost-effectiveness measure and geogra.phic accessibility measure, determine the
optimal number and locations of IR centres. The total cost of IR service in the network is
J

Min L(Ci/oij

+ Cf;)Xij

j=1

= 0,1

Xij

1

(Goal)-

J

L

EijTjjXjj ~ Ear

:s E

T j=1
J

(Goal)

J

LD

L r.,

j=1

j=1

j(j+l)T;j/

s. t.

. J

L Cf;X;j

<B

j=1

where

e.,«,
Dj(j+J)

s.,
5
B

is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is
is

unit staff cost. of a search at node j;
number of request entered at node j annually;
setting-up cost of IR services at node j;
integer variable for node j at mode i;
effectiveness measure at node j under mode i:
desired effectiveness meaure under mode i;
expect.ed distance from ot.her node t.o node i:
number of st.aff needed at node j for mode i;
number of staff available: and
amount. of budget available.

The optimising solutions will give out first the most cost-effective
of centres and locations.

mode, then optimum number
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